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The following is a reprint of an article written in March 1965. 

Its author, Mr. Arne Olav Brundtland, is a staff research fellow of the Norwegian 

Institute of International Affairs, and is presently directing a research programme 

on 'Nordic Balance'. 

Mr. Brundtland, who will be a participant to the North Cap Conference, will present 

a revised version of this article to the Conference. 
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The concept of a Nordic Balance. 

There is no formal agreements in the security field between all of the 5 Nordic countries, 

and the foreign and military policies - the security policies - of the countries are based 

on different ideas, formally, mainly on the two different ideas of alliance-policy and 

neutrality. This does not, however, mean that there are no connections between the 

secw::ty policies of the five Nordic Countries. The policies are made and implemented 

by five different and sovereign cabinets, but as all kinds of realistic policies, they are 

hammered out with due consideration paid to the international environment, and at least 

part of the policies are designed to or justified in terms of keeping the peace in a broader 

area than the areas of the respective national states in Northern Europe. 

As there are no danger whatsoever for any armed clash between any of the nordic states, 

the main security problems of the area have to be dealt with within the context of the 

East-West conflict. The Great Powers do have mainly defensive, but possibly also 

offensive military interests in the Area. The main problem of the five states is that of 

any state with the aim of preserving the status quo: How to keep the peace in the area 

while preserving a reasonable freedom of action. Or to put it a little bit differently: 

How to keep the peace and remain in a position in which they do not have to give con

eessions to possible uses of military threats for political purposes by outside powers? 

Taken for granted that the main purpose of the security policies of the five different 

countries is to guard the security of each of the countries, it remains to be found out 

to which extent the policy also is designed to guard a broader area. By membership 

in NATO three Western of the Nordic Countries share a political responsibility for the 

peace in the North Atlantic Region as defined in the North Atlantic Treaty. As all three 

countries are unable to defend themselves militarily over some period of time, Iceland 

having no military forces of her own, and Norway and Denmark having only little more 

than trip-wire forces, these three NATO members are unable td take a direct military 

commitment outside their own territory - at least when entering Great Power clashes -

(I leave out the contribution of UN peace keeping forces). The same seems to be the 

case in the North of Europe. The eventual contribution of one of the small countries to 

the security of one or more of the others is not to be found in the strictly military field, 

but rather in the political or diplomatic field. 

The North of Europe has been a relatively tranquil corner of the World since the second 

World War. And even after the beginning of the Cold War, the North of Europe has been 

less involved in and less afflicted qy that particular variety of Great Power antagonism. 
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The main reasons for the relatively reduced cold war tensions in Northern Europe 

compared with the intense tensions in Central Europe are 1) that there was little to 

gain politically compared with the costs involved, to get complete control. of the area, 

and 2) therefore the main interest of the Great Powers in the area was the defensive 

one of, denying the complete use of the area to the other Power Group. To say in 

another way: The basic Great Power interests in the Area has been that of military 

security. 

The North of Europe is thus an area of reduced tensions due to the fact of reduced 

Great Power involvment. One can speak of the North of Europe as an example of 

partial disengagement. This stability is also called the Nordic Balance. And we have 

to ask three questions: 1) Is this balance only a reflection of the Bipolar Balance? 

2) Is it only partially connected with the· Bipolar Balance, or 3) Is it something con

fined to the North of Europe, and therefore mainly a local phenomenon? And there

after we have to ask the questions of how stable the balance is and what would be re

quired to bring it to a higher or lower level. 

But first which are the main elements of the Nordic Balance? Or in line with the 

statement in the last paragraph: In what ways are the Great Powers less involved 

in the North of Europe? 

The three most important points are: 1) The absence of foreign military ba.~eB In 

Norway (and Denmark), 2) the recognition of the Swedish policy of allianee-free and 

miJHary relative strong.guarded neutrality, and 3) the special Sc>viet restraintp m 

dealing with Finland, which is allowed to pursue a policy of "neutrality and friendly 

relations with the Soviet Union"' 

How are these three points relata:ilo each other? Leaving aside for a moment the 

question whether these three aspects of the security policies of the countries with 

interest in Northern Europe originally have been designed to make each other possible 

or to'give the other side an inducement to show restraint, it is easy to see that there 

is a. close relationship between them. 

Let us first discuss the three points from the point of view of Norway. Although Norway 

has had a considerable rearmament since 1948 and has received a considerable military 

aid from USA and Canada- all for strictly defensive purposes- she has not allowed 

the establishment of foreign military bases on her territory. Upon Soviet enquiry, 
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before Norway entered NATO, she gave the Soviet Union a pledge in a diplomatic note 

of February 1949 that foreign bases tere not to be established in Norway if Norway 

was not "attacked or threatened by attack". Thus nmden.·ing the Soviet U>.Jion s Gon

siderable inducement of never threatening Norway by attack, because oi' the possible 

effect it would have on the Soviet Union herself, namely, exposing th-s whole of North 

Western Russia to a considerable military threat by American arme, si:·.uated in 

Norway and consequently requiring an even high<n: military expend1tur"' 1H 'he Sovi.et 

by attack" the latter leaving a margin of judgement, 

immediately and totally confined to herself. 

which the Norwegian Govermvsnt 

In the contemporary interpretation, but even more in interpretations given to the 

· "base-policy" later on, the Norwegian Government incessably pointed out that the 

"limitations and. reservations" taken within the context of NATO membership, was 

done with due consideration to what the bordering cow1tries -· the Soviet. Union, Fin

laud and Sweden - could expect from a friendly neighbour. The ''threal ol B;i;tac::k" 

would not necessarily be the threat of imminent attaek by Soviet Russia (h1. Nox·way -

it might quite .as well be a. threat of attack on Nor·way if the Soviet Union oecupied 

Sweden. Finland and Sweden being valuable bufferstates between :t-;orwa.y and the 

Soviet Union, and jJ nc;-t px·?pSi.!'ed to f.ightfox· 1\krr·v;;i:.g~i&..:';. ·i;~1J:lS, :xi~ k~hf~::. :,_:-.s~-~-:-2-'S·~ntir~g, 

v~luable warning time wht.c:h. would Inal;:e it pose:ibh~ I'!.:' i~;::.·.eqv_est rapid ({~~~;~~cl.~(3h .of 

ailied for~:!e~" to Norway prjo:r to actt.t.al atto.ck, or at ~-east Jn_·ior to l:he :J.r:J~~~x. o.\ th.€. 

Norwegian fore,s. The "base- policy" then g~.ve the two other Nonli.c :c;i:atee ,2 good 

argu:rnen~ in theh:· rleahr_gs w:i.f.b the Soviets. An.d rn:;pecJally th·;~ :fl'J.rmn have -~~~5~ t:-.".0 

argument. 

analysts that t'nere i.s a relationsb:lp batw"en the lack of Great Power military esta:o

lishments in Norway and Denmark and the Finnish policy of neutrality Bnd friendly 

relations with. :cne S':Niet Un'on. And eJt:hough there are eonsidera.ble difficulties 

tnvo1ved i.n j_nterpre-UJJf~ _puJJjt}. !',iltnJsh ~."oTe:ign poliey sf!lt(-rrlBD'~s b~c:~n-~e :::: tht-~ fact 

that they have to be phrased in a way making them serviceabJ.e both in Moscow and 

J.n the West, there seen:1:s to be a Finnish Line in. the dealing w.Hh b:l\)bGO\V, that 
11 .in::~1:-J:r0ved" relation~ ir:~ tl\8 whole_ o~- Northern Europe, ber?,f:ltY5e the pe;±::."!efuJ pclic.ies 

d F'in.Jand and the Sovid Union removes ~ny desire fOJ.' tu.J:niiJg W~;sten' Seamlina.via 

in1') a military bridgehe9/i J,or the aggressive NA1;0- allian0e. The peaceful policy 

of tile two countries is d.-,signed to mal!:e the Norwegians and tlle Danes feel secure and 
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not request NATO bases on their territories. The possibility for NATO bases in Western 

Scandinavia then being used by the Finns as a lever against Moscow for "improved" 

relationship with the Soviet Union, and since the policy is designed to keep the West 

out of Scandinavia, the "improvement" of the relations must mean more freedom for 

Finland as this is the only way the West would feel even more secure and refrain from 

introducing bases in Norway and Denmark. 

But this relationship can also be used by the Soviet Union as a lever against the Finns 

in order to get the Finns "work for peace" in the North cf.Europe. In other words that 

the Soviets try to press the Finns to help the Soviets get Norway and Denmark to turn 

their base-policy into rigid dogmas- because of the harm to Finland introduction of 

bases can mean- and in a longer perspective to get Norway and Denmark to quit NATO 

altogether. Or to use this argument, not from Moscow but from Helsinki: If you give 

us more freedom, we will work for peace in Northern Europe, if you press us, our 

work for peace will not bear any fruit. 

The delicacy of the argument is, however, stressed by the Finnish President on various 

occasions, in terms of "The Finnish- Soviet relations are best managed by the two powers 

involved, please do not interfere". But also: "please do not add stones to our burden, 

it is heavy enough as it is, and we are the ones who are going to carry it". A further 

discussion of the possible use of this basic policy in Finnish-Soviet relations must wait, 

sufficient at this stage is to point out that there is a heavy use of it. 

And then to the next country involved: Sweden. To which extent is the Norwegian "base

policy" of interest to Sweden? The Swedish thinking about this point of course, also 

takes the Soviet reactions to a possible set of Western Bases in Norway, into account. 

The vallie of this disengagement factor to the Swedes, however, is probably of a less 

direct nature. The Swedish policy in 1948-49 aimed at getting stronger defense for 

Sweden than a strictly Swedish effort could provide, but the Swedes were anxious not 

to introduce elements which would have a provocative effect on the Soviet Union. There

fore the Swedes argued for a strictly alliance-free Scandinavian defense pact, anything 

more could have the effect on the Soviet Union that the Soviet Union would take moves 

which would neutralize the stronger defense effort-. Or to say it more directly: If 

Sweden joined NATO or even joined a Scandinavian defense pact that was not strictly 

neutral, the Soviets could occupy Finland, and furthermore direct more forces to the 

guarding of her territory close to Sweden. A Balancing point between a Scandinavia 

in which all nations were isloated neutral, and therefore unable to handle Soviet pressure, 
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and a Scandinavia united and within NATO with full commitments even with bases, was 

to be found in a splitted Scandinavia with Norway and Denmark in NATO without foreign 

bases on her soil, but with the unprovocative defense the political guarantees of NATO 

would give to Norway. The alliance-free Scandinavian pact was on the very top of the 

Swedish shopping list, but when that fillled because of a different Norwegian assessment 

of the threat, the second best solution was the Norwegian variety of NATO membership. 

One cannot prove that the Swedes argued for such a solution, but the Swedish Premier 

has repeatedly stated, often with a remark about the long lasting Soviet allegations, 

early in the 1950's that the Swedish neutrality was pro-western, that "it possibly was 

best it went as it did" and he has repeatedly pointed out the nature of the Norwegian base

policy. The close relationship between Norwegian and Swedish security was also de

monstrated in 1960 when the Swedish QQvernment started a slow incl(,ease in defense 

preparedness when the Soviets started their overall political drive against the West, 

and also in particular agillnst Norway. As far as the absence of bases in Norway is 

a factor for relaxed tensions - which has repeatedly been acknowledged by the Soviets -

it is also a policy for reduced danger for Sweden. 

And them to the second main factor in the Nordic Balance, the Swedish Neutrality . 

. Sweden being a typical Western country is unlikely to have any but one military opponent 

to face. But in order to get the Swedish neutrality acknowledged in Moscow, the Swedes 

have to stress the absolute nature of their neutrality. The price of recognition of Moscow, 

or to put it in more defensive terms, the mothod to be used in Moscow in order to make 

the Soviets feel reasonably sure that the Swedish policy is something more than a "wait 

and see" policy is the one of pointing out that the policy in Washington also is the policy 

of assuring that Government that the ne,utrality of Sweden is absolute. The experience of 

the Swedes with a sequence of espionage cases has made it clear both to the Swedes 

themselves and to the other peoples interested, that there is no room for Swedish double 

dealing as far as assurances about their neutrality is concerned. The chances that 

double dealing would be known are so high, that they pretty obviously assure one straight 

line. The value of credibility to a policy of neutrality in a setting primarily dominated 

by defensive thinking is so high that it must be guarded with the utmost care and attention. 

The value to Norway of the Swedish neutrality is very high. To put it in a different way: 

Norway can not be defended if Sweden is allied with a hostile power. As of the time after 

the second World War, Sweden has formed a valuable buffer for Norway, and because 

the Soviets only reason for an attack on Sweden is to march through it in order to get to 
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the Atlantic, the price for doing so is too high as long as the Swedish defenses are strong 

as they are. Consequently Norway does not need to defend the Norwegian Swedish border. 

The value to the Finns of Swedish armed neutrality is also very high indeed. But it is 

not to be found in a use of Swedish arms to defend Finland in a possible attack from the 

Soviet Union, it is merely within the framework of the assumed fact that it has removed 

Soviet anxiety, and thereby Soviet reasons for conquest of Finland. And secondly, there 

:s of course a possibility for Sweden joining NATO if Finland is attacked - this was 

especially pointed out by "analysts" some years ago, and one can safely assume that 

the Soviet gain, won by a costly conquest of Finland, would be more than neutralized by 

a Sweden in NATO, with possible bases and a stronger military build up that is close 

to Soviet territory. 

There is therefore good reasons for the Swedish Premier to point out, which he does at 

various occasions, that the Swedish pblicy of neutrality, guarded with a considerable 

military effort, also is a factor for peace and stability in the North of Europe. It is 

primarily designed to safeguard the independence of Sweden, but it has this broader 

· effect. And interestingly enough, the Soviets have lately quite often recognized the 

Swedish policy as a factor for peace and stability in Northern Europe, and has held it 

out as an example for the other countries in the area. 

The third factor is the Finnish neutrality and peaceful and friendly relations with the 

Soviet Union. Although we already have indicated connections between this factor and the 

other two factors in the Nordic Balance-thinking, we must add to the picture some of 

the values to Norway and Sweden of this policy. 

Militarily you have the question of warning time, and sentimentally you have the problem 

of an overall feeling of solidarity between the Nordic peoples manifested in many ways, and 

given a solid foundation in the work of the Nordic Council, which is a forum for cooperation 

between the Parliaments of the five countries. 

A military conquest of Finland would have far reaching consequences for the two other 

countries- already pointed out- and it would make them embark on a re-armament policy 

draining their financial resources. 

The Norwegian-Finnish border of 450 miles would be even more impossible to defend, 

and the Swedes could no longer base their grounddefense on mobilization, as now is possible 

while Finland is an alarm clock. The Swedish air and naval defenses would probably have 
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to be stepped up very considerably. A Swedish official worded it this way: It would 

make us tripple our defense budget - which we can afford, (his argument was also 

designed to retort the question of Sweden joining NATO- a possibility no Swedish 

official can air at all. ) 

Both countries would have to face a considerable refugee problem with all the instability 

implied. 

There are therefore a great number of good reasons for keeping this Nordic Balance, 

as it has been stabilized on a level on which it makes use of a good variation of defen

sive and offensive possibilities. 

But this balance, commonly acknowledged by the Governments most directly involved, 

does of course neither take care of all the defense needs of the countries, nor prevent 

the powers involved- and in particular political and military groups in the various 

countries- to argue for a diffennLbalance. The Soviets seem to have the long range 

goal of getting Norway and Denmark and if possible Iceland to quit NATO, and they 

seem to feel free to comment on any aspect of the security problems in the area with

out too much restraint. And in particular, the balance does not prevent the two NATO 

countries to build a considerable conventional defense, and to follow up the general 

development in arms technology, for instance, by introducing tactical rockets in 

Norwegian and Dannish defense disregarding Soviet misgivings. 

In the common, if we might call it, first level, exchange of arguments over defense 

policies, the balance does not seem to be involved. At least in Norwegian-·Soviet 

exchanges, the main policy line from the Norwegian side seems to be the one of 

assuring that the peaceful intentions of the Norwegian Government, designed to improve 

the good neighbour relationship with the Soviet Union is constant and not up for change. 

Furthermore, they state that this peaceful policy is determined totally by the Norwegian 

Government and that pressures in one way or another would be of no avail. This was 

the case in the long exchanges of notes and statements in connection with the U-2 

incident and the RB-47 episode, in which the Soviet Government alleged Norwegian 

eo-responsibility for these "aggressive" acts and even threatened with bombing of 

Bod\l) airfield. The Norwegian line was that of clearing up misunderstandings and 

asserting the peaceful purposes of NATO and Norway. 
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The Soviet Government refused to accept the Norwegian assurances, and Chairman 

Khrushchev said while in Finland on the occasion of the 60th birthday of the Finnish 

President, that the development of the cause of peace in Northern Europe depended 

upon the behavior of the Norwegians and the Danes. At the same point iJe and the 

Finnish President agreed to "do their utmost beBt to keep the Region of Northern 

Europe outside the sphere of tension and friction between BtateB". 

Chairman Khrush<;hsv certainly invoked ihe Nordic Balance ·- without saying. so - a~d 

the Finnish interest to comply with the idea set forth in the communique was considerable. 

It was at that time that Khrushchev gave his pledge to allow the FiiL'1S to enter EFTA-

the more accurate terms about which were to be determined by negotiations in Moscow 

in November. 

The pressure against Norway, however, was stopped after a clear statement by the 

Norwegian Premier and Foreign Ministers late in October, when they warned the 

Soviet Union that public opinion had for some time been asking whether a military 

threat from the Soviet Union existed or not, might demand a reappraisal of the .defense 

policies . "including the reservations and limitations" which were fixed with due 

considerations to what the neighbours - the Soviet Union, Finland and Sweden - could 

expect from a friendly neighbour. Six months later, the Norwegian :For<3li!!J Minister 

pointed out that the Soviet-Norwegian relations ha.d been very calm fo1· the last si.x 

months, and that this augured well for the relationship between the two si.n.i".t•E. 

One can offer the hypothesis that the mere indication of a re- appraisal was a sufficient 

stepping up of the level of conflict, to get it back on its previous state. If this is so, 

the weapon certainly was a very powerful one in Norwegian-Soviet rebtions. A less 

obvious hypothesis to offer is the one that the Norwegian indication also helped the 

Finns to get a reasonable contract for EFTA membership in Moscow some weeks 

later. 

A later use of the Nordic Balance theory by the Norwegians in their dealing with 

Moscow seems to indicate a more direct connection with the Finnish- Soviet problems. 

Let us take a look at the so-called note-crisis of 1961. 

The Soviet note to Finland of October 30th, 1961, was a,pemand for consultal:ions under 

article 2 of the Friendship treaty because of a strongly increased threat of attack from 

revanchist Germany indicated by the considerable naval build-up in the Western part 
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of the Baltic. It was pointed out in the note that this build-up continued with increasing 

speed, and that Denmark and Norway in particular, but also Sweden were to be held to 

some degree responsible for this aggressive preparati<m for war against the Soviet 

Union and probably also Finland. 

It was further pointed out that certain circles Jn Finland- and am mu; those were to be 

found some of the principal supporters of President Kekkonen's challenger for the 

p:residency, Dr. Honk'l. Some of these people were preparing for a "brotherhood in 

arms" - the wartime Finnish description on the relationship with the German forces 

in their simultaneous fight against the Soviet Union- with the German revanchists. 

Although the note was addressed to the Finnish Government only and a copy was 

immediately sent to the Swedish Government, the contents of the note concerned the 

other Scandinavian countries almost as much. 

It seemed to have been a two-level pressure on the Finns, one domestiC) against the 

presidential contender, and one at the Finnish neutrality. And as far as Norway and 

Denmark were concerned, the direct pressure on Finland was clearly designed in 

order to make these two countries stop their growing involvement with the Germans 

in the relatively modest build-up of defenses - under the auspices of NATO -· in the 

Western part of the Baltic. Thus it was a clear attempt to threaten to alteY" important 

factors in North European Security in one part of the area, in order to stop a d!'velop

r<Jeat in another part of the same area, that the So;iets interpreted as a deveknmen.: 

altering the status quo or, in our terms, altering the balance. 

The reaction in Norway in particular, but also in Denrriark was very prompt. The 

Norwegian Foreign Minister pointed out almost immediately the value of the Norwegian 

reservations in NATO as a valuable factor in the Security of Northern Europe, while 

stressing that the German build-up was of a defensive nature and that the Norwegians 

would not yield under pressure. In his opinion nothing had changed lately that could 

warrant the Soviet reactions and demands against Finland. (And some Norwegian 

newspapers reminded their readers that the Norwegian Base-policy mainly was made 

because of Finland - and that a change in Finland would warrant the abandoning of 

the policy. ) 
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The Swedish Premier worded his comment more carefully. In his opinion too, the 

situation was not changed, and therefore no redressing change was warranted. The 

Premier also repeated that the present Swedish neutrality supported with considerable 

armed forces was a valuable factor for peace and security in Northern Europe and the 

Baltic area. The Swedes alerted parts of their airforce, but did not mobilize ground 

forces. 

The Finnish- Soviet dealings over the note took place in two rounds, so to speak. The 

first round, up till the 14th of November dealt with the domestic political scene in 

Finland, and the second one up till November 24th, had a more strictly international 

flavour. 

The Soviet allegations that the backers of Honka were unreliable as foreign policy 

leaders of Finland, were met by the Finnish Foreign Minister by assurances to the 

contrary. But when this assurances were insufficient, the Finnish Government decided 

to move the Parliamentary,elections up from June till February in order to 1) buy 

time, and 2) let the people get the chance to prove their reliability. (It goes Without 

saying that the minority agrarian Government exploited the situation by pointing out 

who were able to conduct foreign affairs, and consequently who were to be elected). 

This move was not deemed necessary by the Soviets, who while point)ng at three events 

in Western Scandinavia that had come about in November, declared th;;,t t:he situation 

W!>S aggravated and that the consultations were to be started immediately. The three 

·9Ven:ts were: The long before agreed-upon visit to Norway by the German Defens& 

Minister, Mr. Strauss, 2) the negotiations at AFNORTH's Headquarters outside 

Oslo between Dannish and German representatives about the establishment of a joint 

command for the defense of the Baltic exists, and 3) joint naval exercises in the 

Western part of the Baltic. 

All three events seem to have been known to the Soviets before they sent the note, but 

they were now useci as new elements in the situation and as pretext for immediate 

consultations. 

What alternatives did the Finns have in the Situation? There seem to have been three. 

1) To deny the threat and refuse to enter into consultations, and by that put their clear 

disagreement with the Soviets "on record", with all the possibilities for subsequent 

Soviet interference that would have implied. 2) To deny the threat, but enter into 

consultations. 3) To 2gree on the threat and enter into consultations. The two last 

alternatives implying great immediate dangers for the Finnish neutrality. 
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The Finnish President tried to prevent the use of neither of them, and as in the first 

round, tried to keep the disagreement on the pure political leveL He asked to see 

Khrushchev personally to discuss the matter. 

The intention seemed to have been to trade political assurances for a Soviet refusal 

to press the consultation-issue. 

While scolding the Western countries for letting the three events happen "when Finland 

was in the shadows of consultations" he did not go further than to state that he knew 

that NATO had peace as its purpose, He did not see an immediate threat against , 

Finnish neutrality from that alliance. 

Two things with real significance happened before Kekkonen met Khrushchev in the 

distant town of Novosibirsk. 1) The Honka-front collapsed, and Dr. Honka withdrew 

his candidacy and 2) the Norwegian Foreign Minister went to Moscow and reminded 

· Gromyko about the value of the Nordic stability and pointed out that uneasiness and 

change in one part of the area could lead the Norwegians to take up for re-appraisal 

special aspects of their security policy .. And in line with the Foreign Minister's 

statement, the Norwegian Defense Minister publicly stated in Denmark, that the 

Soviet propaganda was neither fair nor smart and that possibly would lead us "further 

into NA T011 • 

President Kekkonen was able to use these events in Novosibirsk when he warned 

Khrushchev that the beginning of defense consultations between the Soviet Union and 

Finland would create a "war psychosis" in Scandinavia. Although Kekkonen had to 

give some assurances and concessions to the Soviet appraisal of the international 

situation and even concede to the new role as a "watch-dog" in the North- namely, 

with a duty to more actively report his assessment of events to the Soviet Union -

the Soviet demand for defense consultations were "postponed". 

The Novosibirsk meeting was followed up by the withdrawal from Finnish political 

life of some of the people on the top of the Soviet Black list. But the events initiated 

by the Soviets were followed by a direct reminder to Denmark in IZVESTIA four days 

before the Dannish Parliament should decide the fate of the Joint Dannish-German 

Baltic Exit (;{)mmand, ·that.··· · . ; Denmark's cooperation with Western Germany within 

NATO "complicated the situation of Denmark's neutral neighbours". The whole drive 

by the Soviets seemed however, to have been ended by the amicable presence of 

Khrushchev at the reception of the Finnish embassy in Moscow celebrating the fourty

fourth anniversary of Finland's independence, reported in the New York Times of 

December 7th, 1961. 
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• 

We can certainly point out the use of Nordic Balance arguments in sequence of events 

following the Soviet Note to Finland of October 1961, and this issue made the public 

even more aware of the Balance, but there are a lot of difficulties involved in a more 

detailed analysis of the role of the Balance. The required discussion of the possible 

Soviet intentions with the Note must, however, precede, an.d there is deplorable lack 

of room for such discussion and analysis within the framework of this lecture. 

I 

Before conclusion, let us take the time to re11ect a little bit about the nature of this 

balance. 

In general terms, the Nordic Balance· can be stated to be the notion that there is a stability 

in the security of the Northern European countries and that significant changes in .one 

part of the area are likely to lead to redressing changes in other parts of the area. 
•. 

And furthermore that the notion of such redressing possibilities acts as'' a deterrent 
. ! 

to changes in the first place. 

The Nordic Balance seems to be more than a mere reflection of the Bipolar balance, 

because one of the redressing factors, namely, the use of the possibility of introduction 

of foreign bases on Norwegian soil, is a factor solely at hand for the Norwegian Govern

ment. But the Balance cannot be thought of as something confined to the North of Europe

even if one wrongly included the Soviet Union among North European co4Jitries -· because 

the introduction of foreign military bases in Norway is a question which finally is to be 
; 

decided by the America~ Government, and secondly because the whole balance policy -
' \ ~ 

at least on its present level - has the existence of NATO as a very important factor. 

The next series of questions to be explored are those of the establishment of the Balance 

on different levels. 

Just to indicate the problem: What would happen if the going got that rough in Northern 

Europe that the Norwegian Government asked for bases- and now you have a long series 

of graduated possibilities, among others the request of the dispatch of the Allied Mobile 

Force (perhaps in the first place without American or German pa1ticipation ?) 

Where could you stop the "escalation" of involvement? 

- 13-
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And you have the other series of problems involved in the drives for establishing the 

Balance on a lower level. Just to indicate: If the Finns are right in their assessment 

of the Finnish-Soviet relations that a tota:l absence of NATO from Scandinavia would 

remove all Soviet incentives for interference in Finnish affairs, the logical consequence 

would be for the Finns to press for some sort of a neutral Scandinavia? What would 

be Norwegian (or Western) redressing levers in such a situation? One might argue 

that the West in all circumstances would be interested in defending themselves from 

Soviet hegemony in Scandinavia, but where would the frontiers go, and how would such 

power relationships be made useable diplomatic instruments? 

March 15th, 1965 

I 
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-~~. --~- __ · · Ru~ans have. been p. olitically inter
. 1 ~ in sea power since the 17th and 
18th century campaigns or"Peter the Great. 
_Since Stalin's death, howeVer, Soviet mari
time strategy has appeared in a difforent 
political concept. It now reflects the Soviet 
scenario 'of a struggle best defined by George 
Kennan who pointW. out that the Soviet 
Union's '~main concern is to make sure that 
it has filled every nook and cranny available 
tO it in the basin of world power." Despite 
repeated threatening language in speeches 
~nd diplomatic exchanges, however, the 
theme of Soviet strategy is victory by Cold 
War and diplomacy. 

· Nikita· Khrushchev made it clear that the 
Soviet Union did not desire to engage in war 
when he. spoke to workers at Novosibirsk on 
10 October 1959; and MarShal Vasily D. 
Sokolovskiy has more recently considered this 
theme important enough to repeat: "Peaceful 
coexistence ... ffiust be correctly understocx:l. 
Coexistence is a continuation of the conflict 
betw~n ooci~l syt~tems, but by peaceful means, 
without ·war ... We consider this an eco
nomic, political·and ideological .truggle, not 
a ntilitary one." Then the Sovi<·t.s, via the
voice of the 'Cwentieth Party ( :o11~ress, clari· 
fied the main target of their "<·old'' stlugglr 
by stating: "In short, the world has ~noved 
out of the stage of the capitalist <."ncirclemcnt 
of .the Soviet ·uni_on and during- the current 
·phase of coexistence is moving into the stage 
of the socialist encirclement of the United 
.States cis a Prelude to fin~l victory of Com~ 
rrtunism." The essence of this declaration 
supposes that the Soviets will capture the 
economic and political vitals of the develop
ing _nations and, thereby, isolate the United 
States: Thi• is what Sokolovskiy had in mind 
when f:tc stressed " ... politics ha.o; a\·ailable 
in addition to war, a large arse-nal of various 
non·forcible means which it can use for 
achieving goals, without resorting to war." 

Economic warfare, the co-elrment of SO\·ict 
political and psychological warfare. "ctually 
equates to trade·war. It St"eks to dominate th(~ 
economy of the rising nation and is nothing 
more than "mercantilism.'' Khrushchev set 
the Soviet course in this direction when, in 
1955, he forecasted intentions to increase 
foreign trade by 70 per cent. It will be re
called that Khrushchev made this announce-
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ment when he introduced the Seven Year 
Plan shortly after repiacing Giorgi Malenkov, 
and thereby used the opportunity to broad
cast the Sovi~t policy of invoking the political 
instrument of trade and aid as the new tactic 
in purruing Krem!in goals. 

The unique advantage to the Soviets. is thrir 
abilit)' to prosecute a trade-war by decision. 
that is, when tht· political stakes are high 
enough, they decide, and manage to afford, 
the economic policies that help to win them. 

Another facet of recent Soviet politico
maritime strategy involves design; to neutra
lize Western sea pow('r by creating political 
and military obstacles to free movement of 
ocean commrrce. In this regard, the Kremlin 
continues to work diligently to fester thr 
political environm<"nt around the four strrl· 
tcgic. commercial bottlenecks of world ttade 
roUt{"s: the Panama and Suez Canals and thi' 
Straits of l\falatca and Gibraltar. 

Efforts have b('"cn made by the Kremlb tn 
extend Soviet st·a power by proxy to tl)(l'ft· 
vital areas by building up the naval po'H"l ot 
Cuba, Algeria, Egypt, and ·Jndone~i.a. Ym 
ther indications of tht'!;;C tactics arc rrfif>t:tt'Xi 
in Sovi1·t construction of seaports such as 
Hodc-ida in 'r"ezncn. This port, as well as 
others which may be offered for So\"i,·t naval 
'•bl<lckrnail'' operations, constitutr~ ;1 po
tential tket·in-twing type of have11 \·dHt lt 

cottld accommodate both submarinn· t4b"c! 

surfacr ships. Support ships for mnal and 
fish in!'( units could well find ~tratC'gic lXn h . 
and cm.rs ~i1nilnr to the facilities which tl"--· 
Sovi('ts cnjoyC'd hrif'fly in Albania for suh· 
marine opnatiuns. Tht·sc: prqjcctions of 
Sovi(;t sea power a1·c not n1yth:s. Indeed, cur
rent Soviet political maneu\"C·ring anti ·plan
ning lends new sig-nificance to the~n. 

The naval· ··and air---·forcC's which lh<' 
Sovit•t tlnion has provided the dcvt>lopjng 
nations have min<'laying capabilitk~ and. 
though neither firSt rate 110r operational in 
all ea~~, t!WSC' foret'S pose an additional per 
tcntial thrcat in ,·cry strategic areas. 

Closdy ass<>ciatcd with neutralizing \Vest
ern sc;t pow('r is the Soviet liniou's <'ffort to 
incr("ase the three-mile limit of tenitori<ll 
waters. ThC' politi<:al Jlloti'-'C' is obvious1~ to 

nibbk away the freedom which has always 
been a hallnl;uk of the hig-h gras <Htd, ac::;
cordingly, di1ninish \\'<."strrn sea power'!' 

. 
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mobility. 11. fw· t'.xowtpk. tl' 
wrn· tu I we •IItH' intcrnalltll•.ti t· 

would no lungt.•r he· fn•c· ,, .. t·- 11.: ;•-•·· 

sages now< 1.1!-'~·d as ntkt H:tt:"' ,._ :,;.! - -~-

5uhject to polllical \\Tdmd::.L lit• """~: 

Union's de~in· fur co.t .. tdl c" "• ·i •'t.t •.1 

Culllmllnis:t in:<Hn,:"f'llC~ aclt\;tt•'-. c:awd t:t• 
world is another. tnon· Co\c'r 1. :~.o11~ ,. 

Other puliticalntoti\"t':-; ''ltwh --L.tj'~" "'io,·ic·t 

maritime stratcg~ nmld bt· cit("d, tJ,, '. hnw. 
c\'er, would nwn:ly rcalhnn !'-o\ wt d··"tl.!.t'.-. to 

further the KtTtnlitt ~oal of\vurl<l dc,:ttt.t,tlit''' 

thi'Ollgh lll3Xillllllll US(' of St'a po\\' · 

There ar<" imporl<tnt fixt'd feu lt"' dkc tit~~ 
Soviet sea power. Profr.'isut :'\ _, ,,,,[.,.. }. 
Spykman {1H93-1943) t'tttph.t-.,itcd tt,.:t ~ntl!· 
raphy was fundamental w lite; for rti.tluut t•l 
foreign policy, and so it is ,,·ith ~mit•t fwei~..:n 
policy. Spykrnan highlighh"d tht' dcpcndnu·c· 
of rt".lativc power of ~tatcs not onh ut1 nuirt.u' 
forces but also on such f;rctor.; \; .. ''lt' ul tt·r · 
dtory, nature of frontit•rs. sit.1· ol popul:ttltllr. 
abSC'ncc or presence of ra,,· rnattTi.tls., ("Ill

nomic and technical dn·dopttH'Itt, lirtatKtal 
strength, ethnic hontog('rwity, cflccti,<· '\cl(·ial 
intrgration, political sl<lbilit~·. and n.ttim:.d 
spit·it. Credence is add,·d to Sp~ knr.ut'::. cort
cepts by Airr('d Thaycr !\ l.rb:ut .utrl ~~~ 

HaJford ~-lackindcr, hnth of wlwnr .11 lt\"ed 
at the same deductiom:. Th" for :ut't orwuted 
his philosophy toward nt<lltiiPII' .. tt.tt•·~, 

and the latter ruore to\\'ard tlw potl·~ttt..tl 

power inherently pos.~;t·~.scd I" ltH· Eu1,rsi.111 
land rnass. It is thcwisdottt 1rltlu·se thn't: ltll"tt 
whirh pruvid<'S the tools" ith '' hirh o1w llhi~ 
<llt.:tl~zr Soviet national po\\TI .tnd. iruknl, 
sea power, '"''ith rcliahilit~. 'IIH· •t:l.tt,,f·l~ 

IICW third 'dimn1sion of ( :onHIIUtli!>EII doe.·., 

introduce: insidious tactics "lnt'h l."h.tlkncf' 
old th('otic.·s. :\ev~:rthelcss, as ~lal•atl !"'''''"d 
out. hi!> p•·inciplcs ''lJdonl!; to tht· tt11t h.u,~..::c·. 

· alJk, or unchanging ordn ul tiHEtll'· 'c·ur~un· 

in~ the same, in cau!'t' aud dkt t, Is 11111 ..tgl' to 
.1gc·.'' and that flexibility ul d!Jplic.uion, tiC· 

CasiUJl(_'(_{ b)' Uf\fOrt'SI,'t'll dt•\'l'iOJHLLt'lliS, '" 

ncn:ssa.ry. 
/.mu/ .\lass Orimlatz"o11. Tht• \',t!«t .o;ize. north

<'rn }O(·ation, and orientation tow<Jn.l tht: 

:\rnic have significantly influ('nced t'\"IT'

thing that i~ Russian. The high •nountJins 111 

the t·as[ and south, dw pruxinrit~ uf thl" .\n
tic, and the continental climatt· cwnlrine LtJ 
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a• · n_ "'' h11t and nrld ~~·~ions, larg<.· 
··~'.·~t·• •.. ilt-.1' ... ;rnd tlilhcuh interior 
·'i'o't \." 't· .. ult. tlw hulk of So\'iet 

~1 ·"' ·. •c•:IL, In HI ~111<1 tr..tn:-portation is 

:111 11' 11 , \\·,·,tn !1 Ru!>"i<• 111 n triangu-
;,11 .111 '·""'"" .~·~ '1~ndic.u1tl~ of only about 
I\ pc· 1, :,l nl · "t' 1 uunln. tlw .qw.x of which 
' ;w,ll I .. lk•· H 1 ik,tl. 

.\t.~·tia·t ~~·~-~~n of k~-.; thatJ 2 per cent of 
tlw c:.tuT l.t1.•; h.r..: bn·n dnclopcd i.tS tht• Far 
I,~ ... ~. \1:-nltiJ· 1· l'ro..-incf·. < ;cm(l,lphicall) iso
l.ltc 1< thi:- 11·.n .tn·..t 1.1l1Ht nu.:gnl miles cast 
nl •fw .qw\ it.t'> lwenloHTd into 111ilitary and 
• 1 P: 1 "'1lt" .... t lu-.ion. Both .!lt',l:', consistjng of 
,t·,.·ut ~">U 1·~·• t'l..'llt of tlw population, are 
;.,; ·t·d t)\ .~:1 ~-,n·llcrn. hm I>~ itself inadc-

Amun~ rh(' nlilO) ~e\·erc cuno;trainc!i that handicap 
.SO\ iet plannt'r~ to Jar I !'I the dJ.:e!-l·(>ld problem of 
ocean ice that uhstrul"ts e\-·en the major far East 
port of Vl.uJin)Stuk fnr part of e\-·err year. 

,{,..; f· I ' 
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quate, east-west Transw:-.Jlwrian railroad. 
In reality, then, the \'aSt land uf the Sm·in 

Union is literally reduced to a comparativf'ly 
small, productive portion which is orirJJt("d 
like a tipped table in tht• direction of Europr. 
This feature explains ·why the Rus'iians haH~ 
always considered the dt•fensc of tht>ir \H'stern 
front the key to their survival. l t follows, of 
course, that the isolated naturt." of the \fari
time Province contributes littlt·, if any, to the 
major power complex which is crnt('rC'd in 
western Russia. 

Peter the Great was one of the first to ap
preciate the wcstcru uriC'ntation of Russia; 
this was symbolized by his moving tlw ( .1pit<d 
from Moscow to St. Pt'IC'rsbur~. He ckJ.rl~ 
understood that thr wealth and grTatrwss of 
his country lay in its association with Europe 
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.'wd undn ... to()d thf' ill!J)()rtancr of the Baltic 
and Hl.rd.: .'-'t·a to thi.' grf'atness. 

(,"rn.!!.'nfdtir Vulrurohlli~~·. From a defensive 
point of \"if'W, tlw lti~h perimeter of the 
"tipjwd table'' is bound by excellent ob
stacks: frozen seas. \·vide dcsens, and high 
llHIUtlt.titrs protect three sides. Only from the 
wc.~t i .... th(' Snvit·t lwartland approachable 
.Jcrn-. ... tnraiu suital>lt· for any lar~e-scale 

!.!_murrd ttto\Ttnet1t, whik the rrlllainiug large 
portio11'1 of its western frontier arc co.-t'it:il in 
natun·. 

lnrn~ill{' '!ltJrself "tanding in ~loscow, the 
gcu~r;iphic ccntn of the Black, Baltic, and 
\\'hitt· Seas. :llrd f::H:in~ west; the vulnerability 
of Ru;.; ... i:r front the \lusco\·ites' perspective 
can tltu~ lw rnun· ckarh- appreciated. ~ot 
unl;... do ) ou gai11 a bntcr understanding of 

• 
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the purpo:\•• of the 1<.4•d .\r:1,\, lout '"11 .tl.'" 
r(~cogni1.c nunT fully tlw in po1 1 ''"' "r ,,.,, 
pO\\'Cf to 1hc vast \\";llf't'·\'•·'"h' d .. \. ·''' ul 

\'l't•stcrn Rtt,~ia hnth frtuu tlw pntr.• ·J ''' '' 

of dcfcnS4:: .tml of cont,!cl ,,11 1; tlw '' ;.I. tiP 
laucr llC·in~.: tlw ~mu et· of '-'o' :•·1 pt, •!!• ,, \\·.• · 
front thi~ \·ant;H.!f' point. • Hll' .,,,, '1..,n dtt• '"' 
industrial tl"iangk ol Ru"~'" ,, 1111 n-. 11,,..,,. !.tt 

ing quit<; \·ulnr:rabl~ to tlw ,,,·<:t, r.,~..,,,.! '' 
Europe and dw Baltic dit•·,·t\, dHt".ttcu "''' 

c<"ntcr, \\'hr:n~as thr Black So·,t .111d tlw \\ lu1•· 
Sea ,,·ea ken tlw cxt1·•·•nitw.;. !"hi ... j, lu ,t,. 
the Sm·irt heartland is ndn··rahk fr.ou! :"'*' 
distinct sec ton:, tht'('(' or \\ hirh llllt'-l n·h 
upon na\·al power for dd•·•t.-.J'. 

In il ~i111ilar vein, tlw "'" wt lli••ll i~ 
milit<1rih- ''Takt:st wlu·•• dw ~~·.t~ !.1• • .dl~ 
IXIH:"trat~· dt:t"ply into the ha..;c nl 1!" • dll'l' i.d 
tri;111glc. Thi~ ·mak•·s the S{l\ wh :-:r"''li\c to 

an,· threat frotn tht· s•·a ... a11d itw"··•"•md' 
co;1scious of dw nrcd for s•··' po\\t'l I •utlwr· 
11101'<', the Soviet!' h•·comt· j 11:'1 itia t,h ft' .u-ful 
of the .c;c:a-thrt•at wlwn thn u·n••·nclwr th.n 
within tht·. last ·11 :l \ •·ars.' ~"bik .. u. ',.,.,.fulh 
resisting rrpt .. 'lllt'<l ill\;to;;inn!' tJ\I't l.111d. thn 
have l~·en dt•fratc·d twiC(' hy St'.t pown 111 

tlw CrintrJn \\'ar (!1i53 1.~5(•' ,md tlw H.tl-""',_ 
Japanr!<C War (1?(>·1·1~05). 

/ntrrnol ,\fobJli~r. h·om the Sm wt iutc.-rior 
to its seaports. w.ltt'l' o·un..;p,,rltttion ~~ ::i<'l'lll· 

ingly difttcult. Tlw nuul,it Lo~tion of" ;~trn, "' .; 
enable$ the intniur lllm·e·nwut t>f -.u •. dkr 
merchant n~s5els and lla,·;tl ~hip~ bt'(\\1'1'11 llw 
Arctic, Baltir, .wd Blacl-.. ~·;, .lll',l". F.vrn 
though tht~ intnn:tl ,,·.Hn "Yl't•'tn is d.du)r.lh' 1 

it mo\'cs one-fifth a!' sn~tn~ ton·ntiks h~ \\ah:r 
as tht' L:nitrd State·~ ,,·hich h.ts otw-fo11r1h of 
the milcagt• .. \lun'o\t'r, Stlt·i,·t "'tt1·r ·''·''' 
transpOrt only lin· p•:r ce·nt •l tlw u:ttiou's 
ft~~ight tUI'Iltl\"t'l'. Rctter ww. ho\\'1'\'t't. t ,,11 be 
t'XJ>CCit"cl uf the ri\'crs, kx:k.;, anrl c.m;~l~ a:: 
the t:urn·nt ('Xtcmion and iltiJII'tl\t'!tll'ltl Jlr<)· 

grams progn·::..:;. Actually. riva transit hy 
OCI'Clll "hips i~ lliJ\\' in dft·l·t and inl'l'('a~inc:. 

I towt'\Tr. thcrt• i!" no ~'" 1·r whirh pn)\'uk..; 
frcl' at.(:r.ss to the tx-e·;Hl. l'lw laq.!t' :-iilwlia11 
rhrr~ all t'lllpty iutu tlw .-\relic St·a winch is 
fru1.r11 for nin(" tn ll:ll IIIUIIth~ of tht· yt'iH. Tht: 
.-\nn)r in tht• Far East d('viates to ·' shalluw 
t'~tuary which i~ icebound for man~ uuulth'. 
Tlw \ 'olga, the most illtportant rin'r, C'arryim; 
nn.·r half of the inland watrrbornc- cuttltt\1'1 et·. 
flows south into the laudlockrrl C<l-'"pio~11; :md 
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h~~th tht' I lun :nul l)niqwr ri\'t·rs rrtH.:h thC' 
Bl;-w~ "~'.I '' !.u h. in t111'11. IIHt!'t e·xit throuKh 
tlw 'I tttki•h '-'tt.tit.;. 

Thn .... It.IIIIH' \t,,.; Jqrn·d th(' So,·icts to the 
iHIIH• ,,f •n,,j·~ in~t·nuit~ in dfurt!' to 0\Tr

~·o,, ,. '1,1IUt.t; ol1-.t.td1·.;, In l.!t'ncral. the in
l.tHtl "tin''·'':- 1',111 lw c..:onstdt·t-cd marginal. 
1"'111!..! ... u-.c·t p11111t- to intJH'O\'t'ntent bu.t not 
sul,.;t,t:_tiHI 'h.lltl.!l', 

.\lth•!lll!h .dl hut on,· of Ru~sia's 111ajor S<"a
pol't~ lit· 111 I" oxintit~· to a t·inT II!Outh the 
t·sn·tHion !win~ \'ladi,·o~tok llw~· art· rda
ti\'ch uni•t,pott.int. In fact, the 11\0_,t impor
taul, l.t"llllll:!'Jd, dew:- nut rJtC anumg thr: 50 
leo~Ciinc ., .. 1por1' oftbt· world. Another point- -
t}W I'C'II\11\I'IH''\...; of I!IHIIY CO!l~UIIIillg- and pro
dll('ill~ • ,·ulcr:-o frcut• th,· port.... lllilk<'S inter
national < HttiiiJen:·c \'<T~· t''\Pl'll."i\'1· nftcr the 
ht'.l\'~ r .. ,.,t.:ht lrnttl rin·r Ill' rnil is :tdded to thr 
tx:<·an fn·t~ht. 

l'tnj;ft,.,,l/ l.irmlrtlimn. Acc···s:- frolll thr Sodct 
l 1nion. th.'ll 1~ tlw tippnl to~hl<' portion. lies 
t·ithn .H'ro:-s th(' nutthl'lll pl.1i1t of Europ<' or 
throu~..:h the Rlark. ko~hil' .md \\'hit('-Ran·nts 
Sc.·as. \ol Ull(' or thl'~l,' SI':!' ha~ trc.·c ~tCC't'SS to 
tlw "·orlrl lllii'IIHH lt :f~ ''at h oo1' is S\"'\'Crclv 
r<'strit'tcd in at 1!-.t. ... t om· of snTr;d '''a\'~. 
Exit" ftn111 the Blit('k ilt\d Baltic Seas require 
pa.~lll!-!' tht()ugh n.unm w;\11'1<; lontrolkcl by 
r,Jrkn· awl J),•u;11.•r~ tnpt·cti\d\'. Egress 

fn,nt tlw \\'hit<' St·,t "'' .1 1-. duuugh n·Iativel\' 
nat row ;.tnd cha111H'It·d \\'.th'l ~ of the Barcnls 
;md :\:on .. ,·gian s.-.1~. To ftli'lher the I'CStricth·c 
dTrc:t:-;, all tlu n· <'X it' .u·t· undn close sur
' t·ill;tut·,· of the ~orth Atlantic Pown~. 

l.ik•·h·i,.r. the lwnrtl.tiHiof tht: Far East, the 
~laritinw Prm·inr<·. is ht'lltnwd in hy the S~a 
of .Japan with onk duet· ru·cc:-:se·s to the 
P:H"ific Un:an, all ,,1 \\ hid1 arc <:asih· domi-· 
nat<'d by \\'cstnu·ut in1ted Japan. · 

1 n dft•t 11 Svvil't n:l\·:tl capabilities hcvond 
their contiguous ~,lake·..;;" dcpl'nrl primarik on 
the t\\tJ port o:tr<·as, Pl'tropado\'~k. in K'am
ch:ltk:t, .tnd \lunu;11t:.:k. :\nd, the: So\'it"'ts 
h,1vr ln"cn forcl'd to 111;;l.a~ tni'lxinnun use of 
Jlw ... · an·,, .. inPSt}lTii,,· of tht'ir rdati\'cl)' 
n'1noll' and i~t>l.ltl·d l1x·atit)t1S AlthoUgh 
Pt:trup.l\ lm·sk front:-: on tltt; Pcwilir Oet:an

1 
it 

is icelultttld thtt't· IILonths uf th<: \'car and 
hanJ{X'n·d ''~ t''\llt:IIIC di111atic ce:nditions. 
\\'11h in·lu1·ak1·r op<'l.ttions, it is us..'lblc the 
~~·ar round. and a ~ntall portion of the Far 
East Fle·<·t is haS<"d there. En·n the tllajor port 
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of \'huli\'OSIOk i"! jp•hoUird !'·''I "I I· 

.n·qurin~ in•hrr·:rkr'l'~ fnr '··.r· ·IIJU r,., 
)(urtll<ll~:>-k '·' nrow 11!-dlll ra.r~rrHH I· ,. • ;• 

irC-fn'i': in f.u'l. .\lrntrro~n .. J.. i· tlw "L: ...,,.. H! 

port in Et~~opr'.tll H.u,,i,rth.rt t• rnrt~l:jWdr·,Jrr 

its nutlt:t ro dw high,,.,,_ .. In tl'r· o! ,.,,,.: ;•· 
narrow.-. .. \c·,·r·rtlwk~-'- 11 j, pl.tJ.!III'd h\ nr

hihiting cliuiiHir cunditrr"'' and '1'\r'rch .. o. 
Thw:. tin• .\"onlwrll I kn ,1/,d dr•' 1\·u,r

P<l\'Jo,·:;k force:- n·prc~nn dw nr.rjo~ .''"" it't <.r·,r 

power thn·ttt iu tllf••r n':<J~Tti,··· ·~~ r·.r11 .ttr·.t. .... 

Forth(' Sovit·ls to pn~jtcl tlwir d.· t·,ll rrdn dw 
AtlarHic, howC\'1'1", it ''ould i~e· '''"t'lltr.d Jur 
the foi'Cf'" swfacc. 'itJIJ-:-Iltl.ur·. and jllolt

ahlr·air w fu.ruH'I ,·ia tile rd.JIJ\'t·f, n.t1rnt' 

~orw("~inn Sc;J. In Mfdi1io11, ch;.tJttwlitH~ 

through the Gt'(;c·nbnd-lc·dalld-F:u·Hw ... ( ;,tp 
would incn·ast: dwir \'ulnc·f;d ,.~, 1' . Suhtn.u in•· 
US<" of lfH' t\n~liC iCe C:lp \\OUJd he pm/1;.1fJle 
but not withou1 inroll\'l'llit~un· .tnd •wtJr.,u
abk sacrifices. 

A glancr ::.t a ~o111l Polar ~Ltp ff'\,·,tls 
thrr•~ ~alirnt fl'a!lllf'" tdtich din•ini ... lt tlir 
power po~ition of' tlw ~ottlwnt J'lft't. J·,,,t, 
the Bart~nts-l\'hil•· Sea ;u·ca Jic·~ de·<" ph 111 the" 
Arctic, \\'hich cxH·ud~ rn·n inlo rlw dqHIJ., of 
Ru!'sia's .\"orthwc•:\t; ht'C'Qnd. tht C'it«:uiwu ... 
rouh" and distn11c.c 10 thC' \'or1h :\d.ultic j, 

cxtr·cntdy Ion~ :tnd vultH'J,thk: thu·d • .uuJ 
thi~ •·dat<•,; to tlw sc.:-cund tlw route to the 
AtJautic is rdarivPly narr"''·· 

Sokolo\'Skiy has SUJHI!t;Hi.tc·d Ru.-.~1;1·~ di-
·lf:mma from tht· cxpt·rirn<'l' of \\'wld \\.tt· 

11: ·• ... rwo of our 'ffr•:b ,,,~rl' f,,~<,;j·d 111 in· 
land St':JS rnOthic and HJ.u·J.. :-..c·ds; ;Jild it """ 
diffkuh to bl'in~ out !IH' .\:o1thnn ,tnd 
Pilei fir. Fkrts onw tlw ltil:h ~·a~-." 

(__,'tifarmrtblr Chmalt'. Allfwu~h ad\l'l'sillt·:
of dinmtt• h;n-c I wen lltt'OIJU!H'd. 11 i'- propa 
w <'lllphO:siu tlu·ir lirnit<Hions ~·~~ bwh ('OJi•· 

ulerdrtl :tnd uaval arti\'itil''· ( :uld .tnd discr •. tl 
di1itatic ('U\·ironnlt"lll~ ~:riow·h .dJi·u tluc·c: 
of the coa~t<'ll cotnplt·.xr..;; onh llw Bl.1ck St·;• 
cnjO\'l'i the lltikkr \\t:adwr. Tlw \\'hit'' .'ic·.t 
:-lt~d 'Fat Enst <;recJS arc· pl:tcut·d lunch uf the 
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\I' •· 1-\ !If'! It' lilt lc-nwn1 t'tiiHJitions. Only the 
"u ·l!Jt• c·uuJdt'it· ... !t.J\ ~· H.tltic pol'ls with 
'''o~J·JtHt~td ,,,.,,tlwt ('orulition" th<tl <IJT snit· 
.dJ!t· l111 !1'.!:-,l:~;dJh 1'/IH:it·Jlt Cllll\lll('l'ri;d and 
,,-_.,,Ht.!hl~ dln·tnT 11.1\.d l)pcr;-itions. 

\~ ;1 cc·nt·,·al dnluctiuu. the areas fr0111 
\\ hu·h ?-.o\ lt'l lt.t\';J/ op•·r.Hions could project 
i:llo tlw dt ... l.tnl oct·ans t'_xpnicnce clinwtic 
condnion-. '' hirh t;ut clnh· discw11·a~t·, but also 
fHt·dudc opt·ro~llun<-d f/1-.xil,j/iry. This same 
luniL1lion .1pplit•,.; to tJCt',lll C'llllllltt'I'C('. \\'hrrc 
~!If' BJ.u_k St•.t has nton: f,,\'/J!;tbk \-\'c·athrr1 its 
!IC l't'~..,iJ,dnv to the OJWII ~ ...... is lltOIT rr_strictive 
~oe~ Jud1u~ pniodic \\'C'adwr lin1itmion~ on, 
Tl,,,·i~.:;~tilrl) tlu· Bo"f'lwru .... J),,,d;lnclks. 

Tlit· ~orthrrn .'\c11 J{oute, l.tmw 6,(Jfill 1ni1cs 
ltm~. i.: on/~· open fron1 .1bout 111id-.July 10 the 
t'tHI of 'cpt•·ndwt; o~nd lilt' tr!l-e of icebn·akrrs 
c·stcnd:-- thi!'< ~c;ts'Jil by ah•,IH two weeks. AI· 
rho11~h tht· ~ot·i•·t l'nion hr!S progr·essi\•c•ly 
111<1dc· l!~"<'•ttcl· ;tnd ~n·,l(('l' 11.'\t' of thi::; strategic 
nmt•·. it is illl'UIIrt•h';dJk that, within tht• 
f,, .. ..,., .. lhlt· futun·. thn will be able 10 Cll· 
h.t;t•t I 11' 1011(('.\ JIJiJitary a11d ('('(JilOiliic COil· 

11'1ht!IPIII" to an~· ~ignificant t:'XIt'nl. 

1'111' IIJ.t~nitude of rh<" llli.Nklll Su\'iet :\'avv 
''il·"' pl;tn:d in dt'ar fu'IJ!-> b~ ',\duliral Adr.igh 
Hurk<" ou 2(J :\ugn'il l '>57. '' lwu as Chief of 
~:l\·;d < >pt·r;Jiions h(' wiJ dll' \'ctcrans of 
Fo11·i~n \\',u·s: "Thq ha\'t• a large, well
rounded H<I\T with tilt' Jar~est submarine 
furct' in hi.c:tnr~. and 1hc~ ilf'l' lmildjng subs at 
thf' nit!.' ofaiJUnt 1110 a )Tar.'' He also pointed 
out thilt "In ,,,.d,·c yt"ar!' llw ScJ\'iC( Union 
h,ts n·pl.u:c·d (;,·t·;ll Brirnin as the second 
1,111kin~ ,.,t'd ptJ\\'t'l.·· Suh:wqucntJy, it be. 
c.ww f't·c·c>gltr/t'd that "the Sm ict Cniun ... 
hi•" :-ourpa~sni lll St)llJ(' n.:sptTIS thc• miJitarv 
tc·chJJolog\· of llw \\'c·st ;tml it also nmintain's 
fHr Lnt.:cr t:'oll\·cntional fdrccs.'' Although 
lite~<' Slalc'liWIII'i \\n'(' lltadc' $b: to t:ight 
\Cat·s ott:o. tht',. ,,·ah~tiC";dly portray a Sodct 
.\a\~\ 10da~ \\hich \\'(IS 1'11/lllllt'IICC'd in )1)28 
·" p:1rtofS~<Iiin':' fitst r;,,. Yc;u· Plan. 



• 
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Stalin, althouL:h ;, ··1<·: ~11., ~d' •x·.11c·. 
ernpha~izf'd :;ub-sud.tn· "···· ~~~- r·HI 111 ~·qt. 
produced the l.~r·g•·.q .. ul• • 11·' ,, •• ,,.; 1 rh• 
\\'Orld. A na\'<tl n·or rt·IIL•'·•" o ,··,rn; I • ;~_ 

undrr 1\.hru~hchc·,· furtl • • ,,,. '~·d li~ ·td. 

ntar·inc but'' ith a cotJt'l". 11' 

of till' surfaC''' n.1n. "( ·, : . ..,. 

dq!l.t•:.rtt•• 

.... nd l'\. ~.tll-
shchc\·, ";tre flt nul\ fo1 • •j•l·'· .. IIH ; ,,, .... .; 
to foreigu c.ountrit•;_ .. l1. I ·,,_ lw '!Hpjwd 
Cflli!'><"r COIISII'IICtion <:llld r • ·pJ.U'cd lb "h:l! · 
ship'' sailor :\cintir:tl f\.uq~,-t,cl\ \\tth .\dntit.d 
Gorshko\', :t propotWIII ul 'ldlln.uit!f''· u:;" 

silcs, nnd ~lllilllt:r :;hip:-. :-.inn· tlwn. llll''ilr··~ 
has dotninat!'d tlw na,;tl '' r·nt' .;wd h .. , ,.,.t'll 

been hOilOI'Cd Oil I.Jnd .J~ ol "-l'jl,lldtt' ltr,til('Jt of 
the military). And now. tlw t•;ulit·t c •HH't·pt of 
balanced ilerts has gkt·n ,,,n to ,111 ''111ph.t'i' 
on missile fit·ing snhlllitrin•·, <llld ncj'"'''' ,Jnp .. 
in the J\"orthcl';l ami F.tr l· .. t.--t Flt-l't 

The:- Sovit•t sur~fact· 11<1\';.d fore,· toda~ ; .. tlw 
second largest in the ·" urld \dwn tne;~sw nl 
in terms of tonnage:-. lt inclucks :J ~i~nific.wt 
nUmber of relatively tnod•·tu rrui-.rt ~- fric-;t tt·..,-. 
and destroyers) mauy t'qutppfd with :::urf~:~n·
to-air· and ~urfac:c.tu-surfacc nti.;;~iiC'~. Thc_q· 
units are augmrntcd hr mwwt uus co.a!)tal 
types which alro brtuldish nti~sik.,. In addi
tion, more th~n 100 OCNtnographir n·~_.1rC'h 
ships emphasizt· th<" 111:tgnitu<k of Sm·it·t 
intereSt in both the military nnd ,·conotuir 
applications of the \'l'orld'~ oc<·.1ns. 

The Soviets ha\'c a sub.c;wntial u:n.JI ;1ir 
arm which has been dranwrizin({ incl'f'a:-,·d 
capabilities with long-range n-com1:tissancr 
flights over the Atlantic and Pacific. Snnw of 
these aircraft have been .l'l.'-')5 turhopt rtp~. 
the Jong('st range type in tlw Sm·ict :1ir in"eu

ton· useable for ocranic patrol and antisuh
ma.rinc-surfacc shipping. 

The Red submarine Heer cuntiuut'!' to l,c 
the \\'OI'Id's largest; it includrs llUIIWI'OUS nu
clear and about 400 con\'t'tHionally-powcn-d 
types. At least one· third art" lon(!-ranct·, whik 
the remainder are mcdium-raugc w· ronst:-tl 
types; and increasingly larg(' portions of tlw 
long-range submarines an.· f)("ing rq• tippl'(f 
with mis.c:ilcs. 

The majority of all So\'it'l sur-fetcc and '>llh

ma'rinc- vessels arc capable of minclaying. t.;iv
ing the Soviet :Xavy an UIIW·:ually cxu·nsi\·c 
mining potcntinl. Smaller units, including 
trawlers, further increase this capability to 
significant proportions. Equally import;lnt 
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;ur· rlw r l•:III'HWU dTurt" b~- dw So\·ict L"uion 
lo llo_!'~IL•.II .1 ftit.;JtJy ,.fl(•('(i\'1: lllitlf'SWCC'ping 

I"" • \• pt•·~f'''' this f01ec j, ;dsu acknmd
··d •• .: / .. ;w t 1w \nwld's brt.!t"o;/ 

I h• "'••\ , ! ,,,,.,<"h<tr\1 If,.,., het.<: f':\fJ.IIldr·d 
.d .. ·1r .·:! .. ·"',inn· \\'wld \\'at· I I. awlt'"" 
f:. r!· ',f ,lll'd ,1111\ll.tf [Jl('!'(",19' C1jlJ>I'II\I· 

1 • 1 ~1t\.!. ; ' :nd!i"tt dc.H.I\\1'1£ht 1011' :11ul a 

~ ~,. pw;•. 'f'Cl ~~~~-~~~~~~of .fiHJUt U.:lnnllum 
luu~ • 'llu prul, ,!,k -.:oal fuJ" ]1}80 IS 2'• util

I:'"'-''"''!""" < tnt•'lll "'o\·in shiphuddin~ 
Jllll~1.1' ·'I J!j f"l .!IIIJHI 1_)2 dr~ f".II'J!I• shipll-, 
I.;] 1.1oi-..i '· .lhd ""t,thh_: .lH pa!>St'tlgf·r \t'S'Ot·)s. 

\ll'.ili\\lt I··· _,, k.t..,t 1.124 Sm·i"t "'nd1.tnr 

-:up• tor,tlun.: ~ 11 ~ ntilliun dead\\('i~hl t"us, 
;uc tl''~!c tlw In!..' I, ~('a:; tr...~~.la,·. 

'J ,,, "1•\11'{ ft.,hlllf.: flt'l't \\jiJ SUIIII fw lh(' 
l.nct· .. t ,, du ''utld lt io.: alr<'adycon:-hl•·n:d 
~~~ lw tit•' n'"'' nu~tlo-rn. Tl11· tra"kr~ "' itn
j>ll':-. .. i\t·l~ l.nL:•' .111d {.;tp.t!Jii• of ,jj~l.llll .tnd 
rxtctukd opn.itu•n~ !lnough the ot·~;uti, .. up
pol't ol ""'·XII'I 11 !t,d, (lt;''' ."hip~. taukt·r ... re
frigt'!'illlull ..,Jnp:;. ;utd dtv-storagc \ ··..;s:ds. 
E-.lir~;,ttc!' iwlint11· th.tl the Sovi<·t fi-shit~L! force 
/i;h inclt'""'·d I lOll• about 3().404 \'C.<:;:«·) .. uf all 
1\ JIC~ in )1 '-!il tO o1J HHII f 5.f10Q in ] 9(12 •• J/IcJ haS 
a pr'~'-''11 f," an .ulditiunal 14,000. l'ishing 
O!JtTi.tlioth .If!' c,Jp!J,d. 

l1 n1u't IJ,·' PIH lwlt·d th.Jt tlw Su,·it•t t;nion 
ha .... '" "·ill h,t,., ... 1 llliiiH'J"i{'al pn·ponckr<mcc 
oft/ .•. c 111 -PIJIH.III~ l'"'"''lllial w ~ca pown; ttnd 
~o,·u 1 df1u to.. ro dn dnp .t l,(ll,wcc of n~n·al~ 

nw'l haul. ;11,d i] .. hiul.{ tfc<'ls tti'C' inc,t·a .. ing. 

'fl•• ·"'•H il'h n·tJt;t:n \I'J'\ IIIUfh CO!l\'illCcd 

th.rc p., ... t • ffqt h '"''.tnl .t<"hin·ing global 
('oll.rlllltll.~tn kl\'1' l•c·'·" :-:ul'CI'ssful. and that 
thrit ideo! m.!' hill leap prcJC"tT.Ss unda cle\'t:r 
;uul tktnnJincd l•·<•tkt.~hip. throtu~l.t !Jl!'gtt~s
si\ (' polt("j, . ._, .lml \\ ithin tht' fnunrwork of 
P('tt<.cful l'•K·"Xisii'IU'I'. If, pnoti7.t:'d bv their 
lx:lirf in dw "IIH'\·it.tl,l(· world J'C\'Oiufionar)' 
1110\'f'tlwnt." thn ''ill I'Ofltinuc to seck even• 
po:-.o:i!,Jr •h 11o11 shot t of ,,·;u·, to hasten wha'r 
the\' f(·,·l to lw the ultilllilt•' crumblin~ of the 
,,.o;ld into dwir bp. 'I'! wit ~tr(ltcgr is .. shaped 
hy thc· tHKknr o,t;ilnt~.lll' ~tnd lhc prcdomi
n:llin~ inflnnll•' \rltidt cconou1ic de,·dop
nwnt ft., .... 1111! \nil 1 1111tinuc to hn\'f', in the 
ft.IITSI'cahl,- fututc·. l,oth in Rus:-.ia and 

• Srr h.ttll-. ,\. :'\•·111"1'. "J ;,, Sfld,•t .\faritime 
r\l;~bli~h•rlt"nt ' r·. S. ~<1\.rl f,,,titt11t" PR•x:t:r.nl\·n~, 
J)c!'l . .'l'nlbe!' 1')(.4, p. 26. 
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throughout tht· world. In thi~ 1'11\itulutwnt 

they plau et signific;1nt rok f111 ~~·.1 puwl'r as 
the instru111ent for implent('llllll~ "'o\·il't po· 
litical goals. 

The Soviets will expcric:ncr duri11g the n<"xt 
decade their most serious chaJkrtg<: in thr 
economic sector; and it is <.q>p.ln·nt tlmt 
through directing a greater share of their 
national effort toward agricuhwT o~nd con
sumer indu!litry they iutend ultrH•atdy to 
realize greater economic viability to meet the 
consumer needs. In addition. a nrcc·~'iary <"X

tension of the Soviet industrial 'IJ.tsc and 
greater participation in world trad·t' ;uc to be 
pursued by the Soviet leaders in an l"ffort to 
stimulate their economy and ('nh.IIKC their 
power image. As. a con~c.-qut~ncr, tlw ruilitary 
posture will fed the pi.nch and will find it nee· 
essary to restrain cxpan~ion dl";ooirt'~. Thus 
the Soviets will probably maint<lin a 111ilitary 
posture, including larg(" na\·al forc-f's., adc· 
quate to preserve the condition of :o~tabilizt·d 
dcten-encc and provide tnritorial SC'<"urit~. 

Reflection upon the world scnH' <J$ <111 in•
age of economic and anilitaz·y pown will con
tinue as a paramount SO\·iet aiw. Through 
this image, the Soviet~ indt.'('d hop(.' to tak(' 
full advantage of the high St".1s more: than 
ever bCforc to gain iHICrnational pn·:-:tigc aud 
impose blackmail. At tlu; S.111lr lime dwy will 
act to neutralize the cffcctin·u("$c;. of \Ycs.tnn 
sea power where possihl~ by dmkim.: off the 
strategic cross•·oads of o~..,.an cm11uwrc<' and 
extending their sea pown h~ pz uxy. 

The Soviets arc bent nu att~tiuing wodd 
"socialism" through ··,ronotnir diplomacy" 
and without di•·cTt in\'oln·uH"IIt in milit;uy 
COJ.lflict. Th~y Cllvisag-(' cultw~d and politirnl 
co-operation with dC"\Tiopin~ nation!' rt~ 

sequel to cconon1ic pcnctr;1tim1. 'l'hc· <"\'t'Jtlu<ll 
airn of course is the dcvclopnl!'nt of pnrCont
munist attitudrs and go\'tTmncnts. This 
means that all efforts of ~id ;111d <i.'l~istaiH.'•' 
will continm! to be chamwkd 10 c•nsurc 
profitabl~ political goals irrcspn·tiw· of the 
resulting hardships to the Ruo,;sian JWople. 

This political strategic conc(·p1 franws the 
future of Soviet sea power; it uzinimi7.<'~ tlw 
limitations while making lllitXinnuH use of 
Soviet ~a power capabilities. It pro\'id~s fm 
the continued ntod<"rnization of thr :\',.,.)' lm1 
will r~strict in all probahilit\· furlh('l .~xpe~n

sion; it will pr011101r. a progr('s._c;i\c and l,u~.;n 
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contiii<'I'Cial A<'rt; it will foster further growth 
of the alrt"~1dy ext('nsivc fishing fleet; and will 
use thest· rlt"lliCIHS of sea power primarily for 
(:old \\·ar objcctin·s while, at the same time, 
alwa~ s !,,.ing prt:'pan·d to defend the: home:· 
!ami hy off<"nsi\'C·dcfcnsive naval strategy. 

"I he kc\' tu Soviet tactics within this 
strategy wiU bC" to avoid \Vcstcrn positions of 
stn·ngth which il' tantamount to avoiding war 
at practicall~ ;tll cost. ~-'fcanwhilc, there is no 
douht that thf' strategic missile submarines in 
tlw. .'\orthern and Far East }~)cets will be 
maintained to reflect creditability of a nu· 
cka1 detc:rrl'nt dnd, in Krcmlin diplomacy, 
d~ nuclC'ar bl..u·kutail. 1 

J ncrcasrd d<"pluyfllent of sUiface units prl
·n;uilv into the ~.fcditcrrancan Sea and the 
;\'o,·t}~ Atlantic can be expected as part of an 
•·A'orl to cuha ne<" the Sod et sea power image 
and to employ more fully st'a power's poten
tial as a diplomatic instrument. Largc·scale 
df:'ploymcnts would seem to be around the 
corner as thr '\m·irts overcome their logistic 
litlltt,llions. gain cxpnifincc, and find 
"ft j,.ndly" ports. In this. regard, close c~ 

Construt·linn of .'lut.:h 'fa:-.1. formidahle--but defen· 
~i,·e-\'C!i~els ·~ rhc'c morli(ted 0sd-clas5 guided 
missile patrol Ooats ma}' indicare the Kremlin's 
awarenCS!> thal, ahhough land innsion~ have been 
rcpuhed repeatedly in the last J J S )'ears, their 
cnunlf)' ha~ twic~ <;111.:"\.·umhcd lO !ICa power. 

'""*'"l 
. I 

i 
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48 lf. S. Xam!!ll.llilull' f', . .,.,rf,.,~, .. \far f<itli 

operation of Sovit·l n;l\ .11 111111" ,, 1th 11 n.-.t' pf 
Algeria, Egypt, and Cub.~. to~ ··nt~·~n .1 fc,, 
could well lw hi~h 011 llw ~o' i' · p:' Hit' li·it. 
lt i!; more likl"ly. hO\H\tT. th.11 "m" l cnll·t•f· 
31'Ca acth·itv \\'ill t'lllph.t~l/1' .. JnJ\\-ut- ... 111'11\.!di 

in rUrtheral;Ce of politic.!( !-!''.tk in.t,IIIUCh a:o: 
the So\·it•! .'\;tt\'Y i.-; 11111 llw 111t'·' nati11n,d 
''mixer" that otlwt tla\ it·s 11.1\t' I we'll. 

The Soviets \\'ill proct·t·d J.ttht·, c<~lltinu,Jy 

in prqjt'Cting tht:ir n:•,·.tl pm\tT in10 11'''' 
areas in order to winj1uiz{" \\'c~tn n H'at'lulll: 
they still rccall the ( :,,batt 1nis:-ik iw id• Ill. :\ 

careful ''appro.:H'h'' i~ <;il.'il ut'<.'<"""'~"~ 111 :t'toid 
alarming the natioH!I of 1lw AfiH·.'\~i.t~~ HltK 
with thr:ir insidious ~uul !'ophi!Ctic.tll•d pPtlf"

tration tcchniq ucs. 
The Soviet X:wy is a (:old \\·.,,. :"a,·y and 

highly capable of ~f'IH"t\tting I\\ o 1ksin:d it tu 

gredicnts for Sovkt fon·i~n polky pn·sti~r· 

and blackmail. To thi'> c·nd. tht' :'\avy ''ill 
continue to be glo~sc·d in ''-rrrcv. deceit, Dru.l 
exaggeration. ' 

Meanwhile, the Sll\ i•·1 fi~hinp. flt:f't h;t<: 
given C\'idcncr that it·'' tll n~ttkc its prr-St'nc.:r 
felt throughout the world and in ~ucli fashion 
as to providt· ~lobal prestige for tht: So\'it."t 
Union. The' e:o:scls. aside from prCJ\ irling t~o
nomic assistaueC' and intdli!!"t'llt.c· sn\'iccs, 
serve tn augttu .. nt the SO\·it·t i11mg~ of sc:1 
power. EvcilttMIIy, it can he expected thitl 
Soviet fishin.'_5 units will associatt· tiH'utsrlv<.·s 
rather clOS<.'Ir to sclccttd ports as sontt~ ha\T 
done in Cuba. The Sm•il"ts will use this rrrh
nique to improve th<"ir opportunities. to pt·aw
trate a multitude of nation!; and to expand 
Communist insurgency activity. 

The growing Soviet mt:a\·hant fl('("t will :1lsq 
serve definite political pur·poses. It will. of 
course, furthn the pn·sti~c of the So,•ict C nion 
as a creditable major power aud, mon· im
portant~y, it will lend itself to the Soviet de
sign to create a "Sociali~t couuncrcial bloc" 
on a global scale, rcSl'mhling ~ovict-Satt·llih: 
economic tics. The Soviets undoubtedly ft~t'l 
that they have been successful in orinHing lit<' 
economy of Cuba rtnd Egypt toward .Moscow 
and now have confidt·ure that other de.n·lop· 
ing nations will follow at n progrc~si\•t· part·. 
To accomplish this progress in pt'<JIJI"r < :,)ltl~ 
munist style, all comm("rce would Hwvr in 
Communist ships; this would permit the 
Kremlin more positive control over tlw vk
tiJhs' economy. The ultimat<' ~oal of ~1o"C.·ow 
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t\ ~raciurtlt': of the l.;. S. !\'nval 
:\c.;ui~;"mv with tht': Cl;~ss of 
1?46, (. :Onunandrr I )udlcv 
wn~ ~c·r\"in.~-; in thr t.:~~ .\ln~
lfi(J rC:\'1.~~(1) .... ·ht:n \\'odd 
\\ ar If c•ndc·J. Thr upt"ra
tlun.~ ol!in·f" uf I !w l . S~ . I /oJ.I'I 

!lli>---HI fwm 11):;4 w l'JS6. 
ht· r·nnrm;uukd tlw 1:~s 1-ir/tl. 
If) ·~1Sl).4431 fnr·l-llhmth." 
bd,Jr•·. lw•·ornul~ Ht· .• .t. <:.;m. 

l!t•·,~hon.d I 1 tl•tU\ Bt,uwh, Bul'rn;. in 1')5- !le: itl· 
l<ntlt-.\ th· :-.;,t\,d \\',u· <:"IIC'J~<· unti(n,jd.\'tr,n when 
ih u,l:. ·'"II.!W-..1 to ilw l ~S .\lullm11" \DJ).'J441 fur 
nmr m .. nth•. 11,· IIIII!HI,tlld•·d tht• l'S!'i 11 dllam ,'&/. 
u·-~·1 d>l)(t./1:-.. fm· , ... \lltonths .md ~J'\r'-11 on thl"' 
--.1.111. I :1 ' ' :J.l H. fnom I )t•t'c·lflh('"r" 1'J62 cmlil June 
I '•t•4, \,j., ,, lw .tltt·mt.·tl tllf' :-.;aval \\';ufan· ( :our5f' at 
ll!f' ;\,1\,11 \\.n l:nlltL.'~-. Hr io; lhJW l..ttgistics l'l,ms 
f llltc n, '-,f,lll". CO~\.\S\\"1-"1 HO.:\:'I:T, N"nrft,lk. V a., 

in 1his ~ht·nw ''ould Ill' two-fold: to i~olatt· 

tht: t'nitc"ti !'to~tt·~ ftollt tlw world m:ukets and 
fro111 tlw ra'' tuat•:ri;d . ..; t~broad: and to con
:\olid.ttt· c·m!ltnl of tla· retJttomies of the rising 
n;-ttion:;. Thio.; ''onld '" in cffl·ct tht' trdval of 
lfl("l'f"<llltilt ... lll, C:ouunuui:H styl<.·. 

Tht' pt itnat ~ tni ..... Pnt of SO\·ict 1\,1\ ,d forces 
in Wd!'lllltl' i!<o 1110-.t ltkf·)y the ddt·nv• Of the: 
watt-r .If'!" ,,,w\w' tu tlw So\'ict L"utwl. Thf' 
""''iou .. lh.;n ... \HHtld ronccivahly h<· cunfinf:"d 
to the it n·<:pt•t 11\'t' ··Ltkc·~:· a~ in the pa$.1. Thf' 
:'lrat<'~'- would lw tht· usual offcnsin·-defr'u· 
sivc scrna1 io '-\ ith fritH!!' bt•fwlits front ~ubnut
riaw lon~·t',lltgc· opt•ratiottS. 

Ttw :"rJrtlwrn Flct•t wt;uld be the 111ost ac
ti\'c· iHa_.;ntudt as it would br. the only Euro
pean Fkel. including suh111.11 incs, capable of 
proje<:'tiug IJ('yond tht.· "lakn" of·the Soviet 
coast. Tlw. surfact: unit~\\ ould probably prne
tr;,tt• :ts far as possible iuto the ~orwegian s~a 
'''ithnut tJndtH' exposun· to \\''t·stcrn upfXJSi
tiun. Thr effort would I)(' to pro\·idc ddrnS«" 
ill drpth or the industrial :'\orthwest and lt!

associrltf·d hasc-s and, in cfl(-('t, to neutr.thlr 
the Sc.tndina,·ian I•cniJtsul:t. This~projiTr1on 
of naval po"n would he prc·n~drd by suhm~t
rincs of the· attack -and missilr' types to blunt 
the appro.u·h of itny \\'c·stn 11 naval forces and 
to tn:-tintain l't)Jlta ol of tlw :"onoJrgiat"l·Barcnts 
Se01 ::trea. The prima,~· nti~~ion of the subma· 
dm·s would lw to destroy \\'(•Mrrn surface 
forrc·s ,,·hilt- the mod<•t·n surfacc·tf)-air mi~~ilr: 
ships. with the assiswnn· of naval air power. 

1 
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would hoPf' to hlunt au a it ~tri~·· .J!..' ·'-IL"t tl11 
Soviet i'\orthwcst. Tlw linut('d ltnlttl''"~" or 
Soviet ballistic-mis~ilt•-typf' Hdun;t lll•':- tnu 
clear or nut) could lw u:-.cd .u~.Jin::t 11 •• 111:-ttL· 

land of t'hc Unitcci Statr!'; lu)\\ nTt . 1 h: .. "m•~d 
lx out of context with tlw deku"'' • 111 it·r•t.t

tion of the Russians and ''oulcljuttlul•l~ "''' 
be prosecuted CIH~rgctirall) o~l'lt•t tlw tnit~otl 

stag<s, ifthcn. 
Assorted missions by :;ulun:u·i,w-. <ll(aiu:.t 

the sea lin<'s of comunmioHion:> '' oultl IJ<' a 
definite probability although nn " unwh kss 
efficient scalr. than the (;cnn;lll~ Ill \\'orltl 
War 11. ln this t-cgard, the tl111\.iiiH1111 dlort h~ 
the Soviet hoots h'ould be t'XJ)f.'t'tnl .in tht· 
Eastern Atlantic where it would lx· Jin·n•'d 
toWard isolating \Vcstf:rn Europe ~ultJ ~up
parting the Soviet Ground Fw·ccs. As the (;llld 
battle disfavored the Red Army, ur Sodet 
naval superiority became qn,·stionabk. re
treat of all Soviet naval forces In tlw proxim
ity of their home bases for o~rntiou Flcct-in
b<ing would be moM likely. 

In the: Far .F.ast, th<.· operating ;u t·a ful'.Stll· 
face .(orccs in dcfcn:-;r. of the ~'laritin1c Pnw
ince would be c.onfined to the St·a of Jap.ln. 
Ofl'ensivc.defr.nsivc submarine ;tud :ai1 craft 
operations coUld proj~ct outside IIH'JnprtnC"St"· 
Kurilc Island chain to blunt tlpproaching 
hostile forces to an extent. drp('wknt upo11 
Japanese involvement. Fu11 J<.~pa!H':-,t' par
ticipation in fa,·or of the \r,·sknl po\\<'ls 
would lc.ad to a gcm·ral ''"'ithrlr<.lwai of Sm ic-1 
naval forces to the vieinity·of their b:tscs ,, .. ilh 
subsequent limited air and sul,,u;u-ille opcr·:t
tions. The 1;-lcct-in-I.K'inc; con<.~t'pl \\ould lw 
implemented in tht~ int('l'est tJ( H·t.tisuu~ .an 
·adc:quate ddensin· postun· io st,t\ c olf dirt·(:t 
attacks ngainst tht· \ it.1l iudll."'' ial I wart of thr 
Maritime Pro\'inct'. 

Baltic and Bl.u:k St·a opnatiu!'~: etJuld 
~n·c a three-fold purpu'\t·: p!<Jil'l'l t¥w e•t<~,t;d 
shipping; pro,·idc d(•f('n~· in d1·pth ttl.!..tiJ.-a air. 
~utfari', and subtn;-crinc thn·ats: ,,nd ~uppo1 t 

• 
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l.!.l <Jtlnd forn·, .1.-; US\Iill. \·a, a\ inf<.~ntn· in 
n·•"k' ;tit' .n.tpluhi• 1u..: opt'l'dtions would h<.· 
ll•·l'fl I•• ~uppurl !!,round forces. l.ik('\\'i~. an 
i···ptHl.; .t toll- ,,f n;t\·al air would bt• to sup
\}<'' I tJ.• fi'~JW~ ll\ t' iJ.-t•(<.;. 

ltt .dl fqu· tkc·ts. t'XH:n~in· 1nining could 
lw ;tnllt'ip.llt"'-1 wiH'li!'\Tr and whcr('\'CI' dcfcn
"''T .tl'\Hlll ~o f;wornl. This would include 
dforh tu ... xdudc opposin14 fon.'('-" from cn
o.uH·t•s ru dw honH' walt'rs uf tlw fleets . 

Tlw nlf'tt h.tnt .and fi!>hing fleets would, of 
t PUI '"· I.K· ton·ji,Jy withdrawn tcJ ~ovit·t con· 
11 • :~lt ·d ,,·,ttt·, :-. '.l'l1crc i:: no nmcciva hie sophis
,., ,att·d p\1;1 <tppan·nt at thi!; tilllc which the 
~,.,.j,·t~ \\.•'ltll! tw likdy to <-tpply in an effort 
to lltilkl' HU!it.tl \ ll~t' of the~(' CO!IlJ>OIICillS ol 
~,. •• po\\TI c·xct'JH m~ofar as they do provide a 
hroad bal'l' for sl';tfaring manpow('r. The mer· 
chaut flcC"t \\ut lid not be ahk tu ply the oceans 
in w~tr ~nu·t· thr Stwif't :'\av\· dOt·:> not have the 
antisulmtat inc <'<~p;lhilitics ·,'"·ith which to pro
t('1:t it: in fact, the .IIHi:.:uhm:,rinc forc<"s have 
\'n \ li111itcd r.llll.!'' m tT~ar.d ty hoth tactical 
and l~i-.tic _~;~tpp•lll. 

The lllOit.' tnH· .ttt.dyus the Soviet !\·avy. its 
conqlositicm, lb histOI')". its di~_po ... ition, and 
thf' SoviN p1 op.tgand;a conn;rning it, the 
1\IIJH' one· h(·couu·s convincn.i that it SCr\·cs 
pnutarily a (:old \\'ar purpose. And th~ 

Sm·kts IHHiouhttYih' tlnd it prudent to Clll· 
ph<:l!'i.t.C I .h .. n~ht I), Ei~<·nho,n-r·~ \'iC.V•.': "\\'ar 
in tJur Utile..·~ h;t:- ltc<·olllt' <m ;Hlachronism. 
\\'hat(·n·r tlw c:t~· in rlw pa!it, war iu thr 
tnuu·c (,tn .;cl\·t· 110 tt:-;t.ful purpose.'' In con
~J11C&I\Ct.' \\ ith polilic-.d uhjtTti,·cs, the Kre-nllin 
will avoid dir,·ct invohTnH·nt in ·'''ar at 
prHcticnlh tdl ro~t. This is f•\'irlt:nt hy their 
politicaJ,·fl'orl ... tnd ..;~·tt pown stl'.tlc~y both of 
which .tl!' urit·utt·d tc>\\",lt'd a Cold \\'ar t'll· 

\'il ututwllt 1f" I lot \\.;11· "hottld o<:cur :llTi

d··tH.tJI,. ""'u' it·t t1t.tt iti11w 'lr;l(t·c~ would most 
hkd~ Ill' !,,hH'.alh rkti·n'i"·· .1~ history and 
c•I!Tt'lll lw!t,,, iot '''11rl to ittrlic.ttt· . 

• 
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NORWEGIAN SECURITY r:oLICY: THE_£');P.ATIOGIC CONTEXT 

The present ar·cic.1.e doe.s not. purport to present an exhaustive 

analysis of ·the pc{'ohl.ems of Hoi':;·egian security policy. Rather 

it is designed ~·.ri·th the aim. of ide;2t.ifying the structure of 

some of the m-"ljor problems of Norwegian security policy, as I 

see them. I war.t to cmph2size ·chat the exposition is in· the 

nature of a personal discussion. It is neither an official 

exposition of Norwegian policy no>c 2.n unofficial attempt at . . . 
presenting that policy" I sh.o.ll focus on poli9.x..._m:oblems 

rather than analysing in de·tail the policy evolution and the 

political context of NorVJegian policy 1:1aking. 

Obiectives, func·tions a~sJ means 

For purposes of analysis I shall assume the ob_jective of 

Norwegian security policy to be the protection of the ric:;hts 

and.the possibilities of the Norwegian people to choose and 

implement the form of eovernment and distribution of values 

which the majority of the population ''ants. Furthermore, 

Norwegian security policy should be designed with the purpose 

of influencing developments h'l "che world at large in the 

direction of peaceful evolutoion and security and happiness 

for the individual human being, It would seem particularly 

important to contribute to ·the erection of a viable and just 

political order in Europe, The potential influence of a small 

power on alterations in the international environment is, 

of course, quite narrowly circumscribed and its security 

policy must very largely const;itute an j!daotation to the 

prevailing environmental conditions, As a general proposition 

the maintenance of a national freedom of action constitutes 

a priority ''sub-objective''· In certain circumstances, hmr1ever, 

it may be necessary D.nd desil'able to foreclose or renounce 

such a freedom of action in the interest of achieving the major 

objectives. CompJ.ete freedom of a.c.;cion is a chimera as well 

as a disruptive objective in international politics. 

The defence establishmen·:: a means for the furtherance of 

the security policy objectives:. it should create options for 
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the political authorities and not confine the latter to narrow 

and automatic responses. The main otjectives of the Norwegian 

defence establishment, e.s I see them, are: (l) to prevent war, 

(2) in war to deny to other powers the control over Norwe~ian 

values and to induce alterations'in the opponent's ob.iectives, 

(3) to limit the ~estruction of Norwegian values in a war, 

(4) to bring about a rapid and acceptable conclusion of 

hostili!ie2, In order to achieve these fourfold objectives, 

we may, I believe, consider the structure of the Norwegian 

defence establishment in terms of the following functions: 

Control and warning 

Standing defence against invasion 

Securing and advancing reinforcements 

Force production following mobilization 

Preparedness for UN-missions 

Research and Development 

Training 

The relative priorities assigned to these various functions 

need be based on their presumed contribution toward the 

achievement of the mairt objectives within the framework ·of 

different budgetary restrictions and various hypothetical 

contingenci~.§. of conflict. The choice of means for the support 

of the major functions needsbe based on the relative cost/ 

effectiveness performance of alternative systems. 

The Strategic Nexus 

The nature of the Norwegian security dilemma is a function 

inter alia of the location of the country, its size and its 

resources. Norwegian security has traditionally been dependent 

on the existence of a balance of power in Europe, and the 

consequences have been grave in instances when any one country 

actively aspired to dominance. The Soviet Union is potentially 

the dominant power of Europe, contained only by the inter

position of American power. The concentration of Soviet armed 

might in the immediate proximity of Norway is, for a variety 
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of reasons, very impressive, I shall assume it to constitute 

a primary object::ive of Norwegian s~curity policy to contribute 

to .the local containment of Soviet power in'Northern Europe, 

The process of containment would include the disposition of 

capabilities and the manipulation of risks and £osts. The 

means employed would comprise alliance c6mmitments and defence 

deployment§ and strategy, The purpose of Norwegian security 

policy is, of course, to influence Soviet intentions rather 

tP.Eiri contain::ing her capabilities per se• S6viet objectives, 

however, should not be assumed to be constant; they will 

vary with the opportunities and incentives inherent in any 

particular situation, I assume that it is an objective 

of Norwegian security policy to structure Soviet incentives in 

favour of the status quo in Northern Europe or in the direction 

of internal developments rather than external expansion, 

Hence it would seem important to achieve a reasonable and 

viable balance between deterrence and reassurance vis-a-vis 

the Soviet Union, It is desirable to deter expansionist designs 

and equally important to avoid provocations which might generate 

Soviet incentives for preemptive or compensatory actions on the 

Northern flank, The credibility of the policy posture will 

depend very critically on Norway's ability to achieve con

vincing communication of her intentions and resolve. 

The Norwegian defence policy needsalso be considered from a 

communication point of view; in terms of how it is perceived 

by others. Frequently the message which is implicit in certain 

actions may be ambiguous and lead to misassesments on the 

part of other powers, The. verbal communication which explains 

and justifies the actions is presumably designed to prevent 

such misperceptions, The Soviet leaders are likely, however, 

to look for confirmation of our expressed intentions in our 

actions. 

The objectives of deterrence and reassurance involve in effect 

the exploitation of a potentiality for inflicting pain and 

damage on the adversary, The system of unilateral arms 

restraints which has been practiced by Norway in respect to 
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foreign bases, atomic weapons and military manoeuvres fall 

very much in this category. '. The maintenance of the self-

imposed restraints have been made explicitly contingent on 

Soviet good behaviour with the corresponding assurance :that 

it is up to the Soviet Union to ~void the adverse cohsequences 

o.f a .reversal C>'f the Norwegian poiicy of restraints by re

fraining frbfu the exertion of pressure and threats against 

Norway or countries in her immediate vicinity. Th~ Norwegian 

policy is predicated on the assumption that our interests and 

those of the Soviet Union are not absolutely opposed: Iri 

fact the policy presupposes a certain implicit 6oope~atii:m, 

in spite of the general posture of conflicting interests, 

based on the presumed mutual interest in preventing developments 

which would increase the level of tension on Europe's Northern 

flank. This policy of implicit cooperation does not, of course, 

prevent the Soviet Union from attempting to restructure the 

situation so as to minimize her own constraints by way of 

reducing the. contingent nature of the Norwegian restraints 

and according to.the latter a quality of absoluteness. Such 

attempts are likely to be aimed at influencing the Norwegian 

decision making process as well as Norwegian public opinion. The 

Norwegian policy, moreover, has been formulated in quite 

general terms, so that the operational significance of the 

restraints needsbe worked out in many particular instances. 

Here the Soviet Union and Norway are likely to advance con

flicting interpretations concerning the application of the 

general policy to particular dispositions. 

Much of the disagreement in the Norwegian debate on security 

policy has centered on the relative weight to be accorded 

deterrence and reassurance vis-a-vis the Soviet Union. 

The existence of nuclear weapons and more recently the 

stability of the strategic relationship between the United 

States and the Soviet Union have tended to focus attention 

on the contingency of local conflicts, which, should they occur, 

all parties concerned would be interested in preventing from 

escalating to a major war. This perspective is of particular 
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importance to Norwegian security policy. The occurrence of 

any local war, particularly in Europe, would i~~~ facto serve 

to raise the risks of general war. There is a certain amount 

of .nebulous security for small countries in this state of 

affairs. However, any war which may appear "local" from 
' 

the perspective of the major powers may nevertheless consti-

tute a total challenge to the small country whose territory 

and society is at stake. Herein .resides some of the potentially 

complex problems of intra-alliance confidence and bargaining. 

The security of Norway is to a large extent also dependent on 

the strategic importance attributed to Scandinavia and its 

adjacent ocean areas by the major powers. That importance 

is _certainly a variable which is largely determined by the 

developments of military technology. The interests of the 

major. powers may be both positive and negative in the sence 

that< .they may focus on the need to acquire advantages and . 

to deriv advantages to an adversary. The strategic importance 

of. the .. Northern Cap area has been closely connected with its 

position in direct line with the shortest intercontinental 

air routes and missile trajectories between the Soviet Union 

and the United States. Secondly, North Norway is on the major 

Soviet naval access route to the Atlantic. An overriding 

factor is, of course, the proximity to a major Soviet military 

base area containing strategic assets like the Soviet Arctic 

Fleet. 

NATO and Deterrence 

The Norwegian membership in NATO constitUtes the major deterrence 

component in Norway's security policy posture. It may be useful 

to outline the logics of this assertion. Through membership 

in NATO Norway has obtained a guarantee which infers that the 

i~portance to the allies of defending Norway's integrity exceeds 

the intrinsic value of any piece of Norwegian real-estate which 

may become subject to attack. Attacks against any part of 

Norway would at the same time constitute a challenge to the 

credibility of the guarantee which is basic to the whole 
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alliance. The allied reactions t<;> an attack against Norway 

are henc.e d:i,rectl,y connected with the expectations in the 

international c.ommunity of how the alliance would react to 

challenges at other times and at other places. A recognition 

of such a state of affairs seems likely to influence the risk 

calculus of a would-be attacker who would need to assess the 

risks that a struggle for Norway could not be confined to a -. 
struggle ~ Norway but would escalate to a conflict involving 

the major western powers. The same degree of security and 

deterrence could hardly be enjoyed py a neutral.st~te which 

relied on the Western :Powers to intervene i~ ~rder to protect 

their own interests. The difference is significant even if 

such a neutral state expectation should be true,because its 
-•.· 

credibility would probably be lower in the eyes of the 

potential adversary who might feel less constrained in exerting 

pressure on the small, neutral power during peace time • .. , . ~- '· ' . ' ' . 

Within the framework of an alliance the small power may also 

~nhaJ;:~ce the.credibility of its guaranteed integrity by 

implementiHg and preparing measures aimed at making good 

on the alliance guarantee in concert with her allies. The 

construction of infrastructure installations and the imple

mentation of allied manoeuvres in Norway constitute such 

measures. F9r a small power membership in an alliance .consti

tutes insurance that any conflict involving its territory 

will escalate to the level of a major international conflict. 

It needsbe recognized, however, that Norway's NATO membership 

has also made the value of conquering a piece of Norwegian 

real-estate exceed the intrinsic.strategic and economic value 

of that territory. Such m operation could be aimed at the 

political payoffs connected with a successful demonstration 

of the inoperability of the alliance guarantee. From the point 

of view of the alliance it hence becomes important that no 

segments of its guaranteed area constitute tempting targets 

for such probing moves because of manifestly inadequate 

capabilities for resistance. 

As a· concession to Soviet security interests and in order to 
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avoid jeopardizing Norwegian security by provoking Soviet 

action, Norway has decided against stationing allied troops 

on Norwegian territory during peace time, It hence becomes 

necessary to communicate the assertion that any move against 

Norway will be met by the alliance as a whole, without the 

physical presence of hostages to convey the "message", The 

construction of NATO infrastructure installations in Norway 

and the implementation of allied manoeuvres in the country 

constitute in effect measures which also serve the function of 

communicating to the Soviets the commitment of the Western 

Alliance to the defence of Norway, Norway's credibility 

problem does not involve missile triggers and safety catches, 

but the structure of the problem is very much akin to NATO's 

nuclear control problem, It is no doubt true that no Norwegian 

government can ever be absolutely sure that effective allied 

assistance will be forthcoming in a crisis situation. The 

decision to render assistance will be made by autonomous 

decision making centers, It is possible, however, 

to influence the decision making criteria of the potential 

assisters during peace time by engaging in contingency planning 

and actual exercises. It is important that the. allied decision 

making bureaucracies are familiar with the capabilities and 

limitations relevant to rendering such assistance, and most of 

all that they have become accustomed to viewing the problem as 

one that concerns them and the national interests of their 

country. 

The assistance which Norway would receive must not only be 

£~~ and effective, it needs also be acceptable from the 

Norwegian point of view. The Norwegian authorities would 

presumably want to call on the allies to render assistance of 

a kind which would not automatically escalate the conflict 

to unacceptable levels, The intervention capability needs be 

versatile enough to provide for flexible responses. Parti

cularly in the early stages of a conflict, before the outbreak 

of hostilities, the Norwegian authorities might be reluctant 

to call in large contingents of foreign troops for fear of 

provoking preemptive Soviet moves. Acceptable early-crisis 
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ass;\.stance ll)ighty fpr instaqce; involye traq~pot't ll;ircraft 

for purpo~e~:·p·f, "ai.rl:ifting Nor~egi~n- reinfor.~ernents to the. 
' .... ". 

threatened area or prepositioning of heavy equipment for 

allied forces, It may also be important to be able to bring· 

in 11 generall-y accepted"-,· defens.i ve weapons' systems' as' for 

instance, mobile air defence units, to the threatened area, 

Soviet assistance to. Iraq, Indonesia, Cuba and North Vietnam 

has in a way established a "precedent" for rendering small 

powers assistance by improving their air defence capabilities, 

The strategy of .bringing in troops should also be considered, 

as it may, .. for instance 1 be more important to: b~ing in a few 

foreign soldiers who can be brought into military lmgagement 

at' a very early stage of a conflict rather than designing 

the operation on the criterion of airlifting a co~plete combat 

ready division as fast as possible, The strategy may thus 

involve affecting the risk calculus of the adversary by con

fronting him with the prospect of having to kill soldiers from 

the major Western powers in order to reach his objectives 

in Norway, 

In a limited conflict the major power contestants would 

presumably attempt to contain the process of escalation 

definiqg their objectives in a manner which wquld have a 

contz;active ratherthan an expansive influenc!3.on the parties' 

perceptions of· ·the nature and stakes of the conflict, They 

would presumably also attempt to structure the image of the 

stakes in ways that would further their respective interests, 

However, Norway might find it quite unacceptable to have the 

major contestaqts in a local conflict on the Northern flank 

tr.eat such a conflict as an isolated incident whose outcome 

would have no. implications and precedents for the western 

alliance ate-other• times and at other places, The small country 

must have .·confidence that its major allies will not bargain 

away 'its all:Lance guarantees in the course of limiting a 

confl·ict ~ Alliance confidence can probably be maintained only 

if the·smaller.powers are cqnfident of being able to influence 

'the establishment of limitations in a conflict affecting their 

·territory, For· this. purpos'e peace-time contingency studies· 
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may serve an integrating function, The small countries would, 

of course, also be interested in limiting conflicts which 

affected them directly, but not all conceivable limitations 

would prove acceptable, 

It is sometimes suggested that small countries like Norway 

would be better off in bilateral defence agreements with 

the m~jor western guarantors, vfuile it is no doubt true 

that the multilateral framework is at times cumbersome and 

inefficient, there are substantial political advantages 

associated with the multilateral solution, Membership in NATO 

brings Norway into closer political collaboration with other 

European democracies and their efforts at creating a viable 

political order in Europe, and there are no substantial indi

cations that membership in the alliance has prevented Norway 

from establishing contact with the countries in Eastern Europe, 

On the contrary, I believe, a good case could be made for 

the proposition that Norway's membership in NATO makes her 

better qualified to establish contacts in the East with a 

view to normalizing the situation in Europe because of her 

direct access to he.r allies and the authority with \Jlich she 

may approach the Eastern European countries. A multilateral 

framework, furthermore, serves to mitigate the consequences 

of cooperating directly with major powers on security questions, 

In a bilateral context the major powers would certainly be 

much more dominating than in a multilateral alliance where 

the expectations and reactions of the other smaller states 

exert a moderating influence, 

The Federal Republic of Germany is particularly important to 

the Norwegian defence posture in that by contributing indirectly 

to the defence of Southern Norway, particularly with her naval 

forces, she enables Norway to concentrate her defence efforts 

in North.Norway. The consequences of France's withdrawal 

from NATO's organization, however, need to be assessed closely 

in this connection, If the Ni•TO crisis should deteriorate 

to the point where French territory for all practical purposes 

would not be available to NATO the geographical structure of 
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the alliance would be radically changed. In fact we would 

then, ceteris paribus, be left with an alliance system consisting 

of two European groupings (en the North Sea and the Nediterranean 

respectively) with a defence euarantee from the US and Canada. 

In the context of such a constellation Southern Norway and 

Denmark would probably acquire major importance as a base 

and support area for the defence of Central Europe in general 

and the Federal Republic in particular. 

The Politics of Unilateral Arms Control 

At the time of entry into the Atlantic alliance the Norwegian 

government pledged itself not to join "in any agreement with 

other states involving obligations to open bases for the 

military forces of foreign powers on Norwegian territory as 

long as Norway is not attacked or exposed to threats of 

attack". (emphasis added). What constitutes a military base 

was not precisely defined. The Norwegian authorities appear 

to have claimed the right of umpireship quite consistently, 

i e to define the area of permissible activity whenever a 

problem of particular policy application arises (manoeuvres, 

visits by allied aircraft and naval vessels, the construction 

of NATO' infrastructure installations, the presence of arms 

assistance personnel and NATO staff officers, etc). The 

Soviets have fairly consistently attempted to advance 

restrictive interpretations. Thus the politics which has taken 

place over the unilateral Norwegian arms restraints have been 

in the nature of what we mie;ht call "competitive interpreta

tionism11. 

In the few instances when the Soviets advanced threats in 

connection with the Norwee;ian interpretation of the base 

policy these threats were never very specific (with the 

possible exception of some I·'ialinovskij statements in connection 

with the U-2 affair) in terms of the threatened action, the 

conditions under which it would be carried out, or the terms 

of compliance to be met in order to avoid the implementation 

of thethreat. 
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. The strategy of verbal manipulation appears to have been more 

subtle. The Soviets seem to assign some value to frequent 

reiterations of the base policy by the Norwegian authorities. 

Such reiterations would presumably contribute to a fastening 

of the Norwegian commitment. The Norwegian authorities, on, 

the other hand, appear to be quite reluctant to volunteer 

statements about the base policy except in response to particular 

challenges, presumably on the reasonable assumption that 

frequent unsolicited reiterations might appear to reflect 

Norwegian uncertainties concerning the credibilit~ of the 

policy of arms restraints. To a very large extent the Nor

wegian statements have been kept in standard terms. Changes 

in language might presumably give rise to unwarranted and 

undesirable speculations about changes in substance and hence 

provoke Soviet solicitations. The Soviet-Norwegian communi

cations in regard to the Norwegian arms restraints are of 

course transmitted through usual diplomatic channels. It has 

at times escalated to the level of diplomatic notes and ~ide 

memoires, but the most frequent Soviet communications are 

found in the Soviet press. There appears to have been a very 

consistent feedback interaction between the Soviet communi

cations and the expressed·criticisms of the Norwegian left-

wing opposition to Norway's security policy. 

During the Stalin period the Soviets did not openly acknowledge 

that Norway was in fact adhering to her announced policy of 

conditional restraints. Frequent assertions were made to the 

effect that Norway contained American air and naval bases 

and that the country was being transformed into a .J2.!_ace d' armes 

for an imperialist attack upon the Soviet Union. Similar 

contents were transmitted in connection with the U-2 and 

RB-47 incidents in 1960. Since the mid-fifties the tenor 

of Soviet communications has shifted. Thus Dulganin, in 1957, 

acknowledged "with satisfaction that the Norwegian Government 

keeps its promise of not rendering bases for foreign armed 

forces", and Khrushchev in 1964 found the Norwegian policy to 

constitute "a significal).t contribution towards the strene;th-

ening of the peace in Northern Europe". As of the last 
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months the articles in the Soviet press have asserted rather 

vehemently that the frequency of allied manoeuvres makes the 

policy of no bases a policy of empty phrases. 

Certain other themes have remained extremely constant in the 

Soviet commentaries, albeit with somewhat varying emphasis. 

Thus Norway is presented as being subjected to severe pressure 

by the "aggressive" Western powers (England and the US until 

the mid-fifties, thence West Germany and the US) and rieht wing 

Norwegian circles to abolish its restrictive base policy. 

Popular opinion is alleeedly against the measures which the 

Norwegian authorities are pressured into accepting. While 

under Stalin the Norwegian political leaders were depicted 

as conscious traitors and militarists, the current depiction 

is one of leaders bamboozled and led astray by cunning and 

scheming warmongers • 

. As early as 1951 the area of permissible activity under the 

general restrictions of the base policy was formulated by the 

Norwegian minister of defence in a comprehensive statement 

which derserves quoting at some length: 

"The Norwegian base policy does not prevent Norway from making 
bases available to the Allied armed forces in the event of 
an armed attack on the North Atlantic area, or at a time 
when the Norwegian authorities consider themselves exposed 
to threat of attack and summon Allied armed forces to the 
country. 

Nor does Norwegian base policy prevent Norway in prescribed 
constitutional forms from entering into conditional agree
ments with our allies, having a situation of this kind in 
mind • 

Our base policy cannot prevent Norway from developing her 
military installations according to a pattern which will 
make them capable of receiving and effectively maintaining 
Allied armed forces transferred to Norway in order to assist 
in the defence of the country. 

Our base policy cahnot prevent Norway from participating in 
joint Allied exerctses or being visited for short periods 
by the naval and air forces of our Allies even in peace time". 
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The conditional nature of the base policy '~ould seem to require 

some more detailed exposition of the kind of behaviour on the 

part of the adversary which will cause Norway to change hel' 

policy. The adversary shoulc1, for the policy to work, be able 

to predict quite concisely what moves he should refrain from 

so as not to cause Norway to reverse the base policy. Such 

explicit definitions are obviously almost impossible to arrive 

at on a general level. TI~ey need to be made in connection 

with particular situations which arise. Furthermore, it 

would probably be undesirable to communicate publicly over 

such issues since the adversary could ill afford to appear 

to give in to pressure from a small country. Traditional 

diplomacy would be a more suitable medium. 

As early as 1949-50 two of the major areas nf contention 

were crystallized between Norway and the Soviet Union in 

regard to the operational practice of the base policy, ~ 

the construction of military installations in Norway and the 

organization of allied manoeuvres on Norwegian territory. 

The Russians have focused particularly on airfields, naval 

installations and conununication installations. The Norwec;inn 

airfields were allegedly buiH; as staging bases for American 

strategic bombers and bases for fighter escorts. The naval 

installations were, the Soviets asserted, intended as.support 

facilities for Anglo-American offensive naval operations. 

In 1959 the West German Navy was presented as_the major 

culprit and disturber of the status quo in the North, parti

cularly in view of the establishment of naval supply depots 

for the Bundesmarine on the Norwegian south-coast. As for 

allied manoeuvres, they have been presented as provocative 

undertakings. Khrushchev, however, did .ridicule the exercises 

during his 1964 visit to Oslo, implying that the real threat 

to the Soviet Union from such exercises was rather negligii::-le 

("All foxes boast of their own tails"). 

The Norwegian refusal to station atomic weapons in Norway is 

akin to the base policy in its contingent nature, as the 

government reserved for i·cself the right of reconsiclerine; at 
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any time the decision not to station such weapons in the 

light of the international situation. The refusal to accept 

tactical nuclear weapons (1960) was also significantly deter

mined, however, by the strong popular opposition to atomic 

weapons and the change in military doctrine which had become 

evident in the US by the turn of the decade. Various attempts 

have been made by both the Soviets and the Finns to have 

Norway renounce unconditionally the acquisition of nuclear 

weapons in any form. The llorwegian government, however, 

has refused all schemes for Scandinavian nuclear free zones, 

as first suggested by Buleanin in 1957 and most recently 

by President Kekkonen of Finland in 1963. 

Among the unilateral arms restraints we should also mention 

the established practice of not permitting allied manoeuvres 

in the county of Finnmark and the regulations applying to the 

presence and passage of allied military aircraft and naval 

vessels on or over Norwegian territory and in Norwegian 

territorial waters. That the manoeuvres serve the function 

primarily of signalling solidarity and commitments may be 

surmised inter alia from the nature and size of the foreign 

troops participating therein. They have been confined to 

infantry units and limited to brigade group·strength. 

The contingent arms restrainto also contribute to the spectrum 

of Norwegian options which may be implemented in a crisis 

situation. Reversals of the restraints constitute potential 

sanctions which contribute towards filling the area of 

potential reactions between the extremes of "immobility" and 

"all out war" and hence provide added flexibility for the 

decision-making authorities • 

"Nordic Balance" 

From a Norwegian perspective the defence policy should be 

designed so as not to cause altercations in the immediate 

environment. There can be little doubt that Norway's 

security position would deteriorate materially should Finland, 
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for instance, be forced ihto direct military collaboration 

with the Soviet Union: 

In recent years several attempts have been made to const;ruct 

a theory of the so-called "Nordic Balance", The theory implies 

both normative and descriptive connotations, The presumed 

sub-system of Nordic States exhibits a constellation 

characterized by the Fenno-Soviet treaty of friendship and 

mutual assistance, Sweden's policy of non-allignment and 

Denmark's and Norway's membership in NATO which is modified 

by their conditional arms restraints. Theoretically speakine; 

a change in status for one or more of the Nordic countries 

should result in compensatory adjustments from the others. 

The concept of Nordic Balance is two-dimensional, It 

implies a stand-off between the Soviet Union and the United 

States in regard to their direct involvement in the Nordic 

area, A system of checks and balances presumably operates to 

mitigate the incentives for increased involvement by focusing 

on the compensatory.adjustments of the adversary in response 

to any moves aimed at changine the status quo in the Nordic 

region, The potential area of compensatory adjustments has 

been "institutionalized" in the form of the Dano-Norwegian 

conditional no-bases policy and the Fenno-Soviet treaty of 

mutual assistance, In this dimension the concept of "Nordic 

Balance" is descriptive cf a particular segment of the East

West bipola~ relationship, Further, however, the concept is 

descriptive of the security relations among the Nordic 

countries implying the existence of mechanisms for co~~ittine 

each other to the status quo and for deterring the great 

powers from increased military engagements in the area, The 

two dimensions would presumably be brought into frequent 

interactions on the arena of international politics. 

The current concept of, 'the Nordic Balance is one of substantial 

ambiguity, The presumed content will vary with our approach, 

i e whether.we consider the political constellation in Northern 

Europe descriptively or prescriptively, On the descriptive 
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level we would be interested in finding but the extent and 

nature of the considerations concerning the positions of the 

other Scandinavian countries which influence sec~rity policy 

decisions in the Nordic capitals. l'l'e would furthermore 

be interested in analysing the operational characteristics 

of the assumed balance by investigating its functioning 

during crises in the region • 

In a descriptive treatment of the "Nordic Balance" it is 

easy to commit the error of assuming the system to be the 

results of a conscious foreign policy in one or more of the 
' 

Nordic countries. It seems to me much more likely tha'c it 

has the quality of being more of an accidental by-product 

of the policies which were pursued for other reasons by the 

Nordic countries in the post-war period. At a certain time, 

(around 1961), the Norwegian authorities may have considered 

it useful to present the established situation as being 

in consonance with the security policy objectives, particularly 

because it appeared to contain certain possibilities for 

protecting Norwegian interests in regard to the evolution of 

Fenno-Soviet relations. An "ideological superstructure" was 

perhaps constructed as a kind of rationalization for the policy 

pursued up till that time and subsequently acquired a normative 

influence on Norwegian policy vis-a-vis her Nordic neighbours, 

It will be necessary to raise certain analytical problems. One 

is the problem of symmetry, Is there in fact a symmetrical 

distribution of the potentialities for compensatory adjustments 

both in the context of the Nordic regional system and the 

bipolar great power dominated system? Is it reasonable to 

assume Finland to be equally able to counter the impacts of an 

advance against North Norway as Norway is to compensate for 

Finnish military concessions to the Soviet Union? Is it, 

furthermore, equally cr('>dible that the US would counter Soviet 

encroachments in Finland by establishing a military presence 
' ' 

in Norway/Denmark and that the Soviets would demand concessions 

in Finland in response to, for instance, the stationing of 

American troops in Denmark and/or Norway? The very concept of 
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"balance" may be semantically misleading. Analytical and 

political insight into the security policies of the Nordic 

countries may be unduly constrained by an a priori conceptual 

framework implying symmetrical equilibria. 

' 
We may also raise the question whether the image of the 

"Nordic Balance" and the desirable constellation for the 

region is the same in the various Nordic capitals. In Finnish 

foreign policy I perceive a certain tension between two 

conflicting images: (1) The image of the Nordic Balance as 

providing a bargaining lever towards the Soviet Union, and 

(2) the image of a neutralized Nordic system which would 

eliminate any Soviet pretexts for exerting pressure against 

Finland. The dichotomy in the Finnish perspective perhaps 

also reflects a communications dilemma. The surrounding states 

entertain conflicting expectations concerning Finland's 

role in the Nordic region, Such a state of affairs_may not be 

altogether undesirable from a Finnish point of view. Helsinki, 

however, is confronted with the problem of assigning credi

bility to dissimilar positions to the two audiences (the 

Scandinavian countries on the one hand and the Soviet Union 

on the other). The problems arise when the parties "listen in" 

on the communications in coth directions. 

The Norwegian interest in maintaining the present stabili~cy 

in the region is of course not contingent .on the Finns' sharing 

the Norwegian preference, Irrespective of Finnish wishes, 

it may be good Norwegian security policy to make the main

tenance of the unilateral arms restraints explixitly condi

tioned on Finland's not being forced into closer military 

collaboration with the Soviet Union, This was done during 

the Fenno-Soviet crisis in November 1961 and indeed consti

tutes a very important instance of the Norwegians' having 

precisely defined the kind of actions from which the Soviets 

must abstain in order to assure that Norway will continue to 

observe her restraints. 

We may raise the problem of credibility and ask what probability 
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the Soviet leaders are likely to assign to the possibility 

that Norway will in fact reverse her restraints in regard to 

foreign bases and nuclear weapons should Finland be required 

to make military concessions to the Soviet Union. Internal 

public opinion may possibly restrict the Norwegian freedom 

of manoeuvre, Even if we assume a Norwegian ability to react, 

the authorities in Oslo would need to assess the short term 

dangers of provoking iiT~ediate Soviet countermeasures against 

the more long-term impact of Finland's new position. Norway. 

is furthermore dependent upon her NATO allies' consenting 

to furnish troops and nuclear weapons. 

The problem of adequacy also needs to be raised as it is 

conceivable that the Soviets in certain circumstances woulci 

attribute sufficient value to Finnish concessions to make 

them willing to run the risk of having to pay the price of 

Norwegian compensatory actions. Furthermore, we would need to 

know what level of Soviet moves could be handled within the 

confines of the system of the "Nordic Balance". 

Finally we may raise the problem of challenge. Changes in the 

"Nordic Balance" need uot assume the form of clear cut break

off points. They may occur through a process of accumulated 

narginal shifts which will not confront the decision making 

authorities with identifiable changes requiring the imple

mentation of countermeasures. The changes may never at any 

time present the decision makers with shifts of a magnitude 

sufficient, for instance, to warrant a reversal of the NorweGian· 

base policy. 

We shall not pursue the discussion of the concept in regard 

to the many problems encountered on the prescriptive level of 

analysis. However, there are some perspectives which should be 

made explicit. It should be noted that the Fenno-Soviet treaty 

of mutual assistance spec,ifically identifies Germany as the 

power whose foreign policy may necessitate the invocation of 

the stipulated military collaboration. This fact has obvious 

irr.plications for the Dano-German collaboration in COi'lliALTAP 
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and for the development of relations between Norway and the 

Federal Republic, By presenting the maintenance of the •iNorctic 

Balance" as a priority policy objective of the Norwegian 

government an indication is also communicated to the adversary 

of how he could influence the content of Norwegian security 

policy. We need not wonder why the Finns are quite unhappy 

about having been assigned the role of "pushbuttons" in the 

relatioh.Eibetween the Soviet Union and Norway (Denmark) • 

The "Nordic Balance" may in particular constitute an obstacle 

to closer collaboration between the Federal Republic and Noh;ay 

(Denmark) as pressure may be exerted on Finiimd for: purposes 

of. prevehtirig such deveiopmehts. In the light of the ourt.ent 

crisis in NATO we may question whether it is in consbrtartce 

with Norwegian natibnai interests to have the freedom of 

manoeuvre thus circumscribed. We are not, of course, 

suggesting that Norway could eliminate the possibility of 

Soviet pressure against Finland merely be refusing to 

"recognize" the "Nordic Balance". However, it is not obvious 

that Norwegian interests are well served by an a priori 

commitment to a certain priority of considerations; 

The Soviet Union is assigned a particular role in the "Nordic 

Balance" system. The hypothetical model tends to formalize 

expectations of Soviet countermoves in a wide range of con

tingencies. Because of the desire to maintain the established 

expectations and assign credibility thereto, the Soviets 

may thus be "forced" to react in situations which otherwise 

may not have called for Soviet moves, because of the additional 

Soviet objective of maintaining the image of the "Nordic 

Balance" • 

Operationally the concept of the "Nordic Balance" may have 

some further undesirable implications as a guide to policy 

making. The model implied may provide incentives for mani

pulation according to a very simplified notion of interstate 

relations. The danger arises that policy may be made with 

primary reference to the presumed operational characteristics 
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of the "Nordic Balance" rather than the specific situation at 

hand. We should also be aware of the policy perspectives 

which may be generated by the concept of the "Nordic Balance", 

It may structure the image of the Nordic environment as one 

composed of a limited set qf interstate relationships lending 

itself to regional arrangements. Thus the concept may obscure 

a recognition of the interdependence of all elements in the 

European structure. The Scandinavian countries under the 

influence of the perspective referred to-above would be 

vulnerable to Soviet attempts at influencing the political 

situation in Europe by changing the political texture of 

Northern Europe. Proposals for a formalized Scandinavian 

non-nuclear zone might be interpreted as a design which may 

be exploited as a lever aimed at its political impact on 

Central Europe. 

The doubts which we have expressed about the analytical and. 

political utility of the concept of the "Nordic Balance" do 

not deny of course, that the Nordic constellation is an 

'important element of the environment under the impact of which 

Norwegian security policy is formulat·ed •.. It is necessary , 

however, to see the wider European and Atlantic context of 

which the Nordic constellation is an integral element. From 

the point of view of long range planning it is also useful 

to hypothesize on the kinds of developments within the region 

which might upset the present atmosphere of tranquility and 

change Soviet incentives. Transformatiorewhich would require 

analysis would include the deployment of Swedish nuclear weapons, 

the election in Finland of a president unwilling to adhere to 

the established Paasikivi-Kekkonen line, the establishment of 

a Scandinavian Defence Union which could not fail to become a 

center of attraction for Finland and potentially confront the 

Soviets wi.th a united Nordic bloc - a constellation .. which the 

Russians have traditionally tried to prevent •.. Soviet policies 

towards Scandinavia may also be influenced by developme~ts 

outside the region. Thus a gradual erosion.of the present 

alliance, system in the •VIest might confront the. Soviets wit!1 new 

incentives for expansion and possibly also with incentives to 
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protect the USSR from the spill-over effects of a situation 

in which the European structure had deteriorated to a point 

where intra-European conflicts would constitute a serious 

possibility. The process of polycentric developments in 

Eastern Europe may also furnish the Soviets with preventive 

incentives.to eradicate the present form of Fenno-Soviet 

relations as an attractive model for the political aspirations 

'in Eastern Europe • 

Military Strategy 

The Soviet areas which border on North Norway are of vital 

strategic significance to the Soviet Union and contain an 

impressive concentration of military force, Historical 

memories of the Allied intervention in the Civil War and the 

German advances during the Second World War contribute to t:1.e 

Soviet concern about the vulnerability of the area. 

The military advantages which would accrue to the Soviets 

in connection with an acquisition of control over North Norway 

would depend somewhat on the strategic situation at the time 

of such an operation, The coast ·of North Norway would give 

increased possibilities for dispersing the Arctic Fleet, 

presently confined to a small segment of ice free waters on 

the coast of the Kola peninsula, and thereby decrease its 

vulnerability. The Soviets would be in a better position to 

interdict the maritime lines of traffic between the UniteQ 

States and Western Europe and the time on station for con

ventional submarines would be increased as a result of the 

reduced transit distance, Control over Norwegian territory, 

moreover, might increase the Soviet possibilities for protection 

against Western missile bearing submarines as well as creating 

options for rendering air cover to the Soviet Arctic Fleet and 

increasing the threat against the NATO Strike Fleet. The 

situation could furthermore be exploited for purposes of 

exerting pressure on the other Scandinavian countries, 

To identify the advantages accruing to a state in a certain 

situation, however, is not equivalent to demonstrating the 
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existence of designs on the part of that state to establish 

itself in that situation~ We should emphasize also that 

Soviet conduct has been characterized by and large by cal

culating caution. 

Norway's position in the immediate proximity of an important 

Soviet base complex may paradoxically involve a certain 

amount of security for Norway. Fears lest a confli'ct on the 

Northern Flank.escalate on to Soviet territory would probably 

exert a moderating influence on Soviet action policy. .On the 

other hand the. geographical location of North Norway would 

also make the Western powers and Norway reluctant to carry 

the fighting in a limited conflict in the area on to Soviet 

territory for fears of provoking a major expansion of the 

conflict. It seems reasonable to assume that the Soviets, in 

connection with a limited attack on Norway (not necessarily 

prior thereto), would prefer to deploy a substantial part of 

their Arctic Fleet to the Atlantic Ocean in order to be in a 

position to detect, deter and interdict Western intervention 

efforts and to reduce the vulnerability of the fleet against 

air bombardments. Such a disposition would, however, be very 

difficult to distinguish from the initial moves in a much 

larger conflict (e g a slow motion war in Europe) and might 

hence ir.crease the danger of escalation as a result of mis

assessments. Thus the Soviet Arctic Fleet may in some 

contingencies confine the Soviet freedom of action and make it 

difficult for the Russians to signal limited intentions in the 

context of a limited conflict in Northern Europe. The con.;. 

straining influence of the Arctic Fleet on Soviet behaviour 

would be particularly salient in a situation of strategic 

preemptive instability. It is, of course; in principle 

possible for the Soviets to establish a pattern of peacetime 

naval·manoeuvres with substantial random fluctuations and thus 

improve the chances of achieving initial surprise in an attack 

against North Norway. The coincidental occurrence of Soviet 

military moves in the North and the presence of ,substantial 

Soviet naval forces in the Atlantic might still complicate 

Soviet attempts at providing credible communication of 

limited objectives; 
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From a Norwegian point of view the maintenance of a fairly 

effective system for surveillance of Soviet naval activities 

in the adjacent ocean areas could constitute a potential 

lever motivating the Soviets in favour of restraint. Further

more, it may be desirable that Norway perform such surveillance 

herself rather than leaving it to her more powerful allies in 

order by interposition to reduce the chances of conflicts 

in the area deriving from great power confrontations during 

peace time. 

The present atmosphere of relative tranquility in Northern 

Europe may undergo transformations in the future. I have 

already alluded to changes ·in the political environment which 

might restructure·Soviet (and, we should add, western) incen

tives. The Soviet propensity for risk-taking is furthermore 

much more of a variable in the long run. Changes in the 

technological environment may.affect the perceptions of the 

strategic utility of Norwegian territory as may the formulation 

of novel political and military objectives. In regard to 

Norway,Soviet incentives for military action may be generated 

by interests in denial (prevent the western powers from 

exploiting Norway to their strategic advantage) and acquisition 

(obtaining Soviet advantages). 

The concentration of military force on the Kola-peninsula 

which borders on Norway is extremely impressive. The Arctic 

Fleet comprises i a some 22 cruisers, 150 destroyers, lOO 

frigates, and 150 submarines, 28 of which are nuclear powered. 

The airforce units allocated to the Arctic Fleet include some 

150 medium range bombers and lOO reconnaissance aircraft and 

helicopters. Some 10 divisions are stationed in the area 

from Leningrad to t>lurmansk, 3-~. of which are deployed in the 

Kola peninsula. The Kola peninsula also includes some 50 

airfields and airstrips as well as a few hundred tactical 

fighter aircraft. The,Soviet divisions may have extensive 

protective functions vis-a-vis. the large complex of naval 

bases. However, it does not seem unreasonable to assume that 

they may be assigned offensive missions in the case of war. 
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The Soviet military superiority in the area is potentially 

translatable into political leverage and could in a crisis 

sit'uation be exploited so as to transfer in large measure the 

burden of decision-making to the West. This perspective may 

b'e paJ:.ticularly relevant to low-level politically motivated 

probing act:l.onsl 

h Soviet interest in an overseas intervention capability might 

also increase the danger of conflicts arising in the area of 

interest, To the extent that such a capability would include 

naval task forces stationed in the North,Norway's security 

could be affected by Western attempts at preventing the 

commitment of such forces to a conflict in the Afro-Asian 

or Latin-American regions, The same reasoning applies to 

Western attempts at preventing Soviet submarines from inter

ferring with the maritime logistics of the Western powers in 

connection with such conflicts. There have been a discernible 

rise in the Soviet interest in amphibious operations durine 

recent years and the reestablishment of the Soviet marines 

some two years ago point in the same direction. Soviet 

capabilities and strategies for amphibious operations woul;:·, 

also have obvious implications for the potential di~ect 

threat against Norway as does the new concept of rapid forward 

rebasing in Soviet naval thinking, 

We observed initially that the Norwegian defence effort is 

of necessity primarily adaptive and only marginally alterative 

in relation to the prevailing environment, ·Norwegian defence 

measures will normally have no appreciable influence on the 

Soviet allocation of resources for defence during peace time. 

The particular Norwegian military dispositions may, however, 

influence the tactical allocation of an adversary's forces in a 

wartime environment, 

In the context of the present enyironment we may assume the 

Norwegian defence effort; to be directed inter· _alia towards 

the objective of complicatin& a Soviet exploitation of the 

assymmetrical military relationship by influencine the Soviet 
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cost and risk calculus as adversaries, In a war the effects 

of Soviet military superiority may be mitigated to.some extent 

by confronting the Soviets with targets which are unattractive 

from a cost-effectiveness point of view, i e the value of a 

particular target destruction would not measure up the costs 

associated with effectuating that destruction. Hence measures 

of dispersal, concealment and hardenin~ are likGly to be 

important components in the Norwegian defence posture, The 

Norwegian allocation of resources may also aim at raisine the 

threshold which an adversary would have to cross in order t.o 

achieve his tactical objectives. Any adversary would be 

operating under some resource limitations and the Soviets 

may in a conflict in Norway in some contingencies be confronted 

with substantial opportunity costs and risks of escalation 

deriving from high efforts on their own part, In some fields 

the Norwegian defence effort would proceed no further than 

raising the entrance fee of an adversary. 

The Norwegian defence posture has a national component of 

standing forces and mobilization units and an international 

one in the form of airborne reinforcements which may be brought 

in during a crisis situation, 

We have already discussed some of the strategic options and 

calculations which derive from this posture. It should be 

pointed out also that the efficient functioning of such a 

posture may over the lone run constitute a prototyp·e model 

for the military posture of the '0lestern alliance based on 

a twin pillar structure of Western Europe and North America, 

Such a posture may gain substance from the developments in 

air transport capabilities (C-SA) and provide flexibility for 

political settlements in Central Europe. 

The efforts at creating meaningful military counterweights 

on the Norwegian side involve several complex trade-off 

problems. vfuat is e g the optimum allocation of resources 

between Norwegian fiP,'hting units· and the system which is to 

receive and support outside reinforcements?· Another set of 

trade-off considerations are associated with allocations 
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between standing units and mobilization units. The proper 

balance would depend inter alia on the assumptions made about 

the availability of strategic warning, Such assumptions are 

critical also in connection with preparations for outside 

assistance. For how long can the Norwegian forces resist a 

determined aggressor? "dhat measures can reduce the time 

which will elapse before the arrival of allied reinforcements 

in North Norway? Because of the limited Norwegian resources 

it is at least conceivable that marginal investments in 

surveillance and warning systems would be more productive 

than equal size investments in fighting units in-terms of 

augmenting the forces which would confront an adversary at 

an early stage of a local conflict in North Norway. 

The structure of the Norwegian defence posture needs also be 

considered in relation to a spectrum of different contingencies. 

It seems that the Norwegian attention has been focused very 

heavily on the contingencies of surprise enemy attacks aeainst 

Norway. The reasons for this concern are manifold, It is in 

many ways the contingency which would hurt the most and it is 

furthermore in consonance with the perspective of NATO 

strategic doctrine, The present technological and political 

situation in many ways should induce us to concentrate more 

attention on the process of crisis expansion which may eventuate 

in open hostilities, ·such contingencies would provide more 

opportunities fop preparatory measures, and, incidentally, the 

military dispositions would in such a context very clearly 

acquire the quality cf constitutin~and being perceived as 

constituting,moves in a bargaining process. We should also 

ask the more uncomfortatle"question of whether it is possible 

for Norway to improve si&nificantly her ability to counter 

determined surprise attacks within the framework of currently 

available resources, !V:ore could probably be gained in regard 

to the contingencies involving a period of crisis build-up. 

It should be recognized, of course, that in a tense situation 

on the Northern flank the moves of the adversary may be very 

well calculated and that considerable emphasis may be attached 

to the achievement of tactical surprise. 
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The ability to request assistance in time is likely to be 

of critical importance as will be the appearance of a willingness 

to escalate, Hence the Norwegian decision making machinery 

will constitute a key factor, How fast will it ~e able to 

react on the basis of what amount of information? A composite 

objective of Norwegian security policy would in accordance 

with our reasoning be the attainment of a balanced posture 

in terms of efforts at providing surveillance and warninp;, 

maintaining sufficient forces in being, exploiting the 

mobilization potential, preparing for the receipt of 

reinforcements and streamlining the decision making procedures, 

The various combinations would be analyzed in regard to their 

operational performance in the interactions of various wartime 

environments, 

The objective of containinc the expansion of an armed conflict 

on the Northern Flank presupposes the existence of appropriate 

means of crisis manae;ement, vle may note that apart from the 

heads of state of the major western powers, the Norwegian 

border commissar is prol:ably the only western official who 

has a direct telephone connection with his Soviet counterpart. 

What could in effect serve the purpose of a local hot line 

was installed only last year when the Russians abandoned their 

opposition to the idea of direct communication facilities, 

For purposes of preventing misassessments in a crisis the 

existence of effective systems of surveillance could prove 

very useful, Such surveillance systems could indeed be 

"used" by the parties to communicate intentions during a 

crisis by means of their moves or absence of activities. 

The incongruent distribution of military capabilities on the 

Northern Flank complicates the workin10 out of Soviet-Norwegian 

agreements for force reductions or deployment restrictions. 

A reciprocal recognition of certain geographical limitations 

on the military activities of the two sides, particularly 

in the air, could constitute a useful arms control arrangement 

aimed at reducing the chance of miscalculations and accidents, 

A reciprocal exchange of ground observation posts might 

similarly reduce the fears of explosive crisis interactions 
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and provide some reassurance about the absence of hostile 

designs. An agreement .on prior announcement of military 

manoeuvres in Northern Norway and the North-Western parts 

of the USSR might have a crisis-preventive effect. Such an 

agreement would be useful also from the perspective of 

denying the Russians the political payoffs from protestations 

against allied manoeuvres in North Norway as the latter would 

be publicly perceived in relation to the frequency and maenitude 

of Soviet manoeuvres. At present there is practically no 

reference to Soviet manoeuvres in the public mass media, 

The preceeding discussion has only been able to focus on some 

of the problems in ·connection with the defence of the Northern 

Flank. It is my hope that it may stimulate some further 

intellectual'efforts at disentangling the strategic problems 

associated with the security of small countries. For very 

long now the problems of eeneral war, Central European 

conflicts and counterinsurgency have monopolized the attention 

of the strategists • 
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TO: Participants in the lnten-:ational Conference o:~ North 
Cap Security Pr·cble;iis, .~ugust 30-~)epternber 2, l966 .. 

3e I ov; is a,.Xerox copy of the ga! ! ey proofs of an 
article; by Ni Is Orvik which vJi! I appear in the Summer 
1966. issue of International Organization. Since these 
are not the final proofs, auotes should not be made 
without checking either wiih the author or with the 
published article. 

Scandinavia, NATO, and Northern 

Security 

NILS 0RVIK 

THE ore,ent strains on the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) ;:dli<1;1cc have far-reaching implications for mcn1bers 
as \\'ell ::~s nnnmer:nbcrs. In the cmTt·nt Scandinavian debate on security the 
year 1969 ha:> hccomc almost a magic n1..m:il)Cr. Il1 Norway tb~re has even been 
ta!k of a ·n~tiona! referendum on vvhcrhcr to continue mt·mbership in NATO. 
\Vhilc recent polls shmv a m:J.jority in· fa\"Or of the alliance) the n1argin is not 
large enough to preclude :1 change during tlh: next three years. Parties, poli
ticians·, ~md pressure gmu.ps Jre :1ircady brJcing themselves for a major 
campaign. 

As yet, .fe\v ;1re concerned about possible alternative courses. This rJises the 
question of whether it i:~ conc{·.ivahlc that the Scandinavian countries would 
change their present policies on security. \Vbat factors determine the security 
position of the Fenno-Scandinavi.1n region? Is it wi:-hin the power of these 
states, jointly or individu~!ily, to secure the stability of i:he region? Or are the 
decisive forces to be found outside the area \Vithin the "triangle" of Atlantic, 
\V est Eumpean, and Soviet conccntratiCn1s of power? And, in view of the 
Lnest developments) \vhar consequences .. might follow if President Charles de 
Gaullc should take Fr::mce entirely· out of NATO or bring to an end its prac
tical cooperation \vith the aLliance? 

Nu .. ~ 611\'!"K is :\ Pmfr:;:..or ;H the rn~tirun fpJ .Sta!'Yitt·n, Li[l. Cnin-r>itr uf- (hlo ;!Ud Dir{"(\'()f of the 
Not"Wc~ian lmtiw~.: of N;;ti(Jtl~! Dc:kn<.t' Studi,·'· 

The Nordic region has not had in modern t:irrics a centralized source of 
,authority or even one o£ coordination. In major Inatters the countries \Vithin 
the Jrea have moved ·.inckpcn<-kntly, each according to its interests and loca
tion, which provided them. with diHcrent sets of enemies as well as friends. 
For more than a hundred years Nonva~~ has been almost exclusively concerned 
with the Atbntic po\.vers, Denmark obsessed vvith Germany and the Conti¥ 
nent, and Finland with Russia. Only Sv·/cdcn, sheltered by the others in the 
ntiddle of the region, vi.:as Jblt to develop a more detached view' of the three 
power groups which surrounded the Fcnno~Scandinavian ::trea. But Sweden 
never was able to pmvid(' thl· Nordic region \·Vith a core strong enough to 
bring the three Nordic ncigbhors under a set of common institutions. The 
cenrripctal attraaion Sv..-eden offered in terms of crtpiral and protection proved 
too light to make np for the centrifugJ.l forces of the Russian, German, and 
North Atlantic cores of um"\'er. 

The end of the Stcon:{ \Vofld \:Var found Germany powerless, Britain weak
ened in the midst of victory, <l!vJ rhc Soviet Union \VJr scarred but in tri
umphant rnsscssion. of rno.st of l"h·~ eastern sc~tboard of the Baltic. Even Fin~ 
land was drawn halhv::ry into the Rus~;ian sphen: of influence. The wCights 
among the three great ccnters of pO\-vcr had shifted, with a new Soviet pre
dominance vvhich posed a threat to the povver stJbility of the Nordic region. 
The Scandinavians Jud three possible ways to counter the thrcJt: neutrality, 
joint rt•gion;il dcfensc, or Wcswrn alignment. 

Hoping that the grov,-'th of Sovid power v..-ould either have no extern~tl 
repercussions or might be contained through the United Nations, the Scandi
nav.ians from l945 to 1949 continued their pre\var f)olicies of isolated neutral
'iry. Fears follnwcd dw Sovi('t' pn: .. ;·;mn <hri!JJ?; H>·!{}-·!0,17 nn Nnrway for ioint 
lJJtiiUI'y llil:~<.:, uJ\ .t•lilu,l,. 'F'"ll. '1·111 1-illH~, Lllt~.d,!y •kpt"hruj iil !llclr !l!Jd!iL"t"il 
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·iry. Fe:tr.'i follo\ved rht Soviet prc.'iSurcs dnring [94J-I947 on Norway tor joint 
mllitdry bases on Spitsbergcn. The Fi:~ns, ;dready deprived of their northern 
port, Petsamo (Pcchcnga), cnttrcd the 194X Russo-Finnish Treaty of Friend
ship, Cooperation) and Mutu;\1 .As'":istance. In view of such demonstrative at
tempts by t.he Soviers to expand their Europc<~n sphere of influence neutr~tlity 
proved clearly insuffiCient for the ScandinJvian countries. Norway and Den
mark even discarded the second alternative of .:1 joinr, nonaligned Scandina
vian defense org:mization. 

The rising Sovicr power \V:ls compensated through the third alternative-
cxtraregional support. Bur Norv,.:;:ty and Denrnark did not see the need to go 
all the wav. Through their deni::tl of allied bases on their territory they kept 

'an interm~diate pos.irion hetvvccn Sv,·eden's neutrality and full-'tledied Atl;mtic 
.::dignmenr. Even vvith such reserv~ttion.s the overwhelming superiority of the 
United States provided ample pmvcr io maintJ.in the security of ti:e. NordiC 
regwn. 

During the middle fifties the new Soviet leadership began a campaign for 
peaceful coexistence which posed an intensified. political threat to the Nordic 
countries. A r the same rime the Soviets increased their militJry ;m cl industrial 
concentration in the northern, Arctic are:1. Cr~mpcd on the OarrO\v ice-free 
strip of the Kola peninsula, Mnrmansk and Pctsamo became key bases harbor
lng the world's largest submarine .force) together with a sizable fleet of tr;.nvlers 

<~ne~ a _:~~I?id~y gro\ving merchant m:~.r.inc. 

T~tc situation must ]Llve become very· unsatisfactory from a Soviet point of 
view. A military-industrial c.~nnccntrrttion of this m:tgnitudt~ would make the 
whole area an obvious ta;·gct for the first round of a nuclear cxch:mgc. A dis
persal of the ships to pons on the Norwegian side would improve the chances 
for .mrvivrl.l of parts of the Soviet fleet. h would also shorten the. distance to 
thi..~;lttrs of operation \Vhich would he p::~rticnlar1y important if the Soviet 
leaders should decid~.: to develop ta.~.k forces to support wars of national libera
tion for which they pn.'M.:rt!:ly hav<· no n:1val Sllppon. 

r 
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Soviet naval activity has been considerably less in the Baltic. Large units 
have been transferred from its shallow waters. Even so, the Belts remain im
portant strategic objects and the Danish-German-Norwegian "funnel" would 
be a vital target of control in the outbreak of a general war. 

On the Nordic side the alliance alternative began to lose some of its force 
through the doubts which were raised in the early sixties. The change was 
marked by the following events. The Norwegian and Danish governments 
reinforced their long-standing reservations on foreign bases with a tightened 
ban on nuclear weapons. The Swedes postponed the decision on whether or 
not to make nuclear weapons. The United States administration brought in 

. the "flexible response~' strategy, together with a tighter control of nuclear 
weapons in forward areas. The Norwegian and Danish governments reduced 
their teims of military service from sixteen to twelve months, while the United 
States government began a gradual reduction of military aid to its European 
allies. In spite of their growing prosperity the Scandinavian members of 

· NATO did not increase their national appropriations sufficiently to prevent 
an overall reduction in military preparedness compared to previous years. As 
there has been no corresponding arms reduction, nuclear or otherwise, on the 
Soviet side, the result is a disproportionate weakening of capabilities on the 
Western side of the northern flank. 

Are detente and polycentrism, in short, the decreased probability of a Soviet 
military move,. sufficient com{Knsation for the apparent irribalance in the 
Nordic area? Or has the adjust~ent been secured through the growth of the 
United States' missile' and nuclear arsenal~? Have strategic weapons, supple
mented by the instantaneous holding acti~ns of mobile NATO forces, offered 
increa~ed credibility for meeting contingencies on the northern flank? Is there, 
on the other hand, a Nordic alterr:ative by which the four nations themselves 
can provide for the stability of the region? Would a formal French withdraw
al from the alliance and a tightening Russo-French rapprochement impair 
Nordic security? 

THE NoRDIC BALANCE 

The "Nordic balance" is the popular term for a particular concept of Nordic 
security that revolves around I) Finnish neutrality and the Russo-Finnish 
treaty of 1948, 2) Sweden's neutralist policies and 3) the Norwegian-Danish 
reservations against foreign bases and nuclear weapons. The balancing mech
anism is supposed to work as follows: According to the I948 treaty the Soviet 
Union can ask for consultations with Finland if it feels that its security is 
threatened through Finland by Germany or any state that is allied with the 
Fcdera~ Republic of Gcrmany-in other words any member of NATO. The 
treaty also provides that Finland ·will defend-its territory against an attack by 
Germany or a German ally, with Soviet help if necessary. 

The balance theory maintains that the Soviets could be deterred from using 
the possibilities which the treaty offers or otherwise tightening their grip on 
Finland hy a Norwegian and Danish threat to reconsider their reservations on 
bases and nuclear weapons. This would mean inviting their allies to station 
troops and nuclear weapons on Norwegian and Danish soil. Such actions by 
the Norwegians and Danes could be reinforced by Sweden's threatening to 
modify its neutralist policy. Sweden might develop closer relations with the 

· \V estern states, possibly consider mcmbcrshio in the NATO alliance.. . ·-~ ~--------- -----~. --- -. . . .. . . r l . r--·--l 
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- · The theory assumes th:tt the policy of "calculated weakn(~ssq which the .res~ 
crvations on bases and nnclc:1r weapons implies is actually a position of 
!\trengrh. It supposedly provide~ 1hc Scandinavians with a lever, a counter~ 
threat .. \vhich they could use against the Soviet Union. The proponents of the 
balance theory maintain that il"s pracrical value as a deterrent \Vas proved dur
ing the "nore crisis" in Finland in the f<-111 of 196J. VVhen the Soviet pre1nier 
demanded rnilitary cort~uit-ations with the Finnish government, the ~orwe
gian foreign minister issued a pubiic statement indicating to the Russians that 
if they carried out t11eir threats to invoke the 1948 treaty, Norway n1ight re
consider its policy on nuclear \Veapons and foreign bases. It should be noted 
tbat tile theory of the Nordic balance, which was developed in the early sixties, 
is not just a plaything in the hands of a f\.W theoreticians. It has been men
tioned publicly in high pbces in Scandinavia and is considered in some quar
ters as ciose to official policy. 

The appealing picture of Nordic solidarity and Soviet moderation which the 
:1ssmnptions behind the balance theory give should not be accepted without 
reservations. It is probably correct to say that a majority o£ Norwegians, Danes, 
and Swedes are content with their present poljcies and that the status quo in 
the northern area is for the moment also s::nisfactory to the Soviet Union. It 
can also be argued that since 1949 Norway, Denmark and Sweden might have 
leaned more to the \Vest and that the Soviets might have pressed harder on 
Finland. 

As a description of the status quo at J gi'~>'Cil moment the theory of a Nordic 
balance would probably meet few objections. The difliculties arise when the 
theory is put forth as an instrmnent of policy, a tool in the hands of the Nordic 
nations to safeguard their nJtional security and deter the Soviet Union. Frorn 
ti1i~ point of view the balance theory presents certain weaknesses. 

First, the particular chain of events for which it is constructed, i.e., Soviet 
pressure on Finland and Scandinavi::m counterpressure to stave it off.. covers 
oniy one contingency which may not even be a relevant one. It is true that 
Finland has J unique status among the countries which c.1me under Soviet 
control after the war. But this situation was established long before NATO 
came into being. 

Second, the more conciliatory Jttimde which the Russians adopted toward 
Finland after 1955 came as a conoequencc of the change in Soviet leadership 
:tnd its 11C\V policv of peaceful coexistence, not as a c.oncession to anY Scandi
navian pressure. Neither is there any evidence to show that the stiff Norwe
gian rc:1ction to the 1Q6I Soviet riotc to Finland tnade Nikita Khrushchev 
drop his demand for military consultations. There are a number of other ex~ 
planations which seem just as plausible. Many pui: greater stress on the inter
nzdly aimed motivation of securing President Urho Kekkonen's reelection, 
which the Russians clearly favored. 

Politically as well '" strategically, it is very hard to see what the Soviet Union 
ro«ibly could (lain by taking a ti,hter conrrol of Finland. By the end of the 
war the Soviets ha<i taken over all rhe strategic points they had originally de
manded. Most of these arca.s had already been rendered unimportant by ad
vances in military technology. The vitally important points, such as the nickel 
mines ::tncl ports in the PNsnrno area,, were firmly in Russian hands. What 
strategic assets \Vere still left in Finland amounted to little more than transit 
privilq~esJ facilitating Soviet milita1y o~ferafions in Sweden or northern Nor
way. I~ rl1cse crucial arf'JS an adecp1:1te roadncr with newly reinforced bridges 
nlrcady exisis o.n the Finni~h sid('. \~llntevcr the motivation, this net of mod~ 
ern communications stretching from the Soviet border to\vard Norway and 

' ' 
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Sweden has great! y improved conditions for transferring heavy equipment 
and forces. In view of the disparity of strength Finland could hardly be ex
pected to offer very effective resistance for preventing the use of these com
munications if Soviet transit needs became· acute. 

In tl1e northern region the important strategic objectir;es are in Norway 
rather than in Finland. To the extent that military moves against the north 
of Norway would become relevant at all, a balance mechanism designed for 
maintaining the neutrality of Finland would be ineffective and even harmful 
to Norway. If tensions increased in the North, the Soviets might keep the 
NOrwegian government from reconsidering its base and- nuclear reservations 
by threatening reprisals toward Finnish neutrality. The balance theory might 
just as well be run in reverse. 

Further, it seems questionable whether the theory of the balance takes full 
account of actual Nordic interests. It seems inconceivable that the Danish 
government, so remote from the far north and its problems, should be pre
pared to make any such drastic change in its policy on bases and nuclear 
weapons for the sake of maintaining Finland's present state of neutrality. The 
Danes would do what they could by diplomatic and other nonmilitary means 
to strengthen the Finnish.stand, but they should not be expected to call on 
their allies for bases and nuclear defense unless an imminent Soviet threat to 
Denmark should appear. ,. 

It would also seem a miscalculation to assume that Sweden might threaten 
to leave its path of neutrality to deter the Soviets from closing in on Finland. 
Joining NATO has never been seriously considered an· acceptable alternative 
to the Swedes and, With the present state of friction within the alliance, it is 
even less so. 

To dispel any doubts about Sweden's position the Swedish Deputy Defense 
Minister in a recen~ publication has made it abundantly clear that if northern 
Norway and the Danish Belt1 should be involved in a struggle 

it is of decisive significance that these most-exposed areas north and south in the 
Nordic region are not Swedish, and therefore beyond our military responsibility. 1 

... Even if one or both power-blocs try to move their positions into our immedi
ate vicinity, w.e shall persist in our determination to remain <;~utside and maintain 
our alliance-free status.1 

1 Knrl Frlthiofs~on, Svcrig~s siik,.erhcupolitik (Stockholm, 1965), p. 12. 

Finally, the likelihood that the Norwegian authorities would agree to recon
sider their hardening reservations on· bases and the stationing of nuclear 
weapons in Norway for the sake of Finnish neutrality seems very small in
deed. There is little to support an assumption that the Norwegian govern
ment would come to the aid of Finland by asking for United States troops 
and nuclear weapons. No party or faction-either the social democrats or the 
present nonsocialist government-has ever suggested any peacetime change in 
Norway's base and nuclear policy. A foreign minister may express warnings 
to the Soviets not to raise tensions in the North, as Halvard Lange did in 
r96r, but that does not mean the Norwegian government and the Starting 
would do anything about it. Official statements are n·ot an effective deterrent 
if they lack sufficient support to make them credible, not least of all, to the 

___ _______ Soviets._-------· _____ --·-· __ . ___ . 
-. -~------ . -~------·--------------·---
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The Nordic babncc concepr is presumedly a tool which the Scandin.:wian 
Inembers could use indq_H~mkntly of their NATO allies. Even in the unlikely 
case that the Norwegi;:m and the Danish governments would ask for troops 
and nuclear support foj bJcking the Finns, the decision whether to accommo
date the rcauest and thus mJ.ke the Scandinavian countcrthreats credible 
would in fa~t be made by other allies. Considering the doubts that have been 
raised about the use of nuckar weapons-at any rate until other means [have] 
been tried-it cannot be taken JS a matter of course that any of the large 
NATO ·powers would respond positively to a request to rush in troops and 
nuclear we:.1pons for die aid of J country that is not even a member of the 
alliance in order to deter the Russians from pressing Finland. Particularly in a 
period of detente the United States would be reluctant to engage in a deter
rent action so close to the Russian home bJse. 

Such limitations would tend to give the balance theory very low credibility. 
It should be seen as a bebtecl attempt to provide a rational explanation for 
the special kind of alliance policy which Norway and Denmark follow. Its 
justification is that conscious, calcul::tted moderation by the SGmdinavians and 
the Soviets has kept the peace on NA TO's northern flank. But peace in the 
North is not a unique case. There has heen no Soviet attack on the central or 
southern parts of NATO. As rhis is generally attributed to the Western deter
rence which has kept the peace, why should this not apply to the Nordic re-
gion as well? · 

The theory of a Nordic !dance may be useful as a political instrument on 
the domestic level. In terms of strategy it can hardly be fruitful to deal with 
ScandinJvian-Soviet relations as operating within a kind of Nordic vJcuum. 
There should be no confusion: The troops and nuclear weapons which tnight 
deter the Soviets from pressing h.:m1er on Finland or any other Nordic coun
try do not exist in the Nordic area. They nmst come from the larger NATO 
countries and be dependent· on the decision of the allies. The decision-making 
machinery, however, is not likely to run any smoother after de Gaullc~'s recent 
move. Therefore it seems highly unlikely that the balance theory would apply 
to possible future crisis situations and contribute to the maintenance of stability 
in the region. 

THE NucLEAR SPRl~AD AND NoRmc STABILITY 

The rather sudden interest in a "Nordic balance" has co~ncided not only 
with the new United States strategic concepts of the early sixties but also with 
the r9()o-r9GI Occision by the Scandinavian NATO members not to receive 
nuclear weapons on their territories .. As Denmark ~md Norway were the only 
two out of a total fifreen [ wl1ich -~ n1ade such expiicit reservations, it seems 
legitimate to ask \\'hat effect their sr~md h3s had on Nordic security. While it 
is generally assumed that the rebtive Hability \vhich is achieved in East-West 
relations is a product of a "nuclear b.:danre,'' could it be that the regional se
curity in the Nordic area is enhanced by a com;istent nonnuclear policy? 

During the nuclear debate in Scandinavi~t in 196o-I9GI some rnajor argu
ments invoked were that introducing nuclear weapons would increase tension 
and provoke the Soviet Union; that storing- nuclear chanres would be incon
sistent with the policy of no bases; anrl thar bv draining defense funds it would 
prevent a .sufficient buildup of convention:tl forces. Finally, it was also argued 
that nuclear stores would comrihute to the funher spread of such weapons. 
\Vhiie it is sometimes uncleer whether "spread" is meant to include the pbysi
C:-11 presence of United States-owned V..-'e:l.pons in a certain area or just the trans
fer of control, the nonproliferation argument h:1s gJincd prcdominJnce in ihe 
positions taken by the ScanJinavians on various nuclear n1attcrs. 

: ., 
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The NATO multilatcr'alnuclcar force (MLF) scheme may not be the most 
clear-cut example sin'ce its military weaknesses tended to overshadow the poli
tical importance of the proposal. But as its nuclear aspect was in the forefron~ 
there was no faltering among the Scandinavian members who remained re
served, refusing to participate as well as to grant MLF ships any facilities if 
they were put into operation. According to Norway's former Pren1ier Einar 
Gerhardscn, "Nor will naval nuclear forces, belonging to NATO or allied 
powers, get bases in Norway or in other ways be allowed to establish them
selves in Norwegian territorial waters."' The British proposal fared no better 

z Ajtcnpostt·n, December 8, 1964. 

treatment from the Norwegian gover11Jnent. Foreign Minister Lange made 
it abundantly clear that "Norwegian participation in a nuclear force built on 
the announced British model is as unlikely as in the MLF.""· 

3 Arf;l'idr:rbladct, O..:tobcr 26, 1964. 

On the other hand, when Finland's President Kckkonen proposed the estab
lishment of a nuclear-free zone in the North in 1963, the Scandinavian govern
ments remained cool and negative. President Kekkonen argued that his May 
1963 proposal would not mean any changes in the policies of the Nordic states 
because these states already formed a de facto nuclear-free zone. In the United 
Nations the Scandinavian governments had already supported the Unden plan 
of r9Gr as well as the "Irish Resolution," which implied treaties for prohibit
ing the acquisition and production of atomic weapons.' Why then should all 

"'Gcncr~l Assembly Resolution 1665 (XV), Dl·ccmber 4, 1961. 

Scandinavian states, including Sweden, turn so sharply against the Kekkonen 
plan? 

One of tl1e objections which the Scandinavians raised to the Kekkonen plan 
concerned. the extent of the area involved. The Norwegian and the Danish 
governments pointed out that in order to become acceptable Kekkonen's pro
posal would have to be incorporated into a more comprehensive treaty for dis
armament or arms control. These governments reasoned that agreements for 
nonproliferation should not be made separately but should form part of a 
general European settlement. The Swedish government went even further 
and put up a series of conditions that had to be fulfilled before it would con
sider any plan for a Nordic nuclear-free zone. 

The answers to the Kekkonen proposal illustrate the particular· kind of 
political dilemma which has confronted the Norwegian and Danish govern
ments ih the nonproliferation issue. Faced with public opinion in their respec
tive countries, they go quite far in seeking to reriwve any doubt that the nu
clear ban, which they have pledged themselves to observe, is as valid as ever 
and wilf not be subjected to any' reconsideration~ On the other hand, in their 
external relations they make it just as clear that they do not want to lose the 
option of threatening to introduce nuclear weapons. 

The l(Ced for a nuclear option has been especially felt in Sweden, where 
national freedom of action is held up as the guiding principle for the country's 
policy of nonalignment. Contrary to their Norwegian and Danish neighbors, 

. ____ -~--~the Swe~ks have never issued any formal ban against nuclear charges on Swc-
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dish territory. Vv7hcn the issue of developing nuclcJ.r arms c?.me up for a deci
swn in H;l{lf;~ the government cho:~c to postpone it for a period of np to tive 
years. By rllJt time it \\'as thougbt that Sweden's nuclear reseJrch programs 
\Vould have rcJchecl a stage where the work on "atoms for peace" cou-ld no 
lonf{er be run through the s;une research channcis as the work on nuclear 
warhe<Jds. 

In 1965 the Svv·edish research instirutions .1pparently were approaching the 
critical point, \Vhich prompted a request to the government from_ the Swedish 
head of defensc. Like their Norwegian ::md Danish colleagues) Swedish mili
tary he::~dquarters have favored the· acqui.~ition of a nuclear capability for tJC

tical purposes. The defen:;e chief recommended th::~.t d1c government ought ro 
make such preparations as would reduce the time it would take from when 
the decision W3S made ro the point when the J.ctual \Varhcads were ready for 
use."; In his opinion a thrcJ.t to use nucleJr \VGJ.pons which n1i.ght take up to 

;. 617-6), Sto..:kholm, 1965, pp. ')4 ff. 

seven years w implement \vould not provide the governmeri.t with much of a 
real option. 

The Swedish Commander in Chief did not get much support from the poli
ticians ;1lthough there have been signs of a cenain uneasiness on the subject. 1

' 

1' Karl E. l\irnbaun1, "Swrden's :\'lldt';Jr i"'i,]jq·," Stmtil".?l, Dr.:<.:cmb<'r I•Jh') (Vol. 7, No. g), pp. 314-318. 

On a recent trip to the United StateS the S\vedish Prime Minister) Tagc Er
lander, 1nade it clear rhat if the Grelt Powers could not agree on a nonpro
liferJtion treaty, Sweden might have to consider its position on the production 
of nuclear weapons. However, when he was fJced with a question in padia
mcnt on whether his swtement in the United States indicated ::my change in 
Sweden's official policy on nuclear \\'eapons, Erlander answered with a flat 

H »7 no. 

The Scandinavians are also worried about the implicat·ions of signing a for~ 
mal agreement pledging thl·msclves to a permanent ban on nuclear \Veapons. 
As far as Norway and Denmark arc concerned, their whole dcfense posture 
is built on the Jssumpiion that if tensions should rise above a cert.:~in point or 
if they become victims of a surprise attack\ their V/ cstcrn allies would rush to 
their assistJnce with whatever means might he needed. Most probably such 
aid would inc.lnde some form of nuclear crtpability. 

One might say that in a situation of extreme emergency a rescue action 
would not be .stopped by a tn:my. \1\?hile this may be true, rt formal regional 
ban on nuclear weapons would have political efFects, domestically and extcr~ 
nally, frorn the moment it was signed. The Scandinavian n1embcn; fear that the 
fonnal act of signing President Kekkonen's proposal might impair their cbin1 
for allied protection. They are alre-ady considncd to be in rhe periphery, and 
it might be hard to claim full rights of protection at the same tin1e that they 
formally denounced the weapons upon which their national security ultimate
ly depends. 

l\.1oscow has made no attempts to conceal \vhat the Soviet Unlon expects 
from stabilizing the Nordic area through a nuclear-free zonal arrangement. 
According to lzt;e.rtia, · 

The est<Jbli.shment of :1 nucle:1r- and mis:;.ilc-frcc zone in the North wouicl become 
the first .~rage in the tr:11tsition of ;:lll the Nordic countries to a neutral status ... _ 
The Soviet Union, together wit/1 tlu· ot!Jcr grer.1t potvt>r.;·, would be prepared to 

respect the neutrality p[ the Nordic countries, their territorial integrity and 'inde
pendence without interfering in their domestic Jfbirs.s 

' 8 l:.wcstitt, Aug-mt q, 1959. Tt:1lin ;tddcd. 
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The implications: of" a nuclear-free zone point toward some form of neutrali
zation of the Nordic area. But suppose, as suggested by Moscow, tharthe secu
rity of the zone were guaranteed by several Great Powers, among them the 
United States. Would not this to a large extent satisfy Scandinavian demands 
for safeguarding their national security, burdened as they are by the cost of 
defense and the Sisyphean task of keeping up and worried by the slow prog
ress of nonproliferation pegotiations and by disturbing trends of tension in 
many parts of the world? It thus seems not at all inconceivable that certain 
groups in Scandinavia should take an interest in blueprints for neutralization. 
More_ovCr, it might be ten1pting to set forth "in shining armor" and set an 
example of being among the first who ventured to undertake a full-scale, for
mal denuclearization. 

On the other hand, a proposed nuclear-free status for the Nordic area would. 
meet with objections. The incrcas~ng polycentrism in international affairs 
would make even a United States-Soviet guarantee a partial solution at best. 
The troubles and frictions between two Great Powers, no longer in supreme 
control of events, might be transferred to the guaranteed area and raise tension 
there rather than reduce it. The problems of institutionalized controls and 
inspection rights would be no less acute for the Nordic area than for Berlin 
and other places where attempts at joint control have been made. 

The Scandinavian leaders appear to be well aware of the long-term implica
tions of a formal nonnuclear arrangement in the Nordic region. But the fict 
that these originally Soviet ideas have been pressed over the last years by their 
Nordic colleague, President Kekkonen, makes it harder for them to tackle the 
situation squarely. Former Prime Minister Gerhardsen of Norway said in 
r964 that 

if this question r of a Nordic nuclcar~free zone] is raised by the Soviet Union to 
the effect that parts of the Soviet Uni~n also. become nuclear~frec, it would be 
something to discuss. But if we are the only ones to give pledges ;ind the other 
side not, then this proposal has no purposc.9 

9 Arbeiderbladct, January 2, 1964. 

DE FACTO NEUTRALIZATION 

Since 1963 President Kekkonen has returned to his proposal for a Nordic 
nuclear-free zone on various occasions. But when he mentioned it in a speech 
in November 1965, he also brought up another proposal which, although dif
ferent in scope, might be seen as a tnodification of the more comprehensive 
plan for the nuclear-free zone. ' 

Kekkonen's new proposal was aimed explicitly at Norway. In the speech 
Denmark and Sweden received only brief references. Finland is prepared, he 
said, "to consider treaty arrangements with Norway that would protect the 
Finnish.Norwegian frontier region from possible tnilitary action in the event 
of a conflict between the great powers." An agreement \Vith Norway would, 
according to Kekkonen, lessen military tensions and increase the possibilities 
for Norway and Finland "to preserve their territorial inviolabilitv . ... Fin-
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·- bnd'~ land-frontiers \vould then be ~aft: as far as tJKy can be made by treaties., 
The tre:::~.tv would be intended ~\o malntJ.in pt~ace on both sides of the Finnish
Norwegian fronticr." 10 

10 Speech Uy President U:hn Kd;konen, Hehinki. i'\oyembr.r 29, HjG5 (Engli.<h tr;1nstJtion, Ministry 
fur ~nrcign Affain [Finlan1\J, Prc~, BJ;rr:~u, pp. ~)-Io). 

The Finnish President" \Vas v:::.gue J.~ ro what he bad in mJnd but some b::~sic 
points seem to emerg~ fro1n rhc text of the proposal. First, the "protection" 
which he talks of could not be guaranteed by InilitJry n1eans. The contin
gency that the Finns shoulJ hold back J Russian anack on theii side and that 
the Nonvegians should protect the area against an inv::zding NATO force is 
out of rune with their re!ipt·ctive military c;:tpabilities. Second, Kekkonen said 
that the treJty would increase the possibilities to preserve Norway's and Fin
land's territorial inviobbility in a major conflict. 

Thus, the sugges;-cd tre~1ty \Vould seem designed to bring about a zonal 
arrangement, limired to the fronricr region, a peace zone on both sides of the 
border. With such requirements it musr rtmount to a kind of demilitarized, 
possibly ''thinned out" zone, extending to ::zn are::z of some definite limit:J.tion 
running on both sides of the border from :tpproxim:.Hcly the Lyngen fjord 
near TromsO, all through Finnmark up to the Russian border in the Pasvik 
va1ley. The exclusion of foreign forces and weapons from this ::zrca would 
effectively block all NATO mancuvers and other allied military activities. 

If this is vvh::Jt Kekkonen had in mind, such an agreement would have far
reaching consequences for the existing security arrangements on the northern 
flank. A glance at the map shows that even a narrow strip of 50 kilomcters on 
each side of the Finnish-Norwegian border (which, with today's technology, 
\Vould seem a minimum for a zone designed to red.nc~~ military tenslon) would 
cur the vital Norwegi;Jn and NATO communication lines at the Lyngen fjord 
as well as farther north. Tile zone would also include most of East Finn mark 
with V::~.dsoe, Kirkenes, and the cruci:J.l Varangc-r fjord west of the Norwe
gi:m-Soviet border. The Finnmark region jncludcs a number of strategic points 
essential for naval W3rfrtre. 

Should the Finnish Presidenr's proposal be acccptd, it would turn the stra
tegically mo~t importam parts of NATO'.s northern Rank into a virtual no
man's-land. The proposed trC'aty would prevent rhe NorVI'cgi;ms as well Js their 
allies from making defensive preparations in the Finnmark area. If the need 
arose, the Soviets might move in without risking military opposition. By ap
proaching along the coast they \\:'ould nor even have to violate a Finnish-Nor
wegian border trcatr. Like the 1948 pact it could only 3pply if Finnis!z terri
tory \Verc violated) a point which Kekkonen specifically referred to in 
his November ?9 speech. 

The official Norwegian reaction to th,· proposed trcatv \\'as stronnl)' ne~rative 
c ' ' .~ b 

and soon after the Finnish Foreign Minister brushed off.the propos~.tl as some
thing 'vhich the President h3d merely thrown out for the sake of discussion. 
How~ver, in a statement· at a press conference in Moscow .shortly before Christ
m:-ts r965 Kckkonen returned to the subject ::md coniJrmed his thoughts on a 
neutr::~liz:J.tion of the Finnish-Nonve,gian border a.s a future possibility. "In the 
course of four or five years," he said, "t:hc idcc:~. may ripen and the chances of 
putting the plan into effect 1nay have improved.'n 1 The four to five year period 

11 A(tcn{'Miell, fkrcmhf.r 2.1, l<}(•<;. 

he referred to would bring u.s up w ll)69-1970, then generally considere<l the 
crucial decision point for the fnture of NATO. \Vhile he concctkd that Nor
way woulrl probably continue as a member of NATO, the Finnish President 
said that· rhis should not prcvcnr border arrangements such as those he 
suggested. 
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Wha} might Finland hope to gain from a de facto neutralization of 
the Scandinavian area? Although in his speech of November 1965 Kekkonen 
explicitly denied thar Finland wanted to abrogate the 1948 treaty with the 
Soviet Union, it cannot be overlooked as a vital factor in Finland's foreign 
policy. The treaty could be turned into a Russo-Finnish alliance if West Ger
many or any of its allies threatened an attack on the Soviet Union through 
Finland. As long as West Germany is a member of the NATO alliance, any 
NA TO-Soviet conflict on the northern flank would involve Germany. There
fore, the Finns could well reason that if Norway drifted out of NA TO-or 
were neutralized within the framework of the alliance-the Soviet Union 
would no longer have a pretext for using the 1948 treaty to tighten its _grip on 
the Finns. 

Alliance or no alliance, nothing the Scandinavians may do will stop West 
Germany-· from seeking to safeguard its security interests. However, the chances 
of a German threat to the Nordic area-if ever such should arise-would seem 
far less within an integrated alliance structure including Norway and Denp 
mark. A neutralization of Scandinavia would, in practical terms, bring the area 
close to the status it had at the outbreak of the Second World War. 

The Finns, with all their firsthand experience, can hardly be expected to 
work toward an overall Soviet domination of the Nord!c region. But it is hard 
to iee how a neutralization of the Scandinavian peninsula could have any other 
result. It seems highly unlikely that Finland's position would be improved if 
the other Nordic nations adopted the Finnish version of neutrality. Finland's 
special relationship as the model democratic neighbor of the Soviet Union 
might be harder to achieve if the whole area should acquire the same status. 

Judging from the long range of Soviet statements since the r95o's, the con
sistent agitation for neutrality by the Scandinavian Communist parties, and 
the Soviet campaign against NATO and the European Economic Community 
(EEC), there seems little doubt that the Soviet Union, stressing political rather 
than military approaches, seeks a de facto neutralization of the Nordic area. 
Seen from the Nordic perspective, the Scandinavian nations including Sweden 
are unable by their own means-either in conventional terms or through a 
deliberate ~"strategy of weakness"-to prevent the further destabilization which 
a rapidly growing Soviet potential seems certain to produce in the area. 

THE· EuRo-ATLANTIC ALTERN~TIVE 

The security necessary for the stabilization of the North must be sought in 
the two centers of power coinprising, on the one hand, the Continent-Prance 
and Germany-and, on the other, the Atlantic nations-the United Kingdom 
and the United States. The ties which Norway and Denmark have to these 
two power concentrations are reinforced by a·pattern of traditional relation
ships. 

I 
Norway's close bonds with Great Britain go far bac'k in time. From the 

nineteenth century on, the slogan "we trust in England"· was accepted as a 
guiding principle of Norwegian foreign policy. There was a genuine communi
ty of interest built on shipping, capital investments, and tourism. Britain needed 
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WJ.s ~learly unable to defend its long coa~rline. Briuin could. Not, however, 
for the sake of blue Nonvcgian eyes but bec~ruse of its transport needs and be~ 
cause the position of the British Isles would have been intolerably exposed if 
~t allowed a .Great Power to control NorwJy's Atlantic and North Sea coast
line. 

Although in a sfightly different way, Denmark has been as dependent upon 
a Great ,PO\ver as Norway has for its security. Sjnce Denmark's defeat by Prus
siJ. in 1R64 and the rise of modern Germany, DJnish foreign policy has tended 
to mirror the fluctuations of Germany's status and capabilities for exerting in
fluence. In periods of a \Veak Germany Denmark h3s concentrated more on 
Nordic and British relations while it has drawn closer to the Continent when
ever Germany has become jnfluential. 

Thus, when the <:stablishmcnt of the Common l'v!arket brought Germany 
along with the other continent=ll pov;'ers hack into political focus, it seemed 
bound to affect Denmark more d1an the other Scandinavian countries. From 
about r958 on, one can trace in D;1nish policies a marked tendency toward 
shifting. the weight from the Nordic orientation, \-vhich had been predomin::mt 
during rht: forties and early fifties, to a 1nor·e continental line. So far it has been 
more of an jndication that a movement. In all Inajor questions the Danish 
government has been in full accord with its Scandinavian colleague. But it 
should be kept in mind that shortly after President de Ganlle's refusal to 
accept Britain and the Scandinavians in the Con1mon i\rfarkct, he made a spe~ 
cial approach to Dcnmrlrk, ther~by indirectly recognizing its positjon as a con~ 
tinenral country. 

While there are 'visible differences in Norwegian and Danish attitudes to 

the EEC, their NATO rdations remained for a long time almost identicaL 
I-Iowcvei, since the early sixties there have appeared certain nuances, particu
larly in nuclear matters. Both denounced the MLF, but the Danes did not 
1nake any special reference to rhe British proposal. In November 1965, when 
the leading members of tl1e alliance decided to establish a special committee 
for the discussion of nuclear questions v--'ithin NATO) the Drlnish government 
joined \vhile Nonvay's new non socialist government, along with fceland, Lux~ 
embourg and Portugrll, decided not: to be represented in tbe comn1ittee. The 
importance of this incident should JWt be exagger3ted, but Danish foreign 
policies viewed itl the perspective qf; rhc last few years leave the definite impres
sion that the Danes arc gradually dra\ving closer to the Continent. 

General de Gaullc's blow to NATO in March of this year came as a shock 
to borh Scaodinavlan members. Although slightly embarrassed by France's 
references to their own restrictions on foreign ·bJ.ses, which in principle were 
said to be the same thing, they immediately rallied to the support: of the alli~ 
ancc. But again !here w~~re nuances. While the N~>nvegian government re~ 
n1ained remarkably prlssive, the D::mish premier was among the first NATO 
leaders to meet with de Gaulle personally, calling for a modification and com
promise. Even if his interventions brought no changes in the French position, 
this seems t9 be another indication of rhe contincntJl trend in Danish foreign 
policies. 

In Norway President: de Gaulle's determined attempt to cripple the present 
NATO structure has caused grave concern. 1-.fost politicians and parts of the 
public realize fully NATO's importance for Norway's security and the numer
ous advantages which h:~ve derived from membership. So far Gallup polls have 
shown a majority in favor of continued membership but this an-itude should 
not be taken for gr.::~nt"cd. Among recent uhstacles is the need for increased 
appropriations for defense as .::1 consequence of the sharp reduction of United 
States military aid. Further, the intensified \var in Vietnam, where the Ameri~ 
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can domestic ~pposition has found many Norwegian supporters, has raised 
the old fears that Europe will receive a lower rating on the United States gov
ernment's priority list. · 

The counterarguments to the allied relationship were, in effect, already 
there. But until de Gaulle's spring offensive the demands for rccvaluation of 
the :tllianc.C could be met \Vith references to a unified, strong, and sturdy 
NATO. After de Gaulle's denunciation, even staunch beiievers in the Western 
:tlignmcnt have privately cxprc.~scd their concern about the disintcgrntion of 
the alliance before the crucial year 1969. ln spite of the reassuring official decla

. rations of "business as usual" with fourteen inste[ld of fifteen tnembers, one 
perceives an uneasy feeling that this NATO may not provide the same shields 
and swords as it once did. 

Among the ranks of the Norwegian lcftish opposition to NA TO-the Com
munist Party, the Socialist People's Party, and the left fringe of the Labor Party 
-de Gahllc's initiative has~·bccn welcomed. Making skillful use of the Gen
eral's argument, the anti-NATO gronp0 claim that de Ga.ulle has effectively 
exposed the inadequacy and the antiquity of the Vlestcrn alliance. New roads 
must be opened for peace and security. All socialist forces must unite in a 
constructive attempt to create a Nordic neutral league, ii1dependent of all 
power constellations, with close tics to E;~tcrn as well as to Western Europe. 

The Soviet Union lost no time in taking advantage of the new situation. 
The Russians have always disapproved and complained of NATO mane\lvers 
in tl1c Northern area. But since Norway has explicitly excluded such activities 
from its overall reservation against foreign bases, the Soviet neighbors have 
not made them a major point. The exercises of NA TO's mobile forces in early 
M:trch this year,. l1ave, however, received remarkable attention from the Soviet 
press. In a series of articles K1·asnaya Zvezda, lzvestia, Pravda,·and others have 
strongly condemned Norway's participation in NATO "aggressive moves" 
against the Soviet Union and warned of the consequences.12 

1 ~KI'amaja7.1'l'::da, i'vl:1rch 2.J. Jq66: ht'{'.<fia, April 6, I<)GG; ;,nd Prrwdcz, April 2.!, It)66, 
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A GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OF NORTH NORWAY, INCLUDING HABITATION 

AND COMMUNICATIONS 

1 REGIONAL DEFINITIONS 

The area of interest in the present context comprises the 

ocean areas between approxi~ately 20°W and 60°E north of the 

Polar Circle and the land areas of Norway, Sweden, and 

Finland north of the Polar Circle and Murmanskaya Oblast'. 

Figure 1.1 indicates the position of North Norway in that area. 

The centre point of a line, drawn from Norway's most southerly 

point to the north east border towards Russia, will lie 

approximately at the southern most point of North Norway, 

Administratively North Norway embraces from south to north 

east the three counties Nordland, Troms and Finnmark. North 

Norway represents the northern most part of Europe stretching 

well into the Arctic Ocean, and more than 85% of the area is 

north of the Polar Circle (66°33'N). The extreme northern and 

southern points are respectively: 71°11'8''N, 31°10'4''E, 

64°56'25''N and ll 0 10'40''E. The North Cape lies on the same 

parallel as the southern point of Novaja Zemlja, the magnetic 

north pole and Point Barrow in Alaska, whilst Mosj~en in 

Nordland and Fairbanks in Alaska are on the same latitude. 

2 BOUNDARIES 

Nordland County (see Fig 2.1) borders in the east towards 

Sweden for a distance of 600 km, in the south it borders towards 

North Tr~ndelag, in the west towards the Norwegian Sea, and in the 

north towards Troms county. To the south east Troms also has 

borders in common with Sweden and Finland. These border-lines 

stretch respectively approximately 230 km and 131 km. To the 

south Finnmark county has a common border with Finland 

stretching 585 km, and to the east with Russia for 196 km. 

The coastal areas off West Finnmark belong to the Norwegian Sea, 

whilst the eastern areas are in the Barents Sea. Norway claims 
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.territorial rights for 4 nautical miles calculated from a 

basic line drawn between determined points, The fishing 

rights cover 12 nautical miles. 

CONFIGURATION - ~ 
North Norway is irregularly shaped and is often compared to 

a club. The county of Nordland represents the handle, whilst 

the club-head turns towards Finland and the USSR. North 

Norway is dissected by innumerable fjords and bays and most 

of the coast is sheltered by chains of islands. The orienta

tion of this area is south west - north east. 

4 DISTANCES 

A straight line from Foldereid, on the border of Trpndelag 

to Vardp in East Finnmark measures approximately 1000 km, 

and the road distance (route 50) from the southern border 

between Nordland and Trpndelag to Kirkenes is 1,612 km. The 

distance along the coast measured in a direct line is approxi

mately 1,300 km, but measured along the fjords the distance 

will be multiplied many times. 

The counties measure respectively: 

Nordland - 508 km north-south direction and from 110 km 

to 6.3 km (Hellemobotn) east-west 

Troms - 320 km south west to north east direction 

Finnmark - 296 km north-south direction and 374 km east-west 

direction • 

5 SIZE AND DISTRIBUTION OF AREAS 

The three most northerly counties comprise approximately 

113,000 km2 , or one third of Norway's total area. North Norway 

covers approximately the same area as Bulgaria, or the states 
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of Pennsylvania or Washington, 

Table 5,1 shows the area in square km (km2 ) of the three 

counties, it also gives the distribution of water, agri

cultural areas, forest areas and bare mountain and other 

items in absolute and relative figures for all the counties, 

The rest of Norway is included for comparison, All figures 

are given to the nearest km2 , 

Nordlartd I Troms Finnmark Total 
I . 

Area 38327 % 26292 % 48649 I % 113268 
! 

Water 2041 5.3 632 2.4 2112 4o3 4785 4 ... 2 

Earth1 718 1.9 402 L5 127 0.3 1247 l,l 

Forest 
2 

3790 9.9 2661 10.1 2063 4.2 851t;. I 7.5 
Forest3 1019 2.7 839 3 ,, 2 5094 10.5 6()52 6.1 

~C0 Bare 25131 15916! 32380 73427 64.8 Hountain 

% 

' 
I ® e ~6.6 ·-Diverse 5628 .!..4:d 5842 B.:.£ 6873 14.1 18343 16.2 J 

Total 100.1 99.9 100.1 99.9 

r -~ 

i I 

I Rest'of I Whole of North Norway 
Norway I Norway per cent of Norway 

Area 210950i % 324218 % ' 34.9 % 
Water 11128 5.3 15813 4.9 30.3 % 

1 % Earth 9054 4.3 10301 3.2 12ol 

Forest 2 '· 

51030 24.2 59544 18.4 14.3 % 
Forest3 3761 1,8 10713 3.3 64.9 "' ;o 

Bare 
78939 37.4 152366 47.0 48,2 % !Yiountain 

Diverse 57038 ll.!.Q 75481 b}_,_J 24.3 % 
Total 100.0 100 .. 1 

_J 
' 

Table 5.1 Area distributed between the three counties .. 

Absolut_e and relative ft_g_~,tr~ ( 8, pp6, 66, 89) ( 9 II pp 

l 
2 
3 

Cultivated 
Productive 
Productive 

areas 20-21) 
fo~est areas below coniferous belt 
deciduous forest above coniferous belt 
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In the table one notices particularly that only 1.1% of the 

area is used for agricultural purposes. North Norway has 

however a considerable reserve of cultivable land, (approxi-
. 2) 2 mately 2,000 km and each year 20-25 km more land is 

cultivated, while unprofitable farms are closed. The total 

area of cultivated land has decreased since 1945. J.lore 

than half of Norway's deciduous forest area is to be found 

in North Norway, but the co~iferous forest area is small, (in 

all approximately 2900 km2 or 6%). 66% of North Norway is 

bare mountain area. 

~ 
The category "diverse" covers mostly marsh-land and other 

areas .below the coniferous forest belt. 

6 TOPOGRAPHY 

6.1 General Contours 

Topographically North Norway is characterised by large and 

partly very rugged mountain areas, many large and small fjords 

and numerous islands. Along the coast and fjords, the 

mountains often drop steeply straight into the sea or onto a 

.narrow beach which has risen above sea-level since the ice-age. 

A large part of the coastal mountains have alpine form, the 

island districts are dominated by mountain plateaus and lakes. 

Table 6.1 showsin percentages the distribution of heights in 

the three countries, and in Norway as a whole. 

Height above 
' 

i : 

sea level Nordland Troms I Finnmark N Norway Norway 

0-60 m 13% ' 9% 6% 9% 8% 

60-150 m 8% 9% 14% 11% 9% 

150-300 m 12% 15% 31% 21% 17% 

300-600 m 28% 30% 44% 35% 27% 

600-900 m 24% 24% 5% 16% 20% 

900-1200m 11% 6% o% 5% 12% 

Over 1200 m 3% 8% o% 1% 8% 

Table 6.1 The distribution of areas according to heights in the 

various counties. Relative figures (9, pp 22-23) 
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The highest mountain peak in Nordland is Okspskolteh (1915 m), 

in Troms Jiekkivarre (1833 m) and in Finnmark Svartefjellet 

(1218 m). 

North Norway has 96 peaks over 1600 m. Of these 82 lie within 

a 20 km broad belt stretch1ng from Majavktn to Lyngseidet, lf 

broadened to 50 km the belt would includ~ 91 peaks, 

6.2 The Individual Counties 

The Norwegian mountain range cover the whole of Nordland county 

and continues out over the islands and f~ords of Troms and 
I 

West-Finnmark, Most of this area consists of Cambrian-Silurian 
I 

Mica-slate and chalk with elongated granit deposits in the 
I 

slate. The slate lies in strips parallel to the coastline, 

these in turn influence the direction oflthe valleys. This is 

a typical feature of Helgeland, where broad inland valleys 

)run from north to south. The beaches in! this district are 

relatively wide. The fjords cut deep into the Salten and 

Ofoten areas and in Tysfjord the distanc~ to the Swedish 

border is only 6. 3 km, Practically half I of the Nordland area 

lies 600 m above sea-level, which here forms the tree barrier" 

Lofoten and Vesteralen consist of steep lyenite peaks surrounded 

by large areas of low-lying land, mostly,marshy. The highest 

mountain areas in Nordland are covered by more than 1700 km2 

of glaciers (See Figures 6,1 and 6.2). 

The bel·t of large islands continues with I high rugged mountain 

formations into Troms, The fjords are broad and long parti

cularly in North Troms, The inland dist~icts of the north 
I 

resemble Finnmark with their vast extensive evenness, ·they 
. I 

no longer have the wild rugged characteristics of the south, 

Large mountain plateaus with lakes and cbmparatively wide 
I 

valleys, running south-east to n<!!'rth-west, are typical for 

the inland district of Troms county. 

Finnmark's topography differs in many ways from that of the 
I 

other two counties. To the south of a line from Varangerfjord 
I 

to Porsanger lies Finnmarksvidda, a gently rolling mountain 
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plateau 300-400 m high, with wide shallow valleys, lakes and 

marshes. To the north Finnmarksvidda is separated from the inner 

reaches of the fjords and the peninsula by Gaissene, a 1000 

meter high pyramid-shaped mountain range with peaks running 

in an east-west direction~ The coast of Finnmark is unlike the 

coast line further south. Although in West-Finnmark there 

are some chains of rugged peaks, these gradually give way to 

steep chains of heavy mountains with almost perpendicular 

cliffs rising precipituously out of the sea for several 

hundred meters. There are no beaches or vegetation. The 

eastern side of the county is serrated by large open fjords 

from 65-125 km long, between which lie large flat barren 

peninsulas, Theec pe:1insulas rise directly out of the sea 

often to the height of several hundred meters. There are 

no sheltering islands in the central and eastern part of 

Finnmark. Varanger peninsula, the most easterly of the five 

peninsulas consists mainly of a desert-like sand and stone 

plateau. 

6.3 Ocean and Fjord Areas 

As already stated, North Norway is bounded by the Norwegian 

Sea to the west, and the Barents Sea to the north. The western 

boundary of the Barents Sea borders along a line drawn from 

Trams~ to the southern tip of Svalbard. The Norwegian Sea 

is deep, reaching a depth of 4,000 m between Iceland and 

North Norway, near the coast and out to the so-called "edge" 

the depths are only a few hundred meters. Westwards, from 

the continental platform, the depths increase rapidly. The 

distance out to the edge is 300 km in the south of Nordland 

but only 30 km at Vesteralen. At this point the edge turns 

north and run along the west side of Svalbard. The Barents 

Sea is a shallow sea reaching a depth of 400 meters and is 

part of the Continental Shelf which at this point is unusually 

wide. Only 3% of this sea is deeper than 400 meters, whilst 

48% is less than 200 meters deep, 

It is difficult to give a generel picture of the depths of 

the Norwegian fjords as they vary greatly from one fjord to 
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another. They often have comparatively shallow ridges at the 

mouth. In Nordland the depth varies from 300 m to 600 m, in 

Troms from 200 m to 400 m, whilst the fjords in Finnmark are 

shallower, from lOO m to 300 m. Navigation along the coast is 

difficult. 

CURRENT AND ICE CONDITIONS 

The currents off the coast of North Norway are difficult. 

Along the edge the Gulf-stream dominates, running in a north

north easterly direction, The Norwegian coastal current runs 

between the shelf-edge and land, The direction varies . 
according to the time of year. In the summer it flows out-

wards towards the sea, whereas in winter it turns more towards 

the coast. The tidal waters increase the strength of the 

current at high-tide but decreases it at low-tide. 

Off Trams and Finnmark the course of the current varies greatly 

dependable on local conditions. Normally the course is north 

and north east. 

Table 7.1 shows the tidal differences at various locations. 

Location ! Average difference in tides Average flow 

Bodp 1.72 m 2o30 m 

Narvik 1.88 m 2a56 m 

Tromsp 1.78 m 2.32 m 
1-· 

Hammerfest 1.76 m 2.32 m 

Vardp 2.02 m 2,60 m 

Table 7.1 Tidal differences off the coast of North Norway 
(12, vol I) 

Many places along the sea-way the current flows, at its 

strong":'st, with a speed of <-5 knots. 

I 
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The coastal winters are comparatively mild and the outer 

coastal waters and ports remain open, while the shallow, 

inner coastal waters, and most of the small fjords are often 

ice-bound. During a severe winter, the ice may seriously 

affect communications with l'io, J'iiosj pen and Kirkenes, while the 

other larger ports always remain open. 

In Troms the inner 10-15 km of Lyngenfjord freeze whilst 

Kvrenangen is always navigable. Altafjord in Rafsbotn, 30-35 km 

of inner Porsangerfjord, most of the fjords running into 

Laksefjord and many of the fjords in south Varanger, freeze, 

The largest fjords in Tanafjord are usually free from 

CLIJ'iiATE 

~_).J 

::::::: :::::::::st:: :::::t:orway are ~cted by two factors; 

it's proximity to the open sea and exposure to sea-winds, 

though long mountain ranges shelter the inland districts. The 

Gulfstream, with its warm, salt water, runs into the Norwegian 

Sea between the Farce Islands and Shetland. It follows the 

edge along Nordland and Troms and continues north past 

Bjprnpya, One branch of the current runs along the coast of 

Finnmark into the Barents Sea. This warm stream of waters 

along the coast and the predominant warm, humid south-west 

wind creates a stabler, milder climate in North Norway. 

In winter, however, a strong current of cold, dry, clear air 

emerging from the polar area produc<:s dry, very cold weather. 

At the same time strong low pressure areas often form over 

Iceland which produce damp, warm weather with heavy precipi

tation. Although North Norway is on the perimeter of the low

pressure area of Iceland, these low-pressures and the polar 

air create unstable weather conditions in the winter, parti

cularly in Lofoten, Troms and Finnmark. During the summer 

the arctic front is non-existent and the force of the wind 

is considerably reduced. On the whole one can say that, 
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~ 
considering the latitudfof North 

rainfall are propituo~, but this 

Norway, the temperatures and 

does not apply to the wind. 

Practically all North Norway lies in the temperate zone, only 

the outer districts of Finnmark belong to the Arctic zone, 

i e where the mean temperature during the warmest month does 

not exceed 10°C. 

8,2 Precipitation and Fog 

Due to the topography of North Norway the rainfall is very 

unevenly distributed. It is heaviest in the centre of Nordland, 

Lofoten, Vesteralen and the islands of Troms, where the 

annual downfall is more than 1,000 mm. In the central part 

of Trams, and the outlying districts of Finnmark, the downfall 

averages 500-1,000 mm, whilst Finnmarksvidda has only approxi

mately 300 mm a year. Nordland and Trams have the heaviest 

precipitation from September to November, and West Finnmark 

from July to September, whilst North Norway as a whole receives 

least rain from April to June, Finnmarksvidda has least 

rainfall from January to April (See Figures 8.1 and 8. 2). 

The differences between the climate of the inland and the 

coastal districtB are most apparent in the wi.nter, when the 

downfall inland, from November to April, comes as snow, whilst 

the coast only receives snow midwinter. Outer Lofoten is 

normally only snow covered for 40 days, Vesteralen for 100-150 

days, the coastal and fjord districts of Troms and Finnmark 

for 150-200 days, and the inner areas for more than 200 days. 

The border line for the snow varies and it is not unusual 

for Finnmark to be snow covered down to 600 m above sea level, 

even in the warmest season, 

Sea and coastal fog usually only occurs in summer, while inland 

fog is most frequent in winter, Table 8.1 shows the yearly 

variations of the number of fog-free days at various meteoro

logical stations, as well as the number of days with less than 

4 km visibility. All figures are percentages and are based on 

observations taken at o8oo, 1400, 1900 hrs. 
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Figure 8. l Mean annual precipitation in North Norway in rnrn 
(Isohyets for every 200 rnrn) 
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Figure 8. 2 Number of days with precipitation > l. 0 mm per year 
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I Time of year January-April May-August September-December -
Fog Vi si- Fog 'Vi si- Fog Vi si-
free bility free bility free bility 

Station under under under 
4 km 4 km 4 km 

Narvik 99.8 5.2 99.7 1.1 100.0 2.5 
Skomvrer 94.5 10.9 72.5 11.5 90.5 10,8 
Andenes 99.8 6.4 93,2 3.1 99-7 3.5 
Bardufoss 99.3 7.4 95.8 1,5 95.4 4.2 
Alta 99.7 6.5 91.6 1,0 97.2 5.7 
Ekkerl!ly 93.2 13.3 92.2 4.7 94.4 8.6 
Karasjok 93.9 7.1 93.5 4.9 86.0 13.4 

i Time of year All the year 
station Fog Visibility 

free under 4 km 

Narvik 99.8 2.9 
Skomvaor 85,8 lLl 

Andenes 97.6 4.3 
Bardufoss 96.8 4.4 
Alta 96.2 4-4 
Ekkerpy 93.3 8.9 
Karasjok 91.1 8.4 I ' 

Table 8.1 Percentage of days without fog and days with visi

bility less than 4 km at various seasons based on 

observations taken 3 times daily from 1946-1950 (15) 

Fog seldom occurs over the outer districts of Nordland, but 

summer fog is comparatively frequent in Lofoten and Vesteralen. 

In Troms there is comparatively little fog, but in the 

outer districts of Finnmark and on Finnmarksvidda fog is more 

frequent. 

8,3 Temperature 

As alreaqy mentioned, the climate in North Norway is much 

milder than expected at this latitude. The mean January 

temperature in outer Lofoten is ;~;;ly 25° above the normal 
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for that latitude, whilst the summer temperature is about 

normal, As one moves inland the winter temperature sinks 

rapidly and is often as low as .;. 35°c or less. During the 

summer months these inland districts are the warmest. The 

isoterms are parallel and follow the coast line, The difference 

in temperatures between outer and inner districts is greatest 

in the winter (See Figures 8,4 and 8.5). 

The non-periodic temperature oscillations are however great, 

as weather changes are frequent, One way of describing the 

temperature conditions is by giving the length of the various 

seasons, The winter period is characterized by a mean daily 

temperature not exceeding 0°C, during spring and autumn the 

temperature varies from 0°C - 10°C, and it is summer when the 

temperature shows more than l0°C, 

Table 8.2 shows the average length of the seasons at various 

meteorological stations in North Norway. 

' 
Time of year Winter Spring Summer Autumn Place 

Bodl6 124 days 84 days 77 days 80 days 

Rpst 0 " 132 " 58 " 175 " 
Ari.denes 126 " 98 " 51 " 90 " 
Bardufoss 185 " 57 " 73 " so " 
Tromsp 166 " 75 " 53 " 71 11 

Alta 185 " 59 " 71 it so " 
Vardp 192 " 93 " 0 it so " 
Karasjok 204 " 48 .. 64 " 49 " 

. 

Table 8.2 The average length of the seasons (16) 

The table shows that the winter season is very ~ong in North 

Norway, particularly in the inner districts of Finnmark where 

there are normally more than 230 frost nights a year (130 of 

these having a minimum temperature below .;. 10°C), 1'1eanwhile 

Lofoten and Vesteralen have very mild winters, with approximately 
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only 130 frost nights annually and of these only 4-5 days with 

temperatures of 7 l0°C or below. For the whole of North Norway 

the coldest month is usually February and the warmest July. 

Karasjok has the greatest registered temperature range in 

Norway, the highest temperature being 32.4°C, the lowest 

; 51.4°C, giving a difference of 8J,8°C. 

8.4 Wind Conditions 

As already mentioned l·arge areas of North Norway are highly 

exposed to wind. In the autumn and the winter Lofoten to 

Kirkenes is one of the most tempestuous areas on the European 

Continent. Forty days of storm a year is normal for the North 

Cape. The great differences in temperature between inland and 

coastal districts lead tc disturbances in the atmosphere in 

winter. Cold, heavy air from the mountain plateaus flows out 

through the valleys and fjords. This type of wind is strongest 

in Finnmark where the fjords may be unnavigable for days at a 

time due to squalls. The winter monsoon usually blows from 

the south west, whilst the summer monsoon blows in the opposite 

·direction (See Figures 8,6 and 8.7). 

Table 8.3 shows the individual characteristics of the wind 

forces at some meteorological stations at the different seasons. 

The average force of the wind is given according to Beaufort's 

Scale and the table is based on observations taken 3 times a 

day from 1931-1940 and 1940-1950. 

The table shows that the average force of wind is strongest in 

autumn and winter. This is in particular typical for the East

Finnmark coast, where the variations in conditions are also 

greatest throughout the year. During the same period the 

inland stations of Bardufoss and Karasjok have their greatest 

number of calm days. The high force of the wind in Yard~ 

throughout the year should be noted. Force 6 is analogous 

with 10.8 to 13.8 m per sec, 
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R~et 

Andenes 

Bardufoss 

Tromscp 

Alta 

Banak 

Vardcp 

Karasjok 

Table 8. 3 

December - February March- May June - August September- November 

Force I Direc-1 No of Force Direc- No of Force Direc- No of Force Direc- No of Force 
tion calm tion calm tion calm tion calm 

weather weather weather weather 
ob• ob• ob• ob• 

4 E 2 3 E 7 3 SW 16 4 E 7 4 

5 s 5 5 N 3 4 N 5 5 SW 4 5 

3 s 3 3 s 6 3 NE 10 3 s 7 3 

1 w lOB 2 w 49 2 w 43 2 w 114 2 

3 SW 27 3 SW 22 2 NE 27 3 SW 35 3 

2 SE 22 3 NW 50 3 NW 62 2 SE 54 3 

4 s 44 2 s 41 2 N 39 4 s 47 4 

6 SW 1 4 SW 3 3 SE 3 5 SW 2 6 

2 w 170 2 w 124 2 N 96 2 w 169 2 

Force and direction of the prevailing winds for each season. Observations 
with calm weather, 3 daily observations (18) 

The whole year 

Direc- No of No of 
tion calm stormy 

weather weather 
ob' ob• 

E 32 1 

SW 17 11 

s 26 2 

w 314 0 

SW 111 0 

' 
NW 188 1 N 

"' 
' s 171 3 

SW 9 1 5 

N 559 0 
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Figure 8. 6 Prevailing wind direction in Summer and wind force 
(Beaufort's scale) 
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Prevailing wind direction in Winter and wind force 
(Beaufort's scale) 
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Vard~ has also the greatest number of registered storms, 

normally 15 a year. The force of a storm being 9 or above 

(more than 20.8 meter per sec), 

One should note that the table only gives average figures. 

It does not show the great variations in wind that may occur 

from one year to another within seasons and also within 

certain areas. 

8,5 Light Conditions 

The conditions of light in North Norway are dependant upon 

the fact that nearly the whole region lies north of the Polar 

Circle, 66°33'N. The sun does not rise above the horizon 

midwinter, and never sinks below it in the midsummer. However, 

light refraction in the earth's atmosphere causes the midnight 

sun to be visible from as far south as 66°N, and it also means 

that, once a year the sun cannot be observed above the 

horizon at 67°30'N. Further north the length of the dark 

periods, as well as the periods with midnight sun, increase" 

Table 8.4 shows the number of days with midnight sun and days 

of darkness at various places. 

i Days with midni~ht ' of darkness sun Days 
Place Latitude Sun visible Sun visible Less than -,k sun-

total disc visib}_e 

Bod~ 67°16' I 43 34 14 

Andenes 69°19' 65 59 49 

Troms~ 69°39' 68 63 53 
Alta 69°58' 71 66 56 

vard~ 70°22' 74 69 60 

Nordkapp 71°10' 81 77 67 
' 

Table 8.4 Number of days with midnight sun and days of 

darkness in North Norway (l) 

I 
I 
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There is not total darkness until the sun have sunk lower 

than 18° below the horizon. At winter solstice there is, 
0 for example, twilight at 70 N for 3-4 hours a day and there are 

light nights for about 6 months of the year. The moonlight 

also brightens the winter months (See Figures 8.8 and 8.9). 

The actual amount of sunlight, as opposed to the possible 

amount for each district, is greatest in the inner areas of 

Nordland from March-May when it is from 30-35%, whilst the 

outer areas of Nordland have from 25-30%. Troms and Finnmark 

have relatively more sunshine from February-April with 35-L!-O% 
and in July with 35%. On the coast of East Finnmark the 

maximum sunshine is only 25-30%. In the whole of Nor-th Nor:·tay 

October-December the sky is from 70-80% cloud-covered. But 

in Nordland January and February are also very cloudy months. 

9 VEGETATION 

9.1 ~ain Features 

The differences in climate, topography and soil in North 

Norway produce a non-uniform vegetation that is relatively 

abundant for that latitude. 

Nordland has the best climate ccinditionl~o~orests because 

of its higher temperatures and great// rainfall. - As far south 

as Helgeland 95% of the forest is spruce. Fir and birch trees 

replace spruce further north in Troms and Finnmark, Finnmark 

being the least forested county of North Norway, Birch is 

the hardest of our trees growing at greater heights "chan any 

other trees, and dominating the woods of the two most 

northerly counties. 

As elsewhere in Norway, the tree line is uneven, a sheltered 

slope enabling the woods to reach higher up and vice-versa. 

The level of the tree line, which is 700 m above sea level 

in Inner Trams sinks towart3 the coast line so that the outer 

coastline of North Nordland, Trams and Finnmark is barren.(~) 
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In Inner Helgeland the line is slightly higher, whilst in 

Inner Finnmark it is about 300 meters above sea-level, 

(Figure 9.1). The increase in newly planted forest areas 

in North Norway is now considerable, approximately 65-70 sq km 

are planted annually. 

9.2 The Individual Counties 

More than 12% of Nordland is forest. Of these areas 34% 

consists of coniferous forests and 66% are deciduous. t<lore 

than half of the coniferous forests are found in Inner 

Helgeland and Inner Salten, and in the districts around Mosjpen 

and Mo, and £.outh-east of Bodp, Here spruce is predominant. 

In the outer areas the coniferous forests are scattered, 

but also here they consist mainly of spruce. The deciduous 

forest areas are more evenly spread over the county and parti

cularly the birch forests lie above the coniferous tree line 

and stretch as far as the coast in many places. About SO% 
of the area is in Inner Helgeland and Salten. 

In Troms forests cover 13% of the area and here only 12% is 

coniferous whilst 88% is deciduous, Fir trees are predominant 

in the inner areas, particularly concentrated in the valleys 

of inner South-Troms and near the borders of Finland. Eosto 

of the deciduous forests are to be found in the same areas, 

but there are also relatively large deciduous forests in other 

districts in Troms. 

Finnmark is 15% forested and as in 

are coniferous and 88% deciduous. 

jl J{,v.\( 
Troms 12% of 

F£ is found 

the woods 

almost 

exclusively in the districts of Alta, Karasjok and South

Varanger where one also finds the most northerly spruce 

forests in the tiorld, Nearly 90% of ·the deciduous forest area 

below the coniferous tree line is to be found in the three 

districts. In Kautokeino, Lebesby, Polnak and Tana we also 

find large deciduous forest areas above the coniferous line. 

The rest of Finnmark is largely barren apart from some 

small, wind-swept birch woods. 
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Figure 9. l Forest covered area of North Norway 
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10 HABITATION AND DEVELOPI'iENT OF POPULATION 

10.1 Main Features 

Even by Norwegian standards North Norway is a very thinly 

populated area, and, even more so,when compared with the rest 

of Europe. In North Norway the average number of people 

per sq km is only 3.9 (1964) in South Norway it is 15.3, in 

Canada 2 and in USA 20 per sq km. This average is greatly 

affected by the large but poorly populated areas of Inner 

Troms and Finnmark. The other areas are quite densely popu

lated. In Lofoten the number of people per sq km is 25, and 

in Vesteralen it is 15. 90% of the population live less than 

4 km from the 

10 km inland. 

(Figure 10.1). 

coast and fjords 

Nearly half the 

and only 6% live more than 

population lives on islands. 

There is only one town, Tromsp, with a population of over 

20,000 in North Norway. !Vlost of the inhabitants live scattered 

in smaller places. 

The tendency in the last ten years has been towards a greater 

concentration of population, particularly in Nordland. In ---- ... --North Norway the rate in increase in population is higher than 

in the rest of the country. But this increase has been 

reduced due to the number of people who have moved out of the 

district and shows therefore a relatively smaller net increase 

than in south Norway, 

10.2 Individual Counties 

Table 10.1 shows the size of the population of North Norway 

distributed in the different areas of the three counties. 

The table includes comparative numbers and number of density 

for 1964. 
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Figure 10. 1 Domiciliation in Norway 
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' i Comparative tDensit2 · Relative I 
I County, Popu- distributionlper km dis·tribution 
I lation per county in North 

district NQrwav 

Nordland consis- 242 164 6.3 54..3% 
ting of: 

Helgeland 88 358 36.5% 4.7 19.8% 
Salt en 59 724 24.7% 5.0 13 .~% 
Narvik area 31 165 12.9% 7.7 7.0% 
Lofoten and 

62 917 26.0% 17.5 14.1% Vesteralen 

Trams consisting 129 634 4.9 29.1% 
of: 

Harstad and 
56 812 43.8% 10,6 12.7% Finnsnes area 

Tromsp area 46 923 36.2% 7.4 10.5% 
Inner South-Trams 10 804 8.3% 1.8 2.4% 
East-Trams 15 095 11.6% 1.8 3. L/.% 

Finnmark consis- 73 939 1.5 16.6% 
ting of: 

Outer West-Finnmark 21 660 29.3% 5.1 4.9% 
Fjords and Fjord- 986 44.6% 

i 
1.4 7,4% reaches 32 

Finnmarksvidda 4 399 6.0% 0.3 LO% 
East-Finnmark 14 894 20.1% 2.6 3.3% 

Total North Norway 445 737 I 3-94 
I 

Table 10.1 Distribution of the domicile and density of popu

lation in North Norway per 1 January 1964 (1,8) 

The table shows that more than 50% of the population of North 

Norway resides in Nordland, whilst only 17% reside in Finnmark, 

the largest of the three counties. On an average the density 

of the population lies between 7-8 people per sq km in 

Nordland and outer Troms, but the number is reduced to less 

than 2 per sq km in Inner Troms and Finnmark when looked 

upon as a whole.. One should be aware of the fact that large 

variations are to be found in the individual districts. A 

! 
I 
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large part of the population is concentrated in densely popu

lated. districts, 

Table 10.2 below shows how the population in the three 

counties was distributed in densely and sparsely populated 

areas in 1960. 

Densely inhabited districts I Sparsel~ 
County 200-1999 people · 2000 and over Total I i~h~b~ted 

dls"Gr1cts 

Nordland 13% 28% 41% 59% ' 

I Troms 9% 24% 33% 67% 
Finnmark 22% 34% 56% 44% 

North 13% 28% 41% 59% Norway I 

Table 10.2. Domicile population in densely and sparsely 

inhabited areas per 1 Ja~uary 1960 (8) 

2/3 of Nordland's population live scattered while less than 

half of Finnmark's population live in districts with less 

than 200 inhabitants. The largest towns, including suburbs 

and densely populated districts were in 1960: 

Tromsp 20 774 inhabitants 

Bodp 17 902 " 
Narvik 15 992 " 
Mo 13 954 " 
Harstad 11 624 " 
Hammerfest 5 806 " 
r<iosj pen 4 649 " 
Kirkenes 4 433 " 

Table 10.3 Domicile po2ulation in the largest f!laces most 

densely populated per 1 .January 1960 (25) 
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In 1960 42% of North Norway's population resided in islands. 

The number of island inhabitants was highest in Troms with 

52%, and lowest in Finnmark wit;h 31%, while 40% of the popu

lation of Nordland were island inhabitants. 

' 10.3 Increase and Migration of Population 

• 

In the previous century North Norway had only 120,000 

inhabitants. This nlli~ber increased to 300,000 in 1930 and 

to 400,000 in 1950. Up to 1960 the population of North 

Norway increased more rapidly than elsewhere in Norway. North 

Norway's percentage of the total population of Norway increased 

slightly fr:::;n 1920·-1950 but has since shown a slight decrease, 

In 1964 it was 12,1%. 

In latter years more people have moved from, than to, North 

Norway. In 1961 8,000 people left whereas only 5,000 new 

inhabitants settled in North Norway, The increase in population 

for 1961 was practically 5,000 which gave a net increase of 

approximately 2,000 inhabitants that year, The increase of 

population in Nordland was 0.4%, in Trams 0,2% and in Finnmark 

0.8% as opposed to 0.8% for the whole of Norway, 

Lately there has also been considerable movement within this 

part of the country. For example in 1961 3,000 inhabitants 

moved from North Norway's rural districts to North Norway's 

towns (22), During the period 1950-1960 the population in 

the rural di;::-cric'cc of Nordland only increased by l, O% whilst 

the town population increased by 43.5%. Corresponding figures 

for Trams show an increase of 8.7% and 7.9%,and for Finnmark 

9.5% for the rural districts and 23,4% for the towns (8), 

(Figure 10.3) • 

Immigration has been especially high in the densely populated 

areas in Inner Helgeland, South-Salten, Harstad, Trams~, 

Hammerfest, Alta, and Kirkenes, As a result of this concentra

tion of population in larger industrial areas the coastal 

districts in Helgeland, Salten, Lofoten, and South Trams have 

been comparatively depopulated and this tendency, according to 
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Figure 10. 3 Population increases and decreases in North Norway 
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prognostications, will be stronger in the future. 

11 COI'IMUNICATIONS 

11.1 General Survey 

Up to the present time coastal transport has been the most 

important. This is due to the shape, topography and mild 

coastal climate of North Norway as well as the fact that the 

sparse, widely scattered inhabitants are chiefly dependant 

on the sea as a means of existence. Local transport has now 

become road traffic, and air and train transport are used for 

greater distances, but sea transport still remains predominant. 

There are many good small harbours all along the coast .of North 

Norway, but only a few are able to receive larger vessels. The 

coastal ships call at all the large ports of North Norway 

several times a week and the regular passenger route carries 

annually over half a million passengers. To give an idea of 

the distances one can state that the regular passenger route 

takes four days from Trond.l}eim to Kirkenes, including ten hours 

spent calling at almost 30 different ports. 

The road net in North Norway is small, and a large number of 

the roads are isolated roads of which some are attached to 

the main net by ferries. Snow closes important parts of the 

net each winter. JVleanwhile roads are constantly being built 

and improved to eliminate· the ferries and mountain passages. 

The railway from the south stops at Bod~ and it is uncertain 

whether it will be prolonged as far as Narvik, which, via the 

Ofotbanen (Ofot railway) has a railway connection with Sweden. 

There are relatively few airfields in North Norway, but, here 

too, there are constant improvements and new airfields are 

being established. (Figure 11.1). 
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11.2 Coastal and Harbour Conditions 

There are approximately 80 large and small harbours in North 

Norway. ·In Nordland and Troms the harbours are fai·rly evenly 

distributed but are more scattered in Finnmark. The main 

concern of practically all these harbours is to receive and 

store the haul from the fishing fleets, they are therefore 

relatively small. ~iost of the harbours are ice-free but 

the majority lie exposed. Narvik and Kirkenes are the largest 

transit harbours in North Norway due to the transport of 

iron-ore. A considerable number of the other harbours have 

quite large quays for unloading. Table 11.1 shows a survey 

over the 11 largest harbours. 

Current and ice conditions are favourable for practically 

all 11 harbours, but the crane capacity is small apart from 

in Kirkenes and the harbours of Nordland. Only Ho, Mosj~en, 

Bodl25, and Narvik have railway connections with South Norway. 

Finnmark has the smallest quays and several of these are 

also dependant on ferries for connection with the main 

road. 

Other important harbour works are Sandnessjpen and Br~nn~ysm1d 

situated on the coast of Helgeland, and Honningsvag in north 

Finnmark. There are good anchoring grounds the whole length 

of the coast, but many of these grounds are very exposed 

particularly off the coast of Trams and Finnmark. North of 

Helgeland there are relatively few beaches. The majority are 

small and narrow and are seldom connected with any road. The 

roughness of the country is usually the cause of their 

isolation. In return there are many good places under the 

cliffs where ships may lay-to. The majority of these places 

are to be found off the coast of Finnmark and East-Trorns, 

11.3 Railway Connections 

North Norway has permanent railway connections with the rest 

of the country along the approximately 700 km Nordland railway, 

which runs from Troflldheim to Eod~, The line has been opened 
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at differe11t stages, it reached l'iosjpen in 1940 and its present 

terminus, Bod\11, in 1961. The line is a normal guaged line of 

Class I, it is not electrified. The minimum curve radius is 

300 m south of ll'lo and 400 m north of No. The maximum rise 

is 18°/00 to be found over Saltfjellet, where the line crosses 

the Polar Circle. The gross weight in Nordland can be 800 tonns. 

The journey from Trondheim to Bod\11 today takes at least 13 

hours. Plans are in progress to prolong the Nordland line to 

Narvik (226 km) and it is presumed that the decision over this 

extension will be made within 1970. 

11. 4 Road Net 

As mentioned earlier it has taken longer to develop a good 

modern roadnet in North Norway than elsewhere in the country. 

Real progress was first made in 1940. Since 1900 relatively 

fast progress has been made in Finnmark. In 1900 there were 

_only 2,200 km of roads in the whole of North Norway, in 19!:.0 
there were 5,700 km and today there are 9,000 km. 

The table below shows the length of public roads outside the 

towns and in the three northern counties in 1962. 

1 Total length of f Asphalt-covered Density of road in km roads 
County Main Side I Total iViain 'Side Total roads 

road road road road 

' 2 Nordland 2397 1908 4305 51 1 52 112 m pr km 

Troms 1608 1079 2687 26 - 26 102 " 
Finnmark 1562 392 1954 25 - 25 40 .. 
North- 5567 3379 8946 102 1 103 79 " Norway ' 

Norway 25663 27561 53224 3969 679 4648 164 " 

Table 11.2 Shows the length of public roads outside the towns. 

per 31 December 1962 (28) 
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The table shows that North Norway has about 17% of the total of 

roadnets outside towns in Norway, This part of the country 

has only 2% of the total of asphalt covered roads, The road 

density decreases from Nordland to Finnmark, and for this part 

of the country as a whole it is only 79 m of road per sq km. 

area, From 19S7-1962 there was on an average 27S km of new 

roads built per year, Almost half of these were built in 

Nordland. 

The length of public roads does not give a correct picture of 

the possibilities for read communications in North Norway, 

as many of the roads are isolated from the main roadnet, 

which is Route No SO fro m Oslo to Kirkenes, Roughly speaking 

Route No SO, including connecting side-roads, represented 65% 

of the counties' roads in 19S9, while 18% of the road-lengths 

are connected with this main road by ferry, This means that 

17% of the roads had no connection with Route No 50 or any of 

the adjoing side-roads, The best connected roadnet is to be 

found in Finnmark, where only 10% of the roads are isol·ated, 

in Troms 12% are isolated and in Nordland 2S%. 

The ferry-connections are of the greatest importance in 

Nordland. The main Route No SO in North Norway covers today 

1,686.km of which 43,6 km are covered by ferries, This route 

is dependant on four ferry-connections in Nordland, one in 

Trams and none in Finnmark, Two of these ferry~connections 

in Nordland are expected to be replaced by bridges and one 

will be eliminated by a new lay-out of the road wit.hin the next 

S year period, It is doubtful whether it will be possible to 

eliminate the remaining two ferries (Tysfjord and Lyngen). 

Af;A . 
Several roads are blockery snow during the.winter and by 

mud during the spring thaw, The main Route No SO is blocked 

at most of the mountain-passages which lie above the tree 

boundary. These are to be found at Saltfjellet in Nordland, 

Kvrenangsfjellet i Troms, between Alta and Russenes and between 

Porsangerfjord and Tanafjcrd in Finnmark. These snow- blockades 

may last from 4-6 months, and even the Germans with large 

quantities of material and manual labour were unable to keep 
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the connection open with South Norway during the years of 

occupation. Work is in progress to establish an all-year-round 

connection Oslo-Kirkenes but this will necessarily be a long

term project. It is possible, however, that the road over 

Saltfjellet may relatively soon be turned into an all-year

round road, but it will certainly take a long time before a 

west-east road can be built across the Finnmark plateau. Other 

import;<mt roads which are b!.ocked by snow are between Mo

Umbukta, 50 km of the road between Kautokeino and Alta, 

Skaidi to Hammerfest and Vard\11 to Vadsll). On.the other hand 

the roads from Tana, Lakselv and Skibotn to the Finnish border 

are open all the year round, 

In general it may be noted that the standard-of the side-roads 

is lower than that of the main roads. The majority of roads 

built now have a width of 3,5 meters and can carry a weight of 

10 tonns per axle. Many of the old roads have too weak a 

fu:ctde.ment to carry modern traffic and become unservicable 

during the spring thaw and after heavy rain. The transport 

capacity of the roadnets is limited by the width of the bridges 

and the weight they can sustain. 

Some characteristics of main route 50 are given below. 

Diston-:-;r~ 
Distance No of bridges jiNo of bridges with allo-
in km with road width wed axle nressure 

Under lOver ] i I ! 

I ... . A ::.S._£1 _!L.,_5 m 1 Totalf 5 t 1 6 t 1 8 t 10 t 13 
______ " ___ -- ,J_ .. _____ .. ,_ •....... 

N-Tr lag I 591 · 
----r~··-- ----r;·- ~- . 

66 98 164 1 49 82 1 30 2 border-
Narvik 

Narvik- 406 37 so 117 30 44 0 42 1 FinnmE\rk 
border I 

I 
Troms ' ' I 
border - 615 27 161 188 0 10 0 178 0 
K; :r-kenes - I; 
N-Tr lag 1612 130 339 469 I 79 1.36 1 250 border·- 3 

I 
! Kirke:ct~-'~- I 

Table 11,3 Bridges t;m main Rou~e SO distribu:ted accord;j_ng to 

width and allowed 2.xle pressure ( 2 7) 

t 
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Taken as a whole 28% of the bridges have a width under 4.5 m 

and 17% of the bridges can sustain a maximum weight of 5 
tons. The widest and strongest bridges are to be found in 

Finnmark and North Troms, where practically all the bridges 

have been rebuilt after the war. The weakest bridges are 

to be found between Fauske and Narvik. The adjoining side 

roads have the same characteristics. The bridges here are 

best in Finnmark and weakest in Nordland. 

Apart from the elimination of the ferries and snow blockades 

on the main Route 50 other important plans are the construction 

of a bridge over Tjeldsundet to Hinnpy, a main coastal road 

from l>lo to Bodp, and the completion of the Lofot road, A 

large proportion of work goes towards the reinforcements of 

the existing road-net by improving bridges, drainage, 

asphalting etc. 

11.5 Airfields 

There are not many airfields in the north. There are only 7 

large airfields and 5 small ones, A number of small airfields 

are under planning, The most important sea-plane airbases 

have up to the present been Bodp, Narvik, Svolvrer, Harstad, 

Tromsp and Kirkenes, 

Specifications of the larger airfields are given below, 

' i 
Airfield Length Width Surface 

Bodp (3140 m 45 m Concrete 
) 3000 m 15 m Concrete 

Andpya ~2440 m 45 m Concrete 

Bardufoss 2440 m 45 m Concrete 

Tromsp 2030 m 40 m Asphalt 

Alta 1400 m 40 m Asphalt 

Banak [2000 m 30 m Asphalt 

Kirkenes :H8R ;;: ' 1R ~ ~~R~r~t 

Table 11.4 Length. width and surface of the most important 

airfields in North Norway 

I 
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t'iain airfields are Bod~Z~, Bardufcss and Troms9) (opened in 1964). 

All these airfields are open for commercial traffic.(~~ 

The committee for further building of the air net has:~) 
1st priority to Evenes near Narvik, 2nd priority to Leknes 

in Lofoten and Stokka on Alsten near Sandnessjpen and 3rd 

prioroty to Skagen in Veste7alen. 

The report has not yet been dealt with by the Stortine. 

Communic?.iions with Sweden and Finland 

11.6.1 Railways 

The only railway connection from North Norway with the neigh

bouring countries is the Ofct-railway, which runs between 

Narvik and Kiruna in Sweden, It was established in 1902 for 

the purpose of transporting Swedish iron-ore to an ice-free 

port, The railway has further connections with the Swedish 

railway-net, The Norwegian part of the line has a length of 

42 km. The distance between Narvik and Stockholm is 1,580 km. 

It takes 32 hours to travel from Oslo to Narvik via Sweden. 

The distance is 1, 925 km. The railway is driven by electoricity. 

It is built for an axle pressure of 18 tons, (average Norwegian 

standard), but within 2-3 year it will be developed for an 

axle pressure of 25 tons, The steepest gradient is 17% and 

the curve radiua has a minimum of 300 m (with one exception), 

16 million tons of iron-ore were transported in 1964. The 

quantity is expected to increase to about 20 million within 

1965. One iron-ore train can carry more than 2,500 tons, 

11, 6. 2 International ~1ain Roads 

In the county of Nordland there are two roads 

Route 50 into Sweden. One goes from Trofors 

Krutvatn to Tarnaby (Krutvatnvegen) (110 km). 

leading from main 

over Hatfjelldal

The Nor•reeian 

section of the rond is 73 km. It is a good road, serviceable 

all the year round. The other road goes from Mo i Rana over 
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Umbukta to Tarnaby (Umbuktavegen) (125 km). The Norwegian 

section of this road is 40 km. Work is in progressto keep 

the road open all year.Tarnaby has further connections with 

the Swedish road net and the total distance of the road from 

Mo i Rana to Umea (Sweden) is 570 km. 

A Swedish-Norwegian commission recommended in 1965 that the 

work in progress on the Umbuktavegen be completed by 1971, 

The road will then be serviceable all year. The commission 

furthermore recommended that the Norwegian Government by the 

summer of 1965 arrive at a decision concering the final 

constructions on the so-called Graddisvegen from Storfjord in 

Saltdal, Norway to Arjeploe in Sweden. Only 17 km remain to be 

built on the Norwegian side and 70 km on the Swedish side. 

The road could be completed by 1974. The third project 

considered by the commission was the so-called Kirunavegen 

from Kiruna in Sweden to Narvik and Sretermoen. Swedish 

military authorities would not recommend the project and 
• 

further deliberations will take place during 1965 for purposes 

of reaching a decision in the matter. (30). 

In the county of Troms a road open all year runs from l<ain 

Route 50 to Sweden over Skibotn-Helligskogen to Karesuando

Haparanda (535 km). 67 km of this road are on the Norwegian 

side. There is also an international main road from Alta over 

Kautokeino to Enontekio nnd on to Palojoensuu on the road 

Skibotn-Haparanda (232 km). 168 km of this road is on the 

Norwegian side. The Norwegian part of this road is in bad 

condition and is closed during the winter between Masi and 

~~eron. This section of the road is being rebuilt so as to be 

kept open all the year round. It is expected to be completed 

in 2-3 years. 

In Finnmark county there are two roads from Main Route 50 into 

Finland. The one road which is open all year goes from 

Lakselv over Karasjok to Karigasnierni-Ivalo-Rovanierni (526 km), 

93 km of this road are on the Norwegian side.. The other road 

goes from Tana over Roavvegiedde to Utsjoki and Kaamanen 

(171 km), 81 km of this road is on the Norwegian side, 
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During the summer the road is dependant on.the ferry over the 

river Tana, during the winter the road crosses the river by an 

ice-bridge. In consequence the crossing possibilities in spring 

and autumn are limited. Finnish authorities will hasten the 

road building on the Finnish side of Tana from Utsjoki to 

Polmak on the border. As a result the unreliable ferry 

connection will be eliminated. This road is expected to be 

finished 1965/66. The Norwegian part of the road from main 

Route 50 will be 20 km. 

Finland has planned to prolong a new all-year road from 

Kaamanen to SevettijMrvi, towards the Norwegian border. The 

road inspector in Finnmark has suggested that a 

be built from 0vre Neiden to the border (8 km). 

could be completed within 3-4 years. 

road should 

This road 

In 1964 the municipal authorities in S~r-Varanger took the 

initiative to re-open the so-called "Ishavsvegen" for 

international traffic. The road runs from Ivalo in Finland, 

over the Finnish-Russian border south of Pasvik and follows 

the Norwegian-Russian border northwards to Boris Gleb, where 

it crosses to Norwegian territory. The road has been closed 

for international traffic since the end of World War I. The 

distance Kirkenes-Boris Gleb-Ivalo-Sodankyl~-Rovaniemi is 

480 km. The Norwegian part of the road is 13 km. 

There are two secondary road connections with the Soviet 

Union at Storskog and Boris Gleb. A cart track and winter • 

r"ad runs from Pechenga over Korpfjellet. The border is 

closed to traffic • 

11.6.3 Air Routes 

Finnair has a summer route·between Rovaniemi and Kirkenes. In 

1963 and 1964 respectively there were 1400 passengers. 

During the summer of 1964 there was flight connections between 

Kiruna and Bardufoss twice a week. 
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12 CONCLUSION 

North Norway represents 1/3 of Norway's total area, but popu- 2 
lates only q of Norway's inhabitants. Practically 2/3 of ' 

North Norway consists of bare mountain and 1/10 is productive 

land and forest area. Topographioally North Norway is 

characterised by the massive mountains running through 

Nordland and Troms, the vast Finnmark plateau and all the 

fjords and islands. Considering the latitude the climate 

is favourable apart from the wind conditions. More than 

4/5 of the country lies north of the Arctic circle which 

means that for a period during the winter the sun does not 

rise above the horizon, while during the summer months the 

sun shines 24 hours a day. Approximately 1/8 of North Norway 

is covered by forest. The areas with deciduous forests above 

the coniferous belt are comparatively large, 

In all 9/10 of the population live along the coast and 1 out 

of 2 live on islands, 2/5 live in densely populated areas. 

The population is increasing rather slower than in the rest 

of the country. 

Up to the present most of the transport has gone by sea, but 

now an ever increasing part is going by road, The road-net 

is under developed and the railway stops just north of the 

Polar Circle. Harbour facilities are relatively good but 

the majority of harbours can only receive small ships. Both 

the road-nets and airfields are under constant improvement 

and expansion. 
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THE ECONONY OF NORTH NORWAYx) 

1 INTRODUCTION 

By Norwegian standards the economy of North Norway has always 

been considered underdeveloped, with lm1 individual incol'le, 

high seasonal unemployment, lack of employment and stringent 

municipal economy. 

In 1939 the share of the gross na-tional product was only 6% 

and it increased to 8% in 1957. During this period 12% of 

the Norweeian -population lived in this area. There m"e 

two circumstances that explain this relatively weak repre

sentation in the national economy. 

a) From an economical point of view North Norway has a less 

favourable position with high employment in forestry , 

agriculture and fishing which, by experience, have proved 

to be trades with low productivity. 

b) Productivity of the individual trades is on the whole 

lower in North Norway than in the rest of the country, 

~~at can be the cause of this unfavourable e~onomical picture? 

First and foremost the natural circumstances are difficult. 

The topography, climate and the lack of easy utilization of 

resources are the causes of ·the strictly limited economy in 

North Norway, Vlhen otie also realises that the population 

live scattered and have restricted co=unications, that 

equipment of trade production is poor and that knowledge 

within the trades is relatively small and retarded, it is 

understandable that the preconditions of the economy of North 

Norway are rather unfavourable. 

Northern Norway was the.district which was hardest hit by 

World War II, as the whole of Finnmark and East-Troms were 

x) See map on page 37 
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leveled to the ground by the Germans during their re1~reat to 

Lyngen in 1944• !i!ost places were entirely destroyed,in 

Finnmark,for example,about 80% of the houses were left in 

ruins, 500 factories, workshops and fishing-centres, 118 

power-plants and 350 briages were destroyed, etc • 

At the same time the majority of larger places in Nordland and 

Troms were bombed. Re-building bee;an in the spring cf 191:-7 
and was completed over a period of 8-9 years. Even before 

the completion of this re-building period it was realised 

that special efforts would have to be made to raise the 

economy of North Norway to the same level as the rest of the 

country. In 1952 the Starting passed the so-called Horth 

Norway Plan, The aim of this plan was to establish more 

places for permanent employment by economical expansion and 

at the same time to raise the productivity in industry, as 

well as in agriculture and fishing. Special importance 

was attached to the expansion of the trades that were naturally 

advantageous in North Norway. It was also necessary to 

include basic investments such as expansion of power-plants, 

communication-nets, schools, etc, as well as surveying and 

investigating natural resources. 

The main modes of assistance were amongst others special 

grants through the state-budget, to'torner-stone'industries 

(e g The Iron ll'orks at Mo), loans and guarantees via a 

special Fund for North Norway (Dtbyc:gingsfondet for Nord~ 

Norge), and tax-arrangements which were specially favourable 

towards investments in North Norway. 

During the programmed period 1952-1960 North Norway's share 

of the gross national product rose from 7.1% to over 8%, and 

the economical increase was in fact slightly higher here 

than in the rest of the country. To what extent this develop

ment was due to projects under the expansion programme is 

uncertain. Generally speaking the development has undoubtedly 

been greatly influenced by the special efforts within the 

programme and by oth0r public investments at key-point 

sectors. The Expansion.Fund for· North Norway was amalga

mated in 1961 with The Districts Expansion Fund, which is 
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responsible for the development of all trades throu~=;h.out, ·t :.:.e 

country. 

To make it easier to judge ·Ghe result of the plal1.G for Hort~~:-

N or1.vay· it: coulci be appropriate, briefly, to sun up N or·C±:;. 11 or"t,ray' s 

ecor~omical ~oackground., :i:'c.s na·Cural resources, em;:21l9-'yr..:ent:., 

educational level etc. 

2 ECOl!Olil!CAL BACKGROUlJJ~ 

The natural resources of North Norway are relativel:,r S.i1Iall, 

few in number and inadequately ~:;1a1:·ped ou·t. Iron-GrG an c. 

minerals are to be fot:nd in all -chree coun·ties, but they are 

mostly of poor qv:.ali ty and give ,small profit. The li1ost~ 

important mines are in Srpr-Varanger, Nord-Rana anci St1li·Gjel1~1a. 

In return the district; has rich water-power sources wai·tinr_,; 

to be utilized. It is estir:1atect that pol,ver..:..stations with an 

annual productic:1 of 20 't·illion I(l:ifh can be built. Practically 

80% of this potential lies in Hordland county, the res·C :is 

evenly distributed 'bet1·1een the two other counties. IIl 1950 

only 8% o·f these pov1er soul""'Ces were utilized. A larr;e par·C 

of t:he effort in Nor·th HorwE:;r since 1950 has actually been 

concentrated on the exr.·ansion of pol/ler-resonrces and the polver

consuming indus·tries. The other tl:reat a.sset~ in the cconoi~lY 

of North Norway has al1•1ays been the shor·t distance out to th.e 

best fishing-banks in ti;.e world. The great seasonal cod-

fishin{; takes place iminediately off the coast~ of N ordland 

and ·rror.as fro£11 February to April, and off the coast of 

Finnr:tark from f>'.lay to Jun.e. I·1leanwhile ,Over a certain lencth 

of time the size of ·the haul has shown a decreasing ten0.e!."lcy. 

The fish.-factories in the ice-free harbours h.ave made it, 

possible to utilize the fish hauls to the full. 

The followine; table, which shows how the production and 

ti1e population ene;aged were distributed in the differer~:i", t,rac!es 

in 1950 ,' gives a quantitative picture of the trade struc'~ure 

in North Norwa3r in 1950 as comparec1 to the rest of t~l-~e 

country. 
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I -~<?-I~~J.ation Production 
f--~--- . 

Trade S~ctor.s N.H N NN ~-====t==-~Jt .. --:-:-: ·-

Ae;riculture and Forestry 22 22 10 I 10 
I 

Fishing, Seal-Catchir.:g I 

and \..<Jhaling 22 6 ll I .4 

Indust~ry, mininr:~, et~c 12 21.; 11; 29 

DL:ilding & \~lorks lJ 10 12 6 

Comli1ercial Trade 6 9 15 16 
Comr:1unications 9 9 16 17 
Services 7 lO 1 • 

-(- ll 

Diverse 9 10 8 7 
~- --i 

All Sectors ' lOO i lOO lOO 100 
I I -

Tat. le 2 .1 The popula:'cion il'l~lT_9.r._tb. H orway a:n.d lT or~1ay ._:La 1_2.50 

distributed in -trade sectors. The ccmposition cf 

the q.istrict production of North. Norway compareq 

with the coiitposition of the gross national p:::·oduct. 

of Norway·il~ 19')0 (relative figures), (16)(13, vol 27) 

The table shows that, in spite of the cli~atic handicaps, 

agriculture and forestry were relatively just as impor"cant 

for the economy of Nort~·~ N_orway as for the country as 2. whole. 

The s~~ctor fishing and seal-ca-Cching was three times as 

important for Jl orth 11orway as for NorW!lY as a whole, whilst 

industry and mining accounted for 14% as conpared to 29~;. The . 
rebuildinc of Hort':-r_ Eorway waG at :Lts I"leigbt l~'l 1950, .-,r:-> 

o.,,-;_> a 

result the sector for building and works represents a rela

tively high share of the distric·t~ product. As :mentionec~ 

earlier the share in the national product was ~~1~;, of this 

Nordland produced 4-%, Troms 1. 9~~ and Finn:mark 1. 2%. A·t ·C~>.e 

same time Nordland had 6, 'lfo of Horway' s populatic.n, Troms 

3.6% and Finnw:irk 2.0%. 

The table clearly emphasizes -'ch.e unevenness in the t:t"acie 

distribution in North Norway. The extractive ·tra·--1e.s wit,h a 

low production st.rongly dominate the economical pictur•e, 

whilst the highly productive trades such as industry anc:;. 

nining, cornmunications and .services only added slightly -'eo 
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the production of the district. 

The trade structure was not uniforn from couaty to county. 

This is clearly illustrated in th.e following table, which 

shows the significance of the different trade sectors for -the 

economy of the individual ccunty in 1950. 

---
~ lJordtand I Troms Finnmark Horwav 

fPro-
I Trade Sector Po- !Pro- Po- Po- Pro- Po- Pro-

pu- duct- pu- .duct- pu-. duct pu- d.l.!c·G-
la:t- ion let.- ion la- I ion le:t- ion 
ion ion ' . ClOfl ion --

At~ricu1ture t< 
22 10 26 lf. .. ; L~ 7 22 10 Fore&try .LJ 

Fishing, Seal-
catchi:nt-;:; [t 19 11 2.3 6 27 2,1 6 ;:. 
w·_haling 

lr.:.dus-'cry, 
mining, etc 13,5 1'" .) 10 10 13 14. 2~. 29 

Euilding &· 
13.5 14. ll 9 14 ll 10 6 T:Jorks 

Coroll>lercial 
6 12 6 21 7 15 9 16 Trade 

Communica-
10 17 8 16 8 10 9 17 tions 

Services 7 13 'I 16 8 14- 10 11 

Diverse a ,, 
9 n 8 8 10 7 0 0 

All Trade 
lOO lOO lOO J1oo lOO 100 lOO" lOO Sectors 

Table 2. 2 11he distri~-~ution of popn.lation for each. cov.;:·l·tx 

accord' ng_!c trade ,in 1950, The composition o>: 

the cioHain~~-s urodv.ct ~Cl:! for each county cCIEpareC. 

t~c;· th.e ~-ross national· prod~ct' s composi"'cion in 

the whole couxrt~"Y: in 19 50 ( rela"'ci ve· figures) 

(16), (13, vol 27) 

Agriculture and forestry are more important ·in TroElS than in 

Finnmark, v·Jhich st~ands to reaGon. Finnmark has the hiehest 

share in fishing produ.ctio:tl "i,Jhilst N ordland 1."1D.S the highest 

production. of industry and n.ininc. 
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There is usually a great deal of unemploymenJc during the 

winter. 

This tendency is clearly sho1'm in the table below by .:c;:J.G" 

unemploymen-t figures for 1950 and 1951. 

Unemnlovment or 1 000 cf nooulation ' No of workers 
19Sl ' 19 0 lD percentage 

March 31st September 30th March 31st of -che popu-
lation 

' i 

I 
I 

--------"! 
Nordland 12,5 4.6 14.2 39 I 

Troms 17.5 2.7 17.7 1.!.0 

Finnmark 20.0 0,6 21.9 39 
-· 
north 15.2 3-4 16. ~ 39 i 

' ~prwav ·:-------1 
Norway 4.6 1.5 6.9 L;3 ! 

-

Table 2, 3 No of unemployed per 1, 000 of total population . .1:2.£.1: 

1/1/1950, Worki np: population in percentage of the 

total population per 1(12/1950 (1), (16) 

Winter unemployment per lYiarch 31st was about three times as 

high in North Norway as for the whole of Norway, it was 

highest in Finnmark and loHest in Nord1and, 

This 'is coheren'c with the seasonal unemployment within the 

fishing trade, Sununer unemployment per September 3 Ot:"' t;as 

also higher in North i~orway than in the rest of the country, 

In the surmn.er, however, the unemployment is highest. in · 

Nord1and and lowest in Finnmark, Compared with the total 

population the working populat;ion is smaller in North Norway 

than in South Norway, 

Another weak side of the employment-narket in North Norway 

is the tendency to combine occupations. Agriculture was 

usually a secondary occupation for the farmers, fishinc; 

and seal-catching were the mere important tracks. A large 

pro{~ortion of the workers in buildinG and works also have 

a secondary occupation, 
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In 1950 the school systen wa.s still less developed in Horti~ 

E or11'1ay as conpared to t~1e re,st of the country. T~t.is was 

apparent~ also in. the lack of professional teachers. 

important link in t~he e:q')er:sion prczParl1irre was th.e concentra:ted 

effo.:r·t ·eo g:l.ve trade ech::.ca:0:Loil by i:.:.ocreasing the capaci·ty of 

the trad.e-schoo1s, tecl"lnica1 sc!.1ools, fisi.1.ing-trad·2 scJ:1ools, 

schools),_ etc. 'I'h.e \iJor~cins l-:.c;wer was also rela-t~ively less 

other district,s, re-ed.ucation, et~c. 

The econo1~1ical coadi tions were oi.::·:vio:1sl~;r r'at:her 1\!odest, in 

North Norway. 

scatt~red owned only 2% of the capi·t.al 1tJi"'ch:Ln ·the No:.i.''lr.ree;ian 

commercial banks, v1h.ile -t,~;.e .savint;;s ban!_{s t-.rere slich.·;:.ly 

bet"'cer situated as they ov1ned about 7. 5% of tY.le to·Cal 

deposits in Norway. 

Due to t]:.te ere at:, neeci and the weak financial .sta·te, a re la-

ti vely large part cf the locu":~.s fro~~t the Dank of N or1-1ay and 

the State Banks went to lJort,b. Horv.ray in th.e years aft~er 19tl.5. 

A c;rea·t part of the extra e;ra.-,-cs and supporting efforts 

throagh ·the Stat.e-Budget, fun do,· et,c also went tc N or·Gh 

N orv1ay. About three quarters of the resources of ·the ·tax-

funclo went to ~he count:,ies vf North Nori-"12('V as additional 

help through the State-Dudget, T:1iG represented a d]_rect 

transfer of capital from the richer counti~s of. the south 

to the [Joorer counties of the nort;h. Tb.e counties of lTol"th 

Norway alsc- had a higher rate of tax asseosment and a more 

unfavourable tax reduct.ion scale 'than the rest of the couiTtry. 

The differences in the natural resources, the equipment for 

production, domiciliation and communications net lead to 

ext~ensive loCal varia-tions in the trades in North _Nor\.·Jay • 
• Inner-Helgeland, Salten, ·the district of :i:lars'cnd, tLe 

district of Troms~, Ha:r:n:i:.erfest and Soutb.-Varanger belong 

to t~l!e richest disl::ricts, whereas especii:\11}· S-'cigen, Outer-

Ofoten, East-Trorns and laP~~e parts of Finnmark were problem 
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district,s with poor trn;.-le pcs.siL..,ili·Gie.s t.vitb. underemployment 

ancE high seasonal UJ..1.employment,. 

Wha.t has been done since 1950 to develop induot,ry, polrJ"er 

production., communications, sch.ools, etc in Bor·th Norway? 

I!Jhich methods were used, t'Jhat have the result,s b0en and 

"'here does North Hor,~ay stand econo:mically to-d.a:r? I-C would 

be nat~1ral, first, to lool: ·at~ the policy and methods used 

in the programr.1e for the •=ievelopl;ient of North Norway. 

3 THE NORTH NOR>vAY DEVELOPJ!iEI!T PLAN 

To achieve the desired balanced growth in the distric-t, 

specific aims were set to deVelop the individual trade 

sectc.rs ,, schools, ·the cor::-u:nunications system as well as ·the 

expansion of water-power. Among ot:.her things plans wei"'e 

made to build iron-works, a large chemical works, several 

fish-distribution cen-t~res, and to increase and modern.ise t.he 

fishing.fleet, to work for the rationalisation of agriculture, 

to increase the profits on forestry, etc. In additim1 t;o 

all this came large basic investments in the school-sector, 

in railways, roads, harbours and·airfields. 

was to take the place of sea-transport. 

Land transport 

3.1 Policies and Methods 

The me ... chod.s used to launch this plan were firs·G to eo·teh-lish 

the Expansion Fund of North Norway in 1952. In princ~c;_:le ·chis 

fuild should give. top fiuancial possibilities ·to p.1"ive:te 

enterprise with normal inter~st rates, i e loans ;;-;ben all 

other possibilities for financing were extinct. r:Che fund 

could also r;ive a guarant,_ee for loans in other institutiono. 

During the period up to 1961 nearly 250 nillion kroner had 

been distributed via the fund. r_Che ·tv.Jo t.aLle.s below show 

holv the liabilities we:r·e distributed bet\11een the counties· and 

between the different. trades. T~e figures c.re in million 

kroner. 
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-·----
•No of ! LoD.ns 

County enter::·- ' 1--::ill k:· I vrises 

Hordland. 199 97.6 27 .s 0 l ') 
•J 126.( 51.7 

Troms 109 !!.fi-.2 5.8 0.8 o.s !)1.3 21.0 

FinnJn&rk 85 57.3 2.3 o.~ o. S· 6l.l:. 25.1 

Not spe- 21 0.1 
!-~ified ..... _.~ 0.1 ,;_. 0 1.1 L" ,.l ,3.3 ..)eJ 

Total 4V: 199.2 3 6. 2 5. z· I 3.8 
11 

2 /~ /.~ .• 1!. 100.0 
·-~ 

Table 3.1 Lial:ili-t:.i_es 2n " , C.!.LC respec-t.i"\re 

counties, ,2-n ~n~~ ~ion ln,..oner -,:Jer 1/l/l 961 ( 12) 

_-.,.-~-~-- -
Trade Sector Approvec·~ f-Or 1/1/1961 in % . ---- -· ·-·-
r~Xining 11.4 
Fisheries 13.5 
Gther Industry 26.1 
Sea-transport 9.0 

Fishing- .Seal-catching boa to 7.6 
Trade 2.3 
Power Expansion 21.1 

Roads, _ harbours·, e·cc 4.6 

Other Projects 4.4 

Total 100.0 
-

Table 3.2 Liabilities of the Expansion Fund per l/1(1961 

divided accg:r•dir>.p; ·to t._rad.e sectors ( 12) 

Approximately half the resources of the fund wore place<'. iro 

Nordland and a quarter iu ·"ach of the other two coun"d.cc. 

About SO% of the resources won~c to the three-sectors po-,Jer

expansion, fisheries ancl mining. The liabi'lities of t~lle 

fund ·were on an avera~e ·the equivalent of 40% of ·~~he ·total 

investment in connection with these projects. The to~cc:l 

investments in the en...lcerprises .subsidised by the Fund froi!1 

1952-1960 amounted 'eo c. total of 600 million kroner. ·' y 
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comparison it r.1ay be note(,~ ·ti~.~.c.t North. Norway's .share J_I! ti1G 

gr-oos.s national proc~u.ct in 1950 v.ras approximately 1, 200 million 

kroner, .in 1957 2, SOO million kroner. Since 1960 th.e 

liabili·ties i:n Nort)l Ho:c~#ay have decreased .,eo 194- million 

kroner ( 11) as rGpayment~s have .supersed.ed new loans and 

guarantees. 

Parallel v;i th these enter;rn"ises a comprehensive research and 

planning work was carried ou·t on behalf of the Fund. It:, is 

imposgible to evaluate t,his hrork in kroner. 

Apart from the ;und the State-banks, and in. particular "The 

Fiskar-f":,c.nk0 {::.a.r.~.k for Fisheries) cave large loans ·to private 

enterprise in North Horway, the HHu.sLan1:::cnH (Hou.sinc, Bank), 

to a laree extent, also favoured -che Eorti1.ern districts. 

The table below clearly indicates that a larce movement of 

capital took place from South Eorway to North Norway via 

these banks. 

Loans to !North Nor1,ray Distribution ·eo 
5-'catebanks North Norway in % of the counties in 7~ of 

in Ei.ill !<:r wl1ole whole 

"-·-
tjlG 

the 
country cour.trx 

i:lordland Trom.G fFinnmark 
T.,. • 
nous~ng 

883 16 .q. 7.9 4.5 L!. • 0 Banks 

Commercial 
469 24.6 13. ~. 7.0 4.2 Banks 

Bank of 
45 90(ca) 18(ca) 24(ca) ,:.S(ca) 

Nof.way 

Post Saving 114 34.2 19.2 8.l 6.9 Bank 

Total 
' 

1511 l9.7(ca) 9.8(ca) 5.L!bu) . 5 ( \ t;.. ca 1 

-- ·----. 

Table 3.3 Loans from S·t{\tebanks to North Norway per l/1/:1,960. 

12§1l? fr:_g_r:l"j:ank of Norway per 30/6/1960. /,bsollJ.!.'" 

and relative figure~ (12) 

During the period up to 1960 20% of loans from Stateb<mks and 

2 5% of th.e loans froin conunercial i)anks went to North Norway. 

The distribEtion between th.e counties was approximately 
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the same as for the resources from the Expansicn Fund. 

Parallel to the establishment of th.e Expansion F;J.nd the 

Starting 13ranted about lOO million kroner extra for educational 

and con~unication purposes. These propositions also 

received 86 nillion kroner of the Norwec;ian resources ccr:~rlit·ted 

under the Marshall-help. T~1ese districts have also Leel-:.. 

given special consideration. ·t~hrough. the CJ. .... dinary grants from 

the St,ate-Hudget, especially ~:Ji th ree·ards tc the ccrm~unicatic<i'l

sector and employment·,. 

Anot,her ca-'cegory of a.ssist:,ance was the preferential -'creatme~cC 

tile State c;a-:,e North Hcr~·Jay, to rai.se the so-called cornerstone

industries irihich were to form the foundation of tb.e new 

industrial centres. It was expected that t;~,ese centres m)uld 

attract new enterprises which would give the establishment of 

the cornerstone-industries a far-reaching multiplier effect. 

ThrOue;h. the St'ate-Budget share-quotas were granted, hit~h. 

reduction loans and s·tate guaranteed loans for the ezr;ansion 

of the iron-works at Mo, for the building of Rana l'·lines, 

which were to supply iron-ore to ·the iron-works, and to the 

building of the a:;mnonia factory and tb.e coke-t.qorks in I~to 

which was based on coal f:r·om Svalbard. These -.10rks also 

required h.ie;h grants for the expansion of t:-he power-sta-tions 

in Inner Helgeland. In all a;c.proximately 1, 700 million kroner 

were concentrated on these projects between 19~~5-1965, 

The counties of North Horway have also received consider-ai_:,le 

sums over the State Budget from the special funds (tax tranof_erS)c 

During the peri~d l95l-196t:;. "'ch.c ftluniciple Districts in North 

Norway received more than 5!:)0 million kroner frcm the Tax 

Distribution Fund. Th.is representee~ 57% of the distribution 

within North Norway, Nordland received 275 million kroner 

or 50%, Troms received 180 million kroner or 33% and 

Finnmark 100 million kroner or 17%. 

In 1952 North Norway was ~iven special taxation rules with 

an aim to st~imulate trade and. a.tt~ract nev.r ~· .c1rms to North 
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Norway. Firms in North and South Norway were given the 

opportunity to transfer part of their profits to recognised 

investments in North Norway. The regulations for writing 

off these investments were particularly favourable. 

In both South and Nor·th Norway a number of firms have availed 

themselves of this tax system and by 1/1-1959 720 million 

kroner in all were put aside to be invested in firms in 

North Norway. Practic.rdly half of this capital was conveyed 

to North Norway from other districts and about 70% of this 

deposit was invested by 1960. In accordance with the special 

law drawn-up for North Norway a fur'cher 150 mill kroner were 

deposited in the period up to 1/1-1963. 

Approximately 1/3 of the sum which was deposited by firms of 

North Norway was utilised for mining. I!lvestments in the iron

ore mines in South Varanger were the most important. The 

sectors industry and crafts, communications and trade 

received 40% of the deposits, whilst fishing and fish-' 

distribution received 16%. 

The southern Norwegian deposits are mainly used for special 

projects within the chemical industry (Norsk Hydro Sal·tpetre 

Factory in Glomfjord), in Iiletallurgic industry (Aluminium 

works in Mosjqlen) in shipping and the textile induc;try 

(l'iosj!i\en). Deposits in these sectors represented over 90% 
I 

of the funds that were used by 1/1-1960. 

From this account of the capital assistance in North liorway 

during the period 1952-1960 it is clear that a very consider

able sum, over 5 billion kroner, have been invested in thG 

expansion of trade, power, communications-net and education 

in North Norway. It would be appropriate to sketch the 

result of this economical policy. 

3.2 Results of the Expansion Policy 1952-1960 

The economical growth in North Norway in the period 1952-1960 

has on the whole been more intense than in the rest of Norway. 
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North Norway's share of the gross national product rose from 

7.1% in 1950 to 7.9% ln 1957, and the share of estimated inco<::le 

rose from 7, O% to 7. 7% during the same period.. I-;,oth in 19 50 

and 1957 the percentage of population was 12.3%. The increase 

applies to all three co:'lu·ties and as the results were so 

noticable they .-j_ust be cor:.sidered as a real ir1crease from 

North Norway tcvv·ard.s the national produc·t. D·urinz the same 

period the net national p~oc"iuct in Nor'I~Jay rose by about J% 
per annum. 

The increase in the etri.ployrttent, of wage-·'cakers was on an c.verae;e 

higher in North Norway than in tb .. e count~:r·y aD a l'illole, (20% 

and 13%), in return there was a decrease 8@0DG the self

employed, especially in tJ1.e fi.shinc industry and ao:ricul·ture. 

In conse·quence the nu~:1be:r· cf P2[:ist~ered unetTifJloyed rose 

durine7 -'che programmed period, The total number of e;niJ.loyed 

remained practically unchanc;ed, !cut it must be n;aintainecl 

that the market for employment improved with the considerable 

moverrient of eraployees from trades .with lo~v product~ivity ·to 

trades with high prodact~i vi ty. TI.1e table below· shows t.he 

domicile popula·tion l'Jith the c~ifferent trade sectors in Nort,h 

Norway in 1950 and in 1960. The figures are in per cent. 

-
Domicile popu- Domicile popu-

Trade-sector la·tion in 1950 lation in 1960 

Agriculture & Forestry 22 15 

Fishing Seal-catchinG & 22 15 Whaling 

Industry, :mini ne~~ etc 12 15 

Building & ';dorks 13 13 

Cornmercial trade 6 7 
Communications 9 12 

Services 7 12 

Diverse q 11 
~ --

Total lOO lOO 
--·---

Table 3.4 Domicile populat-ion in l!orth i-lorway in 1950 and_,l960 

distributed :L::, ___ trade-sector,s, Fir~ures in per cen.t~ 

(16), (17) 
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A large proportion of the population which was dependent on. 

the pi"imary sectors have transferred to industry, cOI!l.municat.ions 

and services during the l950•s. The decline in the agriculture 

and forestry sectors was ·as prominent as the decline ia the 

fishing and seal-ca"Ccb.ins~ sectors. :tlo calculations h.ave 

been made over the increase in production in the individual 

trades over the sam.e :r.eriod; but, i·t i.s cbvious that~ ;-:=:·ro

duction in angricultu:i"e, forestry, fishing and seal-cat chine: 

have relatively decreased, v1hilst communications, industry 

and in particular :mining· have becom.e lllore important for the eco

nomy of North NorHay .since 1950, tcoth absolutely and rela

tively speak:j_ng. 

The trade sect.ors have expanded unevenly in tb.e individual 

counties. Table 8 shows ·Che di st~ribution of population. 1n 

the sectors within t:.he ~three counties in 1960. 

' 
Trade-sector I Nordland Trorns I '" • i•J..nnmark 1:J o r't\r ay 

Ae;riculture § Forestry 15 18 13 15 

Fishing Seal-catching & 13 16 1 0 4 'ivnaling -'- ./ 

Industry, mining, etc 16 11 13 25 
Euilding & hTorks 13 13 13 10 

Commercial trade 7 7 6 9 

Communications ·14 11 9 10 

Services 11 I 13 12 13. 

Diverse 11 I 11 10 lA . 
Total ' lOO i lOO lOO lOO 

I I 

Table 3. 5 Population distr·ibuted per county according t_q 

tradesin 1960,~compared with the distribution 

in the rest of Norway (12), (13) 

If tables 2,2 and 3,5 are compared it will be seen that t;L.e 

aericultural population has been reduced least in Finnma:a."k, 

where it is in fact also lowest. The population engaged. j_n 

fishing and seal-catching have been equally reduced in all 

counties, whilst~ in Finnmark the industr:Lal and Elinin£; 

I 

. 

I 

I 

I 

j 
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population have increasec~ sEbstan-'~ially •. This is par ... cly clue 

tc the re-opening anct·expansion of A/S Syd-Varanger (mining 

company at Kirkenes) at th.e ·b,eginning of the 1950's. During 

the same period indus-try and mining have. particularly increased 

their relative importance in Trom.s. The development in 

communications and services have been just about parallel with 

regards to the population dependent on thet~1. 

In the sequel a brief .sumi'Tiary will be given over what, has 

taken place in the individual sectors in North Norway during 

the development period. 

In tJ1.e ryower-sectcr t!1e machine ca})acity in the power-stations 

was trebled during the period, fror.1 227 EW in 1951 to 657 i'!!d 

in 1960, Practically the entire increase in power production 

has gone into industry. 

~~li thin the ccEm1unications sec-tor the roads ·were extended by 

1500 kr~, Special importance was attached to the building of 

roads which increased the potential growth in ·industry, a.;:;ri

culture, fishing and conunercial trade, The railway was 

completed as far as Fauske in 1958 and reached Bod- in 1961, 

In the educational sector most progress was made in the cro.fts

trainine;. The capacity of pupils at the Industrial am; Crafts 

schools was increased from 0 to 900, HStRtens Teknologiske 

Institutt" opened courses in Harvik in 1957. T,he a in: of tl-.. e 

insti tEt:,e is to create a technical milieu which will be able 

to give all-round courses a:od instructional assistance to the 

industry of th.e district. The junior hish schOols (realskole) 

and the senior high schools (e;ymnasia) were also built 

durine this period, The capacity for pupils at the junior 

hieh schools (realskolen) was more than doubled. 

The development within tbe sectors industry ar~d mining l:Jas 

the most noticeable. 'i'he value of the production was in 

19 51 2 ,1% of the total for the whole country, this percen'cage 

rose to 5% in 1958. More than half of tllis increase ••as due 

to the expansion of tho primary iron and metals industries 
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in Inner Helgeland, al'!d the mining industry in Varane;er. 

The value of the production per worker also rose strongly 

during the same period and was about the same in North 

Norway as in the rest of the country in 1957. 

The tonnage of north Norwegian shipping was more than doubled 

in the period 1952-1960, but even so was still very low in 

comparison to the rest of the country (151,000 gross-tons 

or 1. 4% of the country's tonnae;e). The r,umt-er of sailors 

from North Norway on board Norwegian ships abroad rose from 

3,200 to 6,900 during the same period. The number of north 

Norwegian sailors as comrcared to Norwegian sailors rose from 

10.1% in 1952 to 15.5% in 1960. 

There was a marked reduction in agricultural employment, but 

a slight rise in production due to the mechanisation and intensi

fication of the operations and improved distribution of the pro

ducts. The district's share of the country's gross production rose 

from 8% in 1950 to 8. 7% in 1957. The plantint; of fores-ts 

also increased durinu; t;<is period, in all about 250 kv kJ} 
were planted out. Two hard board factories were established 

in Nordland, these factories are dependent on decidious 

forests for raw materials. 

The fishing trade in North Norway has been and still is passing 

through a difficult period while converting from coast-

fishing to sea~-fishing. Parallel to a great decrease in 

employment the number of small craft, which can only be 

used near the coast, rose strongly. The trawling fleet 

was still small, in 1960 it consisted of·only 60 craft ever 

lOO feet. The size of the hauls varied between 410,000 and 

550,000 tons per annum. The fish-factories were further 

expanded with modernised cold-storage plants, filleting 

factories etc. But the fishing industry has had many serious 

problems due to the breakdown of supplies of raw materials, 

several of the factories are only in full activity for a few 

weeks of the year. 

The development in commercial trade has been much the same as 

in the rest cf the country. Both export and import via 
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north Norwegian customs stations was more than trebled during 

the period. 

The tourist trade in North Norway also increased in the 1950's 

but the tourist season was shorter here than i·n the rest of 

the country and the country hotels were underbooked outside 

the season . 

As a few large factories were established in Nordland and 

Finnmark the economy of these counties was better than in Trams, 

There are still economically poor districts to he found in all 

three counties. A closer study of the development in the 

individual districts follows. 

The iron-works, coke-factories, aluminium works, and two mines 

in Inner Helgeland represent the most important part of the 

industrial build-up in North Norway. As a result there was 

a certain shortage of labour in this district. The large 

works have barely influenced. the ready-made goods industry 

whilst services have expanded in size and denomination. 

The development in Outer-Helgeland has also been satisfactory. 

In this district communications,expansion of fish-factories, and 

the chemical industry have been of great economical importance. 

In Salten the centres Eodp and Fauske have expanded most, 

and possess the necessary requirements for industrial expansion. 

The Steigen district, further north, was still a difficult 

district with one-sided trade possibilities in agriculture 

and fishing, Dut in the Ofoten district there -has been a 

steady economical rise with Narvik and its iron-ore exporta

tion as the centre of activity. 

Xhe economical situation has become poorer in Lofoten due 

to seve~al unprofitable fishing seasons. 

Whilst the neighbouring district Vesteriden has had a more 

successful development with increasing profits from agri

culture and fishing, The Vesteralen fishesmen have based 

.their fleet on sea-fishing craft. 
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The Harstad district in Troms county has developed satis

factorily with increasing agricultural production. In Harstad 

the dominating industry is based en workshop-trade. 

In the central part of South-Troms the industrial development 

has been more filvdest. ii valuable adc.iition was the ferro

silicium works in Finnfjordbctn. Agriculture is the main 

occupation • 

In Inner-Trams agriculture Geminates. It has shown a marked 

increase in production due·tc; the demands and needs of the 

military camps in the district. Forestry has also been an 

important sGurce of ir..come, but the ready :.c:1arket is small for 

deciduous woods as there is little timber industry in Troms. 

In Outer-Troms the fisheries·dominate. There are, ho\'/ever, 

insufficient raw rnaterials to meet the demands as .mos-'c of 

the. fishing is carried out fro;"' small craft. 

Trams~ district has made steady progress by the develcr::.:;-;:·.ent 

of the industries already established there. The fish-factories 

in particular have increased their output and Troms\1) has the 

lart;est production of frozer, fish in Norway. 

Northern-Troms has a very weak foundation for its trades 

inspite of considerable assistance from the Expansion Fund. 

There ·is practically no industry, fishing and ae;riculture are 

usually cor-.1bined .. 

The development in the different districts in Finnmark has 

also been varied. 

In ';Jestern-Finnmark development was well underway in 1960, 

with the expansion of fish distribution, expansic;n of t•c.e sea

faring trawler fleet and increased mininr.; (Alta). Hammerfest 

has become a strong economical centre during the course of 

the programme-period. 

In Central-Finnmark the development has gone slower than in "che 

Western parts of the county and as a whole the district is in a 
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weak position. Apart from fishing, agriculture and reindeer

breeding were the main occupations. 

East-Finnmark is also a marked fishing-district with all the 

usual problems. South-Varanger, from a trade point of view, 

is one of the hest developed districts in North Norway. The 

mining industry is the reason for its position. 

This atrvey shows that the expansion of trade in North Norway 

from 1952-1960 has been so comprehensive in some of t!he geo

graphical districs, that these also have an economically 

strong position even when judged according to the rest of the 

country. This applies in particular to Inner-Helgeland and 

South-Varanger. 

In many districts the expansion programme has shown results 

even though the trade possibilities are still not fully 

developed. The greatestexpansion is expected in Ofoten and 

Salten district. In other districts the programme has had 

little effect. This is noticeable in the Steigen district, Lofo·ten, 

Northern-Trams and East Finnmark. 

The development inaugurated by the expansion prcgrarr:me of 

North Norway in the period 1952-1960 has in its broad features 

lasted up to now. With the given tendencies as a background 

a more detailed survey of the individual trade sectors in 

North Norway as ·they presen·C ·Chemselves today will be given 

below. 

THE NORTH NORWEGIAN ECOllOl;;:'l - STATUS AND PROSPECTS 

One of the most impor'cant conditions for the continued 

economical growth in North Norway will depend upon an 

advantageous development of the population structure. The 

recruiting of manpower within 'che most productive age 

groups, i e 19.:..49 years, will be of the greatest importance. 

f: .• 1 Population-size and composition 

The census of 1960 showed that there were 437,000 inhabitants 
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in North Norway, the num;)ers rose ·to 446,000 in 196t!., A 

prognostication has teen worked cut over ·the furt,her ~~regress 

of the development of the population up to 1980 based en, 

among other things, the census of 1960. The prognosticative 

number is shown in the table below, 

County I 1/11-1964 1970 1975 I 1980 i Growth . in % I 
I 1960-1_280 

Nordland 242 16( 250 317 259 664lno 380 1!:% 
I I 

87t; 13.1% Troms 129 634 I 134 139 320 1~,4 290 

~ Finnmark ']_3 9,1 C) ~8 702 82.772 87 082 _ _;n~ 
North- 1!45 737 463 893 1~81 756 501 752 ll~. 97b 
Norway _j 

! North 
Norway's 12.1% I 11.9% I 11.8% 11.8% 

I 
I 

I I share I i 

Table f:-,1 Prognostication of the development of the popula~ 

in North Norway up to 1980 (Data from the Norwe;::;ian 

Central Bureau of Statistics) 

Looked upon as a whole the ropu1ation in North Norway is 

expected to increase somewhat sl01/Jer than the entire popul.::d:ion 

of the country (14.9% as opposed tc 18,9%). 

The population in Finnmark lvi11 probably increase relatively 

rapidly, Up to now the prognostications for Troms and Finnmark 

have been correct, but for l!ordland they have beea. ·coo low, 

In 1960 51.5% of the population in North Norway were men, 

this percentage was highest in Finnmark with 52.5%, it 

was equal in Nordland and Troms with Sl,J%, The table below 

shows the distribution of ages in· the three counties • 

According to the table the population of Finnmark had the 

mos-'c advantageous age groups. The prognostic.;:t,ion shows 

ueanwhile a mar•ked development in this structure. 

I 
! 
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~ ·--~1 

i 
County 0-19 years~ 20-49 years so years or~e__j 

I 
Nordland 37.6% I 37.2% 25.2% 

--} Troms 38.3% 37. 97b 23.3% 
Finnmnrk H.l% J8.9% zo.o% 

North Norway 3 0 '% 37.7% 23.9% o,t~.o 
__j__, 

Table 4-. 2 The distribEt.ion _ . .2.f __ ~?:O population in percei:YGar:e.s 

according ·tc .... {:E:es per ljll-1960 ( 17) 

In 1980 the various age GI'ou;ps are ex1Jecte:d to be: 

I ---~~-- ~- .. ~-~·1 

County I 0-19 years 20-1; 9 years 50 years or LtCi"8 I --·--
Nordland 35.1% 35.9% 29.0% 

Trom.s 

I 

36.3% 3{.9% 28.13% 

Finnmark 33,17~ ! .36. 51_ 25. ti% 

North Norway ' 36.0% ___ j_, 'l' 7% 28.3% ! '- ..)'. 0 
I 

Table ~·, 3 frognosticnt 1 on o.f the £Opulat;ion di_stributed ·in 

percentage~? according to age in 1980 (Data from 

the Central BureaG of Statistics) 

--
I 

An ever increasing share of the jJOpulation in North Norway 

\'Jill belong to the age group 50 years or older, Finnm&rk will 

continue to have ·the mcst advantageous ar;:;e com.posi-'cions :in 

1980, with relatively most people witbin the i'lproductiveil' 

age group. 

t'-lith regards to inhabitancy t,:·:::ce development which has taken 

place since 1960 is expec·ted to continue. Apart from "the 

extensive changes in structv.re "che employElent market; of North 

Nor>~ay has in recent yeaPs been characterised by the increase 

of wage-earners, and the stagnation in number of indepe:t.:.d~:n:C 

tradesmen. In 1963 there was, on an average, 52,600 wae;e

earners in Nordland, 26,500 in Troms and 16,000 in Finnmarl<, 
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The independent trade.s111en represented respectively 2t:., OCJD, 

14,000 and 8,000 in the three CGunties in February 1964. 

There is still relati vcly high seasonal unemployr::.ont. :~n li o:.....,·c::~~ 

Norway. The numher.s vary from 600 in fviay to 9, 500 in 

December t~he saGe ye c.-;.::·. Per 1, 000 inhabi ta!l._,c t .. he dis"'cribut.ion 

per cOunt~y cf unear:-loyed is given below: 

. 

County June 1963 DeceE1ber 1963 I March 1961:. 1 

---
Nordland 1,3 19,8 11,0 

Troms 1,3 1'7 ,l 10,9 

Finnmark 1 1 .'11 2 15' 7, __ 

North Horway I 1,3 21,3 11,8 

l Nor1vay 
+-- --· 
I 1,5 8,5 6,1 I 

I 
'--- I - ~ 

Table 4. ,':. Nuni:,er of g£:£!'~.21-..S?.Yed per l, 000 c·f ·CGtal por;-~llaticn. 

·.::;er June 12._§_3_, December 1963', _ Ir·-~arch 196~. (30, I, 

Unemployment continues .,eo be a ~J.eavy burden for the economy 

of North Norway. Unem:ployme~:-:;.t is highest, in v;inter and the 

figures for Finnmark cont;j_nue to Le the highest (Cfr Ta1:cle 

2. 3). It is difficult -~-:,o predict v..rhether this high unemploy

ment in North Norway will be reduced in ·the con1ing years. 

In Norclland the mnjc;;. ... it,y of t.!.l'.lempleyed are to be found in 

the building trades, ·Hililst·, unemployment among the vJorkers 

in the fishinr;-inO.ustry is especially hiGh in Finnmark. 

A -favourable development in these JGrClde.s und improved 

methods for labour excJ.1ango, courses for re-train::...ag, etc, 

would be capabl.e of eb.sort,ing some of the working-power which. 

has, up to the present, t1een almost permanently unemployed 

during the winter. Continued reduced employment is expec·ced 

within the primary trades and increased enployment in incl:..;;..st;;('y, 

conununications abd .services. 

We have previously noted the distribution of e~ployrilen-'c ar:1on~ 
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the various ·trades and shown how ... ch.e trade-structure J-.tas 

changed during the 1950's. \>l.b.at~ ~J.rofit in the fcrm of :p:---o

duction results does -'~Che effort iri the incli vidual sectors 

give and what further developr11ent is expected in tbe neaP 

future? 

4-,2 Ap:ricultural productio':! 

The latest fir;ures for ·Cb.e ret~.urns in ac;riculture are fr-c1E 

196 3, l'.rhich Hr as ~ year with. an averaB.'e crop. The ·table belo\·J 

shows the distrihut;ion of t.he profi-t in tons according to 

counties in North Noi"v,ray's agricul-'cure. 

i Barlev I Oc.:tsi Po·ca- !Fodder ivece-
' ' 

' Of"'- . 11 1 

j .; ' I ' , iYlil~c : 1..lc1a y, 
and f controlled I in 1000 tables 1 toes 

Comity 
I I 

. , X 
crearD. , ! Ul'lJ .. "lCG 

total ~----·-r·----:-1 
weigh·ti Meat Pork 

Nordland 1700 200 70000 130000 3000 680001 
Trom.s I 10 I 0 I 31000 76000 1500 soooo i 

I 
I 

12oool Finnmark ___ o 
1 o~_3soo 23000 lOO -I 1'710 229000 -':600 '1300001 6200 320 

' 
~North Norway 1200 llOi!.SOO 

I I I , 
a 8'1 I 1 i\:orth llorway's 

0. ~-% I I i3 .1% : 9.,-:% I i 
1 ?d n /.o 10. 27b lO,l% L share 10.-.. ;o o,u% 

' {0 _j 
' ' 

xl unit = Nutrition value of l kG7 'barley_ 

Table 4. 5 Main product,ion i!L!,.Q.l}S in agricultuPc 1963 

(15, 1964) (23, 1963) 

The figures for r.dlk and cream are for 1962 and only coz;cGrn 

the production that passes through the d.airies.. The ·t~otal · 

·production of milk is approximately 160,000 tons per annum, 

Likewise the total production of meat and fish lies 20-25% higher 

than shown in the table, 

Approximately half of the agricultural production in North 

Norway comes from 1-!ordland. /, typical feature of agricul-:::ui'C 

in North Norway ],.s its varied production. So far few farm.s 

have specialised in part.icular produces. Most of the farr::s • 
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are small and mainly based on: domestic animals. ffl~ • 
.1.. ~1.e J..ncoms 

of Norti1-Norwegian farmer.s are slight,ly lo11.ver th.an in the 

rest of the country. North Norway is not self-supported 

in agricultural products and is compelled tc iri:y~ort wJ.'lea.t, 

pork and vegetables. 

There are approximately 130,000 r·eindeers in this part:, of -t~:,e 

country cf which 85,000 are ·eo be fc•und on Finnmarksvidda • 

Mink is the main animal bred for fur production and the profits 

are increasing rapidly. 

The main tendency iE agriculture in North Norway in the corcling 

years will presumahl~r ~:: e .;.::tec:r·easinc3' employBent, increa.sed 

size of farms, improved quali-ty of agricultural areas, 

increased specialisation and pro(L,ction capacity as a result of 

mechanisation and raticnalisat;ion. 

(! .• 3 Forestry 

The largest forests in Hortl'l HoJ_ ... way are to be fcu.nd in Hele;e

land. In recent years -che t,imCer production has been about 

500,000 m~ per season. In the ·t>.ree ncrt~heri~ counties ti-::ce 

production in the period 1961-62 is divided becween coniferous 

and deciduous trees as shown in the following table. The 

numbers are given in 1,000 m3. 

i 
1Coniferous I DeciduousiConiferous\Hood !Total 

' County timber I ·timber and. deci- cons<.m1ed pro- . 
I ! 

dt;tOUS wood farms ' t. 
' 

on QUC J..~ --t-
Nordland 137 

I 
26 15 1~.6 324 

Troms 11 0 21 133 165 ' 

Finnmark 20 0 2 30 52 

North Horway 168 26 38 JOO 
~-

,. A.l 

North Norway's 2, Lj.% 7,1% 11,6% "l (. zc;""' 5,6% 
I 

..Ji..U' . % 
share I 

Table /: .• 6 Timber oroducts j n 1, 000 m3 for the season "1961-62 

(ls, 1964) 

I 

I 
I 
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As may be expected the production of the coniferous trees is 

higher in the forest districts of Nordland, There· are large 

resources of decidious trees in the whole of North Norway 

and reasonable utilisation of these can make forestry a much 

more·important factor for the economy of North Norway than it is 

today. 

Fisheries 

In addition to agriculture, fishine; is the trade which employs 

most people in North }!orway. The number of fishinc; people 

in North Norway have been nearly halved since the war 1·1hile 

at the same time there is a tendency towards specialisation 

and rationalisation. The age of the fishing population ':1as 

risen as there have been few new-coaers. The most impor-'cant 

fishing-seasons are the Lofoten cod-fishinc: from February to 

April, the spring cod-fishing in Finnmark from ~·,ay to June, 

herring-fishing along the coast all summer, fishing out on the 

fishing-banks in late summer and autumn ar.d trawler fishinz all 

year, 

During the spring there is capelin (lodde) fishing in 

Finnmark, and purse-net fishing for herrings continues all 

through the year. The size of the naul has varied greatly 

from one year to another which makes it difficult to define 

a "normal" year. In 1961 850,000 tons of fish to a value of 

3 7 5 million kroner were brought ashore in North N orwa.y, 

whilst the figures for 1962 were 560,000 tons to a value 

of 325 r:1illion l::roner. TI-le variat,ion ii~ ·the capelin-fishing 

strongly influences ti"lese figures, for in 1961 the total :1aul 

of capelin was 217,000 tons but only 363ton in 1962. 

Norway has had the lar'gest quantity of hauls among the European 

fishint;; nations in recent years o.nd the table below s!•ows 

the quantity of mai·n ~C3':::00S of fish which were landed in i'lorth 

Norway in 1962. The fic;ures are given in 1,000 tons and 

the table shows l'orth l1oPway' s share of the whole country's 

takings. 
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iHad- 1cod IFinnmarkjBank- Coal- Large Small 0-'cher 

County I dock I spring 1 cod & fish herrings her- types 
· cod Fjord- rings of 

cod fish 

Nordland 3 49 0 13 I 19 3 57 31 
Troms 3 7 0 20 I 14 4 16 19 

I Firmmark :n q ?1 1.1 L1. '71 20 16 
North 39 65 .,, 

.) w'- 66 47 lSS 93 66 
Norway_ . 
North 

94% 95% lOO% 66% ;;6% 1 93% 68% 16% Norway's 
share I 

Table 4. 7 Size of haulf; of the main types of fish in 1962 

in 1000 ton (15, 1964) 

Total 

255 
83 

227 

565 

so% 

In 1962 about the same quantity of fish was landed in l!ordland 

and Finnmark while very rauch less was landed in Troms 

North Norway's share in the quota caught was SO%, and in 

value it was 49% of the profit of the whole country, 

The traditional methods for preserving have been drying and 

salting, How, an eveP gPowing quantity is filleted antf frozen. 

Herrincs are used for oi1 and meal. 

About 3/4- of the catches in North Norway is prepared prior 

to exportation. 

It is expected that the importance of fishing as a trade will 

diminish in the coming years. It is impossible to increase 

the size of the hauls of cod and haddock in the near future 

as these sorts of fish are already overdrawn, A large 

quantity of cod and haddock are caught in the Barents Sea 

in competition with the Soviet trawlers. It would be of 

great importance to be able to reach an aE;reement for tne 

rational utilisation and sharing of the fish in this 

district. The prospects for increased herrinc; and capelin 

fishing are good, 

Small whale and seal-catching have gradually decreased in 
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North Norway, 5-7,000 'cons of small whale and 100-120,000 

seal are caught a year, 

'5 ,,, .. dT'.t ,~... 1·.J.J..n_1ng an ~nGus ry 

The industry of North Norway is mainly based on the export 

of·prepared fish and iron-ore, both partially refined, 

In addition there are several small factories in all branches 

for production to the local market. The large sources of power 

have been one of the foundations for the raising of industry 

in North Norway. The potential water-power and developed 

capacity up to 1963 is given below, The figures are in 

thousand kW, 

Potential (. , d. Developed per 
County 

lDC..LU lng 

dev'?loped 1/1-1963 
Nordland 1911 442 

. 

Troms 1;.11 74 
. 

Finnmark .116 21 

North Norway 2638 537 

North Norway's 1'7,6% I 12,8% share I 

Table 4,8 Potential and developed water-power per 1/1-1963 

in thousand kW (15, 1964) 

There are ,still great potential water-power resources in 

North Norway par'cicularly in Helgeland and l{orth Tror.1s and 

further development is expected during the coming years. 

Three large power-stations in respectively Rana, Kvrenanesbotn 

on the border between Trams and Finnmark and in the Pasvik 

valley on the Soviet border will be ready for production in 

a short time, Two other stations in Nordland and Trams are 

planned, 

"According to the industrial statj_stics ·North Norway had, in 

1962 8, 4% of the l!lining and industry in Norway, 6% of the 
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entire employment and 11,8% of the gross-investment wore 

to be found here, The value of the products in North Horway 

represent 5. 5% of the ·total for the whole country. In -'chis 

part of the.country Nordland has nearly 2/3 of the factories, 

more t!!an half of the l-torkers within industry and minin1z, 
3/5 of the value of the produce, 3/4 of the gross investmen~cs, 

All three counties are relatively rich in metals anti mL-wrals 

but few of the sites are of econorr~cal value, 

The largest iron-ore producers in Norway are unquestio!""1ably 

A/S Syd-Varauger in Ea.st-I_,"'innmark. The total produce in 

1962 was nearly l. 5 million· tens cf iron-ore with 6tJ.% iron 

after separation. The greater part of the prcduct~ion is 

exported to West Germany and Great Britain. The i:"on-works 

at 1-io have also teen important customers. The works plan to 

increase their produc·ticn to 2, ~- million ·tons durinc; 1966 

and surface-mining will be able to continue another 20-25 

years. 

Rana-mines situated north-eas-e cf Lo ·will be our second lari:;:.est 

iron-ore mine during the coming years. Tb_e first stage of 

building- which has recently been completed will increase 

the annual product~ion to appi"cxio:;1ately 500,000 toi1s iron-ore with 

an iron content of 65%. The second building stage, still 

to be approved by t1~.e Stortine;, lrvill double the annual 

production, The ircn-wG:i.'"'ks will consume the en.tire iron-ore 

production frow -'cl-.i.e Ra.na-mines. The latest surveys snow 

that the mine fields will p1~cduce L[.OO million tons of iron

ore of at least 30% and further 600 million ·cons with at least 

25% iron. The refininG of iron-ore has presented. some 

problems, 

Other large mines are the Sulitjelma-mines east of Fauske, which 

produce copper, pyrites, zinc and lead, Bleikvassli-mines 

at Koreen in Inner Helgeland with a production of pyri~ces, 

zinc and lead and l>'.iofjellet-mines at Mo with a production 

of copper, pyrites, leed an~ zinc. The table below gives a 

summary of the product;icn of ere in North Norway in thousand 

tons for 1962. 

' 
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Type of ore !Quantity of pro-
1 

duction in 1000 
tons 

Percentage 
contents 

N ort}'i l1 or~,.ray' s 
share of coun
try's ·cotal 

Iron-ore 

Copper 

Pyrites 

Zinc 

Lead 

lri93 

19 

106 

15 
c 
J 

·--+-----------+---~;),>"OC'l:'~Ce,:e'?__-l 

16!:,!:-65,5 Fe 
I 
j22,8-25,1 Cu 

1
34,9S30,~.Fe 
31,6 Zn 

ea 68% 

ea 71% 

146,1-50,2 s 

I 
0 - 1,9 Cu ea 19% 

''-7,9-55,4- Zn ea 66% I 
. .J..Is_LI_~--'_s_-_6_o_,_l_P_b __ __;. ___ ~_loo% _j 

Table 4.9 P 1 ..!... • .c 
rOQUCr...,10n 0~ OPe in thousand tons (22, 1962) 

The production· of Oi"'e :..::-1 the Bj~rkaasen-mine.s in Ofoten is 

not included in the ta"ble as this mine. has now l.;een closed. 

GraphiJcc is mined in Senja ( 7, 000 ·c), feldspar and dolcn1.it.e 

in Inner Salten a:..-:.d Steigen {170,000 tons), quartz in Illner 

Troms, nefelinzyenit,e ia Stjernst)y in northwest-Finnrnark 

(30,000 tons) and chalk several places in this part of the 

country. 

There is continuous se_archine for new mineral fields arHl A/S 

Syd V a ranger have, among ot .. her things experimental fields in 

Bidj ovagge in Inner ·west-Finnmark. There is also the 

possibility for a mine in th.e copper fields by the Altevann 

areas in Inner Troms. 

The industry of oil. and fat, is one of the lar~;est indu:Ticrial 

groups in North Horway. The croup consists mainly c-f -the fish

refining fac..tcories such as canning factories, herring-oil 

factcries and· the deep-freeze m~d cold-storage plants. This 

part of the country ·also i·1as a number of dairies, a couple 

of breweries etc based on the needs of the local c1arket. 

Th.e fis~~'.\-refininc factc:..,ieo are situated· far apart alone ·c:_-.. e 

coast at Bod9), in Vester~tlen and Lofoten, at .Senj a, in lJor·tb. 

Tro:ms and hTe.st and Eas-t.-Finnraark. 
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The largest factory is 11 Findus11 in Hammerfest with an annual 

production of 11,000 tons of frozen goods i~ 1962. 

has been taken ever hy the Swiss firm HNestl6 1i. 

The firm 

Other large production centres are "Fi-No-Tro" with firms in 

Vardjij, Ilatsfjord, Derlevag, r1c.ehamn, Kj\'lllefjord, Honninc;svac.; 

and Skj erv1)y. A th.ird large cold-storage amaleamatio:..1. is 

'ii Frionorii which includes a number c·f smaller firms • 

Textiles and clothes industry is little developed in Horth 

Norway. One of the lareest enterprises·is the artificial 

silk manufactures in i>:.osj;Oen, the wool factory in Harstad 

and fishinrE equir-.1aent in Finnsnes in South-Trom.s, 

The t~mber trade is also undeveloped, the largest factories 

are situated in Hattfjellda.l in Inner Helgeland and at Rognan 

in Salt en. Apart fro1~~. these faCtories there are a numt:er of 

small saw-mills, carpenters workshops, etc. 

The artificial fertiliser factory in Glornfjord, Ou·cer 

Helgeland is the only large factory within the chemical 

industry. 

There are plans here to produce 130,000 tons of ammonia, 

250,000 tons of artificial manure and 100,000 tons of lime

saltpeter during the periccl 1/7 1964 to 1/7 1965. A subst;a.ntial 

part of the production is absorbed by the home market. The 

factory is expandint: but has difficulties due to the J_ack 

of adequate land communic<d:;ions, 

The coal-refining industr-y in North Norway· consists of only 

one large works, the coke-v>Iorks at :r--~o. The coke-works 

which are supposed to utilise the coal from Svalbard for 

their own production are now runnin~~. Th.e production capacity 

will ce 250,000 tons of coke annually, 22,000 tons tEr and 

7,000 tons henzol. It is expected that the iron-works a'c 

l•;o will ab sort· 110,000 tons c:f coke annually but it is s<~ill 

uncertain whether coke based on coal from Svalbarcl will 

be suitable for these works. The remaining coke will 

probably also be used on the home market. The coke-works' 
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amHonia-factory ho.c 2.11 a:...1.nual capacity of 7, 000 tons, a!' ... •:l is 

about to start product~ien. Tb.ese supplies will g_:;o tc al,Icrsk 

Hydron. 

Twc raw-m·aterials (:;;cminate the stone industry, slate and ;_;:;.arble" 

The largest production of .slate is in Alta in Finnmark 

( cor, n~o "2 .J V 1 ,;iJ !;~ .slat·.e l . -, l C'·~2) ,;,._ ..r.... ~V ' 'Vibi1s-t Fauske is the center for 

-~--~::::.el''G is also a large ce:;nent 

factory in ~~cyssfjord in the ;:lort~:bern most part of Nordlc::ncl, · 

v1i th a pro.specti ve an:t1ual ~:::;.""eduction of 300,000 tons cei1J.ent, 

in 1965 (224.,000 tonG in 196~.). I-i~ost of the cement is 

disposed of in North Horway. Bxpansion i.s expected in both 

t~he sla:te and ceEient proo.uction. T~·1e onlarcement of t~I-::t.e 

factories in Tyssfjord will be depenG.ent on road corMr_iv.ni

cations with Plain Rou·te 50. 

Primary iron and m.etal industry are no1·1 a very importan-'c 

bPanch uf the industry in Hordland. In the first~ place ·Chic 

1.G due to the estab.lisllr:.ent of th.e iron-works at Mo in 19)5 

2ad the aluminium-works at l''~osj~en. i1.1 1958 ~ Both thcGe 

works are still under expans:ton. 

Ir. 1964. the iron-works production will be about 355,000 tone 

of raw-iron, 240,000 tone steel, 195,000 tone eleotro steel, 

388,000 tons blooms and slabs, 350,000 tons billets anC heavy 

secfun mill products, 151,000 t:-cns light. section mill produc-ts, 

and 12,000 tons ship-plating. 

At first the iron-works were only intended to provide for 

the Norwegian market. Lately the works have gone over to 

export basis and the ac.nual e~;:port amounts tc 7 5% of ·CiJLe 

sale-value of -'che ·total p:t"oduction. Great Britain receiveri 

at)otxt half of the exported s·te8l and iron. It WOt~ld t·G 

:premature to state that t:-ie. ircn-t8orks will undergo fur·Cb.er 

expansion as the main task r1ow is to attain the optimu:m effi-

ciency within the present struc-'cure of production •. 

The aluminium factory at Mosj;Ven is a 1<-TorwegiGn-SwisG 

enterprise based on t~h.e refininc of imported alumit~ium-oxid.o .. 
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The annual production in 196f:. was approximately 55,000 tons 

of aluminium which was exported, mostly to Great Britain. 

The works are about to undergo a large expansion. 

The third relatively large melting-works are the ferrosilicium

works at Finnsnes in Southern Troms. ·Here the annual pro

duction in 1964 was approximately 20,000 ·tons ferrosilicium 

(calculated to 45% Si), which is mostly exported to Great 

Britain and West Germany. There are also plans to build 

another ferrosilicium-works at Fauske or S~rfold in Nordland. 

Since 1950 there has also been a considerable expansion in 

the iron a•1d metal-ware industries, in machine industry and 

shipping industry in North Norway. This part of the ccun·try 

has relatively many small ship-building yards and repair 

workshops for the fishing fleet. The largest ship-yard and 

mechanical workshops are in Harstad. In Lorgen in Ofoten there 

are works producing winches and cranes and in Bodp there :ls a 

factory producing engines. 

Among other new establishments are several modern car-workshops, 

workshops for iron and metal constructions and an iron-foundry. 

Further development of tiE north Norwegian industry will probably 

be based on the power-resources which are still undeveloped, 

an improved utilisation of the ore-resources and a more regular 

supply of raw materials to the fish,-refineries, and last but 

not least an improved utilisation of labour. In the near 

future the main expansion will concern the factories which 

are already established. One of the most interesting per

spectives is the possible cooperation with Sweden and Finland 

in connection with the utilisation of the ore and forest reserves 

in North-Sweden and Northern-Finnland. Up to the present time 

the economical cooperation accross the herders in the north 

has been of relatively little importance apart from the expert 

of ore over Narvik. LimiJced "possibilities for communications 

have also been a serious imp2diment for inter-nordic economi

cal cooperation in the north. A possible increase in commercial 

connections with the Soviet-Union could also be of signi

ficance for further development of the north Norwegian industry. 
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4-.6 Commerce 

Commerce over the north Norwegian customs stmaons has increased 

the last years. In 1963 imports represented approximately 

440 million kr whilst exports were abou~c 540 million kr. The 

harbours which transacted the commerce of highest value 

were Ho, Mosj\1\en and Tromsp. Earlier whole -sale and retail 

commerce was dominated by 1-Zorwe[r,ian interests from the south, 

but this is now changed at the same time as trade has expanded 

and been modernised. The turn-over in commercial business is 

approaching 2,000 million kr per annum. It would be reasonable 

to expect further expansion in the future. 

The tourist trade is expected to be of increased importance 

for the economy of this part of the country. There is an ever 

increasing number cf tourists travelling by car and air, whereas 

the number of tourists travelling by the coastal-routes is 

not increasing so rapidly. 

The hotel capacity is too small for the short peak season. The 

number of tourists for 1961,. was approximately 150,000 of which 

a large proportion were Swedish and Finnish. It is difficult 

to state what amount of currency is spent by tourists each 

year. The figure 75 million kr has been mentioned. 

4.7 Education 

In the educational sector North Norway is now in a better 

position to educate the post-war youth, but in many educational 

branches the capacity is still inadequate. 

In 1963 there were, for example, only 15 junior-high schools 

attached to senior-high schools (gymnasia), in the whole of 

North Norway whereas there were 123 in South Norway. The 

worst shortage is in Finnmark. The difficulties of education 

are obvious and are reflected by the low educational standard 

of the population of Perth }lorway, The 1960 census proved 

that only 12.2% of the population over 15 years in North Norway 

had special education whilst the percentage for the whole 

country is 20.1%. The number of high school graduates within 
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each age group was six times greater in Oslo than in Finnmark. 

Ther.e is no academy or university in this part of the coun'cry, 

But there is every possibility that Troms~ may become a 

university town by 1970, 

Prolongation of the 11 Folk~skole" (Grammar School) education 

from seven to nine years is now being rapidly introduced in 

North Norway, Finnmark is the most advanced with altogether 

15 schools, Further expansion of this type of school, an incre

ase in the capacity in the gymnasia and an improved situation 

where teachers are concerned will be the most important objec

tives for the Korth Norwegian school authorities in the 

years ahead. 

5 CON£hQSIONS 

On the whole the economy of North Norway, both absolutely 

and by comparison with South Norway is much stronger today 

than in 1950. From an economical point of view the differences 

have been evened out as, i:n. whatever way one calculates, 

one will notice that the population of North Norway does not 

receive more in value from the rest of the country than they 

·themselves supply, 

The future development will depend upon the rate of rationalisa

tion and modernisat:im of agriculture, fishing and the su)Cplies 

of raw materials to ·the fisheries (landing of fish' from 

foreign trawlers), continued expansion of the state concerns, 

investment of private Norwegian and foreign capital, co

operation accross the border in the north, and net least the 

expansion of the communication-net and the educational capacity. 

To-day's picture of North Norway's economical situation brings 

promises for a brighter. future, 
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